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IS THE LAST
CARTRIDGE
YOU'LL
EVER BUY!
A RESEARCH TRIUMPH - THE "'IY''''~~II'II\:I'
Its ultra-sophisticated hJ nd-polished dia
lightest. Coupled wit
new magnetic ele
th is assures the longest possible life of t he Em

* STYLUS
is the world's
lowest dynamic mass,
880P.

Lower dynamic mass and higher compliance than any other cart- }

DYNAMIC MASS { ridge made _ .. eliminates distortion and makes possible a lighter
stylus, better frequency response, greater channel separation, and
less than _5xlO - 3 gms
the remarkable new standard for ...

COMPLIANCE
30 xl 0- 6 em/ dyne

TRACKING FORCE-AS LOW AS 1/4 GRAM
At such low tracking force, the Empire 880P not only eliminates record
wear, but also eliminates distortion. To achieve the benefits of low force
tracking with the 880 p cartridge, a tone arm capable of tracking at
such low levels must be used. We track every cartridge with the Empire
980 arm at less than a half gram before releasing it.

PERFORMANCE RANGE { This is well beyond
the range of human
6 to 30,000 cps
hearing

Greater separation than any other }
cartridge means greater enjoyment
of stereophonic sound

t!

empire 880
' Pate nt Pend i".9

CREATORS OF

PAudiophile Net $42 50

CHANNEL SEPARATION
more than 30 db

~Iii::.a

EMPIRE SCIENTIFIC CORP ., GARDEN CITY, N .Y. - WRITE FOR LITERATURE

THE EMPIRE TROUBADOR .. . WORLD'S MOST PERFECT RECORD PLAYBACK SYSTEM
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S·5500 64·watt Stereo Preamplifier·Amplifier
$164.50. 14" x 4Y2" x 12W' deep. Identical to
amplifier used in S-8000. Other amplifiers :
S·5000 n 80-watt Stereo Amp lifier·Preamplifier
$199.50.
This typical room setting
includes Sherwood's "Superb Stereo Starters,"one S·8000 Receiver and
two SR3 Loudspea kers.
Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, Inc., 4300 N.
California Ave., Chicago
18, Illinois. Write for com·
plete technical detai ls.

AUDIO CLINIC
Joseph Giovanelli

Send questions to :
Joseph Giovanelli
3420 Newkirk Ave.
Brooklyn 3, N. Y.
Include stamped, self-addressed
envelope.

Electrolytic Capacitors
Q. In a?nplifier power supplies (conventional RC type--'no choke), is there any
objection to using much larger capacitors
(approx'imately 200-400 IJ-f) than the 20- ,to
50-IJ-f capacitol's 1Lsually indicated for 20to 50-watt amplifiers! Wouldn't they provide much better voltage regulation when
peak power is required momentarily for
low-frequency transients.
Similal'ly, why not use larger decoupling
capacitOl's (50-100 IJ-f) to impl'ove the low
frequ ency response of the voltage amplifier
and phase-splitter stages?
The cathode resistor bypass capacitor of
a self-biased output stage should be of such
a value ,as to have a reactance at low frequencies that is "small" relative to the value
of the bias resistor. What ratio of capacitor
reactance to resistance is "small" and what
frequency is usually used as a basis? Edgar
H. Berg, Parsippany, New Jersey.
A. There is no objection to the use of
larger filter capacitors in a power supply,
provided the rectifier can take the current
surges which such capacitors will cause to
flow. A small resistor placed in series with
the cathode of the rectiiier and the input
filter is usually sufficient to hold down the
effect of such surges to safe levels. Values
for this surge-limiting resistor range from
5 to 50 ohms. Ten-watt ratings are often
required.
You would not find such large amounts
of filtering used in the moderately-priced
commercially-made amplifiers because of
the need for economy and the need for a
small package.
There is no need to increase the size of
the decoupling capacitors over their present levels in most instances because they
provide a very low-reactance path to ground
for the low frequencies. You only need a
reactance of 4000 ohms when the value of
decoupling resistor is 20,000 ohms in order
for decoupling to be effective. The rule
usually cited is that the reactance of the
c1ecoupling element in an amplifier shoulc1
be 1/ 5 the value of the decoupling resistor,
which, in turn, should have a resistance of
at least 1/5 that of the plate resistor. Thus,
for a plate-load resistor of lOOk ohms, the
decoupling resistor would have a resistance
of 20k, and the capacitor associated with
this network would have a reactance of 4k
ohms at the lowest frequency in which we

2

are interested, or, in other words, at which
the circuit is to be used.
This ratio is also the one which should
be used with cathode resistors. Again, it
should be chosen so that the reactance of
the capacitor has the proper reactance at
the lowest frequency at which the circuit is
to be used.
However, when an output stage is under
consideration, there is really no need for
a capacitor because of the cancellation
which is produced by the push-pull action
of the stage. I referred to output stages
because they are the most commonly encountered push-pull stage, but what holds
for this stage regarding cathode bypass
capacitors also holds for any push-pull
audio stage.
The frequency upon which reactance calc.ulations of this type are based is usually
20 or 30 cps.

Standing Waves

Q. Why are standing waves in either the
listening room or in the speaker enclosure
harmful to faithful reproduction of ?nusic?
If they are standing, how can we hear
them? Are they harmful even if we could
not hear them? Suppose they weTe of very
low frequ ency so as to be out of the range
of audibility. Don't standing waves exist
in the original concert hall or recording
studio? Cyril M . Gaydos, Philadelphia,
I'ennsylvania.
A. Standing waves are nothing in themselves. I say that because you said they
might be of such a low frequency that they
could not be heard. In other words, if there
is no sound present in the room, there can
be no standing waves.
Let's start from the beginning. You
know that sound is transmitted in the form
of waves which impart motion to air molecules. These, in turn, impart motion to other
adjacent particles of air, and the waves
radiate in all directions from the sound
source. This is what happens out-of-doors
or in rooms which are specially designed,
where there is nothing to reflect the waves
back to the sound source. Indoors in recording studios the walls are so padded with
sound-absorbent material that Bound cannot be reflected back to the source of that
sound to any appreciable degree. (By arranging the amount of such sound-absorbent material in the right proportions and
composition, it is possible to achieve a particular acoustic quality which might be required for a particular kind of recording
characteristic.) Let's take the ordinary living room. The four walls are parallel to
each other and are of hard material, often
with not even a curtain to act as a Bound
absorber. (Recording studios are Borne-
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WITH VERSATILE TARZIAN TAPE
Turn Free Sound Waves
into a Complete Music Library

Talk Long Distance
for Only 1 O~ per Hour

Have you an AM or FM radio, or a TV set? If so, you can
tape music and variety programs being broadcast every dayor, for that matter, borrow your friend's records and put
them on tape. You'll pay for your tape recorder with the money
you save on records-one inexpensive 1200 foot reel of
high fidelity Tarzian Tape holds a full hour of music
recorded at 712 Lp.s.

You can record a 24 minute conversation (at 3% i.p.s.)
on a 225-foot reel of Tarzian Tape and mail it anywhere in
the U.S. for 4¢ postage. No one worries about the telephone
bill ... and the same reel can be used again and again with
no decrease in sound reproduction quality. That's a lot of
friendly communication-the easy Tarzian Tape way.
And you get a handy mailing carton as well!

Buy, Borrow or Beg

Make a Priceless Family
Heirloom-The Easy Ta,.zian Way

Buy, borrow, or beg a reel of Tarzian Tape
-either Mylar or acetate base, on a 3, 5, or
7-inch reel, and compare its sound reproduction to that of any other tape on the market.
Your own ears will tell you why Tarzian is
the best buy for modern tape recording.
While you're at it, send for our free 32-page
booklet, "The Care and Feeding of Tape
Recorders" .

Next time the family gets together for a special occasion ...
and every time a high point comes along in the lives of the
children and grandchildren ... be sure to record the
events on long-lasting Mylar*-base Tarzian Tape. The tape
will last indefinitely-and so will your pleasure-with a
priceless heritage of voices and events unique to your family.
Such moments can seldom be repeated, but thanks to
Tarzian Tape they can always be remembered.

*DuPont trademark for polyester filin
SARKES TARZIAN, INC.
World's Leading Manufacturers of TVand FM Tuners. Closed Circuit TV Systems, Broadcast
Equipment. Air Trimmers. FM Radios. Magnetic Recording Tape. Semiconductor Devices

MAGNETIC TAPE DIVISION. BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA
Export: Ad AUT/ema, Inc., N. r.• In Canada, CrOll CanadaElectronlCl, Waterloo, Onto
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THE

NEW!

AUDIOGUIDE
Featuring

FM-STEREO

---

... Eight complete articles about
the most exciting development
since the beginning of high

,q&,_'9&1

",

PROOU t1

'.

fidelity . . . written by the
men who worked be-

;.

hind the scenes to
make FM STEREO

PR£V\£'IJ

possible

$1.00 postpaid*
(Approximately 160 pages)

HERE'S WHAT YOU CET FOR ONLY $1.00
PART

I_Eight articles with complete schematics and descriptive da ta by
such authorities as An tal Csicsatka and Robert M. Linz of Gen-

eral Electric Co., Daniel R. von Recklinghausen of H. H. Scott, Inc., Fred Mergner of Fisher Radio Corporation, Leonard Feldman of Crosby Electronics, Inc.,
Carl G. Eilers of Zenith Radio Corpora t ion, Norman H. Crowhurst, and
AUDIO's own Dave Saslow and Edward Tatnall Canby-a complete compilation of the FM-Stereo articles in the June, July, and August issues.

PART

II_A complete " Buyers Guide" to all of t he newest high fidelity
products, some yet to be unveiled at the 1961 New York High
Fidelity Music Show. Truly t he most complete directory of FM-Stereo and
components, with all specifications and prices..
.'!P..

--------------------- ~ --------------

AUDIO,

Dept. AG-2,

P_ O. Box 629,
Mineola, New York.
Enclosed is $ .. ........... .., plea se send me past pa id * ...... ...... copies of t he new AUDIOGUIDE.

Name ..... ............. ... ................................... .... ................ .... .. ............. ......... ............... .. ..... ... ......... .
Address ..... ........ ... ...... ........ .................. .. .. .............. ......... ............... .. .... ............ .. .. ................. .
City .. .. .... .... ........ .... .. ......... ........ ... ............. .....

Zone... ... ......

State ... ......... ....... .. ......... ...

· Sent postpaid in the U.S., Canada, and Mexico. Please add 2S¢ fo r foreign orde rs.
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times constr ucted so tha t no two walls are
parallel.) Further, th e floor and ceiling are
parallel. The floor, of cou rse, is usually
padded by virtue of the carpeting and its
underlying protector. (Ozite carpet pro·
tectors are very fine sound absorbers, and
are sometimes used as th e lining inside
loudspeaker encl osures.) Let us say that
so und is transmitted from one wall and
travels to the opposite wall. This souud is
a regular sinewave, perhaps generated by
an a udio oscillator, so the waves just keep
comiug along one on top of the other. The
so und finally reaches t he other wall and
bounces back as though the wall was a
mirror. However, the sound is still coming
fo rward from the sound source. What hap·
pens wheJ1 the two waves collide is the effect
we call standing waves. If the phase of the
l'efiected wave is correct, it will reinforce
the original wave and the a pparent signal
is louder than it would be had there been
no reflected signal added. At some other
frequency transmitted by the generator or
at another p art of the room, the phase may
be reversed so as to cancer the sound almost
completely. The phase m ay be somewhere
in between these extremes. Not only will
the effect depend upon the freq uency of
the waves, but it will depend up on the posi·
tion in which the listener is located in the
listening room. The exact r elationship be·
tween the two sets of waves ( those trans·
mitted and those reflected ) will vary in
different p arts of the room. This is ob·
vious when you stop to think of it. This,
then, is what is meant by standing waves
and their effects. They are of such magni·
tude in the aver age listening room that it
is impossible to take a meaningf ul fr equency r esponse of a speaker or of a microphone. Music may sound boomy or it may
seem to lack lows or may seem too sh rill.
(This i s one good r eason ton e controls
ha ve been incorporated into virtually every
home music system. Use them to h elp comp ensate for poor acoustical conditions
within the listening r oom. ) The sound
f rom the speaker will vary as has been said,
depending upon the position occupied by
the listener in the room.
The explanation of standing waves preSE'nted here was over-simplified. Remember
that we said that sound travels in all directions from the sound source; a threedimensional wave. Some of the sound will
strike the ceiling or floor and r eflection
from these sources will also t ake place.
Much the same action as has b een described for a listening r oom can exist in a
loudspeaker enclosure. Sound leavin g the
rear of the cone and striking the rear
panel of the enclosure can be reflected back
to the cone in such a manner that some of
the signal will be cancelled (or reinforced).
If the listening room or speaker cabinet
is such that the effects of standing waves
ar e only present at frequencies below the
range of hearing, their effects wonld not
be noticed aurally.
This is not to say that standing waves
ar e the only factors which playa part in
degradin g the so und in the listening room
or in the speaker enclosure. Air resonances
in th e room or p anel resonances will set up
strong sound wave transmitters at certafn
frequencies. These will also b e reflect ed as
has been described, lending their voices to
the general confusion_
IE
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THE REMARKABLE NEW AWARD KITS BY HARMAN-KARDON
The perfect blend of form and content. This is the unique
achievement of the Award Kit Series.
There's sheer pleasure in just looking at the kit: in seein g how
each component is packed precisely in the sequence in which it
will be used ; how the unique tool·box packa ging, with pull·out
trays, makes handling and identification easy.
An extraordinary instruct ion book lends a dimension never
before available in a high fidelity kit. It contains simple, interest·
ing explanations of how each section of the instrument works.
For the first time the kit builder understands just what he is
doing-as he is doing it. The handsome book is easeled, spiralbound and provides complete integration of diagrams and text.
No detail has been overlooked in the creation of this exciting
product group. Here is the electronic perfection and incompara-

ble performance of the famed Award Series; the total integration
of the most advanced instruction material, packaging and construction techniques. From the moment you open the kit, until
the final moment when the completed instrument is turned on,
yours will be a totally gratifying experience.
The Award Kits include: Model A30K-handsome 30 watt integrated stereo amplifier kit-$79.95. Model A50K-powerful 50
watt integrated stereo amplifier kit-$II9.95. Model F50XKprofessional FM Stereo (Multiplex) tuner kit-$129.95. All prices
slightly higher in the West.
For more information write
De pt. A· 6 Harman·Kardon,

Inc., Pla inview, New York.
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SAVE

25%
This is our

GROUP SUBSCRIPTION PLAN
Now you, your friends and co-workers
can save $1 .00 on each subscription
to AUDIO. If you send 6 or more subscriptions for the U.S., Possessions and
Canada, they will cost each subscriber
$3.00 each, V4 less than the regular
one year subscription price. Present
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to accompany orders.
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Hi Fi is Older than AUDIO
sm:

One High-Fidelity Technical Society?
sm :

You may be horrified to know that
nearly twice 15 years ago, hi fi was already in being in England, and the course
then started would inexorably have led
to great advances had not H itler walked
into Poland in 1939 and provided Britain with a more important task than
leading the world in hi fi for the home.
As my business is no longer operating,
literature we issued pre-war no longer
counts as commercial publicity. Instead
it has become historic. The particular
folder enclosed herewith was issued in
September, 1937. However, even then it
was a reprint of earlier editions. The
actual- instrument' illustrated on the front
cover<"was the oI\~ which, in the summer
of 1935 was spe~ially "dressed up" for
our demonstrations near Radiolympia
(the annual radio show ) and that was
26lj2 yem·s ago!
At that time, the internal structure
was similar to that reviewed in the December 28, 1934 issue of the Wireless
World.
P. G. A. H. VOIGHT

In reading the qualifications of many
of the industry leaders in your Audio
Pioneers section of the May issue, I note
that they are members of the IRE, AES,
IHFM, Acoustical Society of America,
AlEE, MRIA, SMPTE, and others, not
to mention European organizations.
While these organizations deal with many
problems related only to their particular
field, the technical work in the highfidelity field is widely scattered. Would
it not be possible to eonsolidate all technical groups working on high fidelity
under one ,roon
I am looking forward to the 30th Anniversary Issue of AUDIO) although I am
not sure whether it is going to be received as a magazine, or as a roll of tape I
JOSEPH N. BENJAMIN) President
Benjamin Electronic Sound Corp.
("We agree) it would be valuable to
have one society concentl·ating on the
technical problems of high fidelity . How
about the IHFM or AES? ED.)

Additional Pioneers

Your editorial comment on "Audio
Clubs" interested me immensely. I believe in this principle of unity among
true audiofans not only, as you have
stated, for "comparing, sharing and
learning," but most importantly, to educate members and future participants in
the true concept of high fidelity.
I am sure audio clubs will benefit not
only the members, but also the manufacturers who honestly produce and distribute reliable high-fidelity components.
I will be very happy to act as a central
point for the Westchester County and
upper Bronx area.
PATRIZIO ROSSI)
39 State Street,
New Rochelle, N. Y.

sm:
The high-fidelity industry owes you a
vote of thanks for your splendid article,
Audio Pioneers. I realize that you could
not include all of the great names from
years past and present in your article,
but my hat is off to three pioneers that I
feel should have been mentioned. Saul
Marantz, Stewart Hegeman, and Herbert
Keroes. They are all great in my book.
LEON KUBY
Sales Manager,
H arman-Kardon
(They al·e gl·eat in our book too! Actually we asked m01·e people than finally
appeared- some wel·e unable to get photos and such to us in time. ED.)

He's for A",dio Clubs
sm:

THIS MONTH'S COVER

LAST MONTH'S COVER

The system shown on the cover is comprised of a Fisher 101R stereo tuner; a
Marantz stereo preamp; two Dynakit
Mark III, 60-watt amplifiers, driving
four AR II speaker systems. The turntable is a Thorens TD 124 with an Audio
Empire tone arm and cartridge. The tape
recorder is a Concertone, Model 505, and
the cabinets were made to the owner's
specifications by Handloser Custom Cabinets of Burbank, California.
The setup also consists of a few extras
such as a patch panel and a balance
meter located below the preamp. Located below the tape recorder is another
panel with two VU meters used for re'cording. The system has a modified Fisher
reverb unit which is not seen. An electric
clock is located below the turntable.
The proud owner is Greg Venable of
Burbank, California.

In the hustle and bustle of putting together our May issue, we neglected to
give some vital information about the
cover: the photographer and the how.
For those who require photographs of
lyres, our photographer was C. G. McProud.
As explained to us, the crystal lyre
was photographed against a background
of green velvet which required several
hours of browsing to select. (The velvet
wasn't hard to find, but he likes to
browse.)
The lyre was placed on a cardboard
base which had a hole cut just below the
lyre, and then the velvet -also with a
hole in it-was artfully draped around
it. The light from a Sylvania Sun Gun
was then directed up through the hole in
the base, thus creating the internal reflections which make the photograph so
interesting. Another Sun Gun provided
fill lighting.
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The corporate charter of Acoustic Research, filed in the
Massachusetts State House, states the purpose for which AR
was founded:

"To engage in research, development and manufacture ...
in the field ilf acoustical, electronic, electrical, and mechanical engineering and devices ..."
AR now introduces its first product outside of the loudspeaker
field. The AR turntable cannot be used for records other than
33% rpm, and its starting time is not short enough for cueing
~pplications. Apart from these qualifications, its performance
should be judged by professional standards and on an abso·
lute basis, without consideration of price.

STABLE

performance. The suspension design makes it pos·
sible to deal a moderate hammer blow directly to the top plate
without making the needle jump grooves. This is not a recom·
mended procedure, but it does serve to demonstra te the turn·
table's insensitivity to floor stomps or to acoustic feedback.

PROFESSIONAL

quality. The AR turntable is guaranteed,
as a condition of sa le, to meet NAB specifications for broad·
cast equipment on wow, flutter, rumble, and speed accuracy.
. The 3.3 lb. machined, individually balanced aluminum platter
is belt-driven from synchronous motors.

FOR BUTTERFINGERS.

Thi s is a picture of the tone
arm a second after it has been "accidentally" dropped. It
floats down to the record, yet as soon as the needle touches
the groove the damping is released and the arm is freed of
restraint. Needles and records are protected against predators.

The AR turntab le is sold under a one-year guarantee that includes parts, labor, and reimbursement of any freight to and
from the factory. It is on demonstration at dealers' showrooms and at AR Music Rooms, on the west balcony of Grand
Central Terminal in New York City, and at 52 Bratlle Street,
Cambridge, Massachusetts. No sales are made or initiated at
these showrooms.

COMPLETE

(except for cartri dge) including arm, cables,
oiled walnut base, transparent dust cover, and even needle
force gauge and overhang adjustment device. Overall dimen·
sions with the dust cover are 12%" x 16 31<1" x 5W'.

ACOUSTIC

AUDIO

•

RESEARCH,

INC.,

24 Thorndike Street,

Cambridge 41,

Massachusetts
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Sounds in the Round- Echoes of the Storm
Concertapes 4T-3023
The material on this tape has enjoyed a dIstinguished career annoying the wives and
sweethearts ot mono and stereo component
tans. When they first appeared on the Audiophile label in the late '50's, this thunderstorm
and sounds of the "Crazy Quilt" collection
800n became part ot the standard procedlure
wherever good sound systems were subjected
to evaluation. It's difficult to say how many
times this recording has been used in the
past as one of the main arbiters in contests
of almost-evenly-matched cartridges or loudspeakers. Certainly in its disc version, "Echoes
of the Storm" helped to settle a lot of arguments about the degree of compliance necessary In a good pickup. Many cartridges of the
'50's that tracked adequately on conventional
records were tossed out of the grooves on Side
One of this release. The combined impact of
crackling lightning and booming thunder, engraved with far less than normal attenuation,
was just too much for their rigid mass. Anyone familiar with the original disc may find
this four-track tape version a somewhat less
exciting experience during the thunderstorm.
After all, the tape playback cannot possibly
dupUcate the suspense that would creep In
while you were wondering if a new pickup
would track the groove. While no one will
deny that a recording such as this could
really use the wider dynamic range of
the old two-track stereo tapes, the sound
quaUty of this four-track reel still places
It head and shoulders above the average tape
being released today. A good deal of the
answer lies In the fact that Concert apes in
taking over distribution of the Audiop'hile
label's catalog, inherited some of the cleanest
masters in the business. This shows up even
on sounds of narrower dynamic range. Whatever your opinion of the capabilities of quarter
track, this reel should have some surprises for
you. Even if you happen to share my opinion
that a good stereo disc has better highs than
a four-track tape, most disc fans will have to
admit that this particular tape has lows you
COUldn't crowd into a record groove. The
thunder on Track One of this reel will create
activity in low-efficiency woofers that seldom
comes tbeir way. Treble response is more than
adequate for the singing of the rotary saw;
the subtle differences in the blows of the hammer driving nails are still there in the high
end and the truly virtuoso performance of the
guy regulating the fiow of the faucet in the
water-In to-bucket sequence is still a work of
art in any medium. Use this reel to cap an
evening with your more hardened audio
cronies. Anything following it will sound
awfully tame.

No Strings (Original Broadway Cast)
Capitol SO 1695
Richard Rodgers, who gave us the scores to
"Oklahoma," HSouth Pacific," "The King and
I," and other Rroadway classics, has written
the first set of lyrics for his own music in
"No Strings." During the past forty years,
Rodgers composed music for some thir ty-seven
musicals, most of them in partnership with
lyricists L orenz Hart and Oscar Hammerstein
2nd. Having outlived both of his famous collaborators, Dick Rodgers elected to try something different in a sbow that would have his
own lyrics. The approach in "No Strings" is
n ovel enough to register on records, not an
easy thing to do when you're working with
sound alone. This show spent two extra weeks

on the roa d during its pre-Broadway tryout
tour, visiting Detroit, Cleveland and 'Toronto
In addition to the usual New Haven stop. The
production that finally came before Capitol's
microphones is an undiluted joy to the ear.
Part of the pleasure in listening to this score
stems from the fact that Rodgers employed
several unconventional ideas in the treatment
of the music. No strings can be found in the
orchestra. The theatre patron faces more surprises than the home listener because most of
the innovations involve the disposition of the
orchestra.
Listening to this delightfully fresh score at
home, it is quite easy to imagine the orchestra
up on stage with the performers-as it i s in
the theatre. Without the usual cu r tain of
string sound, the other instruments of the
orchestra take on new importance and are
treated by Rodgers almost as members of the
cast. In the hands of a lesser composer, a
stringless orchestra could easily rob the singers of support In handling a melodic line or,
worse yet, overload the songs with brassy
sound. Rodgers actually turns such an orchestra Into an asset. Colors normally hidden by
strings are used to pOint up stage action. The
carefree atmosphere of the Parisian fashion
world is established with the opening notes of
the show as a solitary fiute imitates the pipes
of Pan.
No Strings presents Diahann Carroll in her
first starring role on Broadway. She brings
rare distinction and fire to the part she plays
as a top fashion model in love with a drifting
American writer. In the male lead, Richard
Kiley turns in his most sensitive job on
records to date. The finest duets by the stars
are the show-stopping Sweetest Sounds followed by Nobody Told Me, Look No Furth er,
and the title song. The cleverest lyrics crop
up in the action-minded Eager Beaver and the
half-FrenCh La La La handled by supporting
members of the cast. Separation in many of
the songs is held to the maximum permitted
by the width of the stage. From any angle,
this is one of the truly fine shows of the
present season and more than ample assurance that Richard Rodgers can go it alone.

Jo Basile: Me xi co with love
Audio Fidelity AFSD 5946
This is not the first time that Audio FidelIty's traveling accordianist has ventured south
of the bor der. Two other centers of Latin song
have been visited in separate albums. Rio with
Love saw Basile in the largest market place
of South American melody; Argentine Tangos
covered the crisp rhythms of that dance form
in the fifth stereo release of his lengthy series.
In the eighteenth release on the AF label,
the predictable close-up miking takes us inside the harmonies of Mexico's El Ranche
(Yl'ande, CieUto lAndo, Chiapanecas and a ll
the other highly-seasoned staples of that
country's musical diet. More than a majority
of the tunes are brisk in tempo-La ' Golond"ina affording the on ly slow workout for the
Basile accord ian's low register.

Frank Chacksfield: My Gypsy love
Richmond Tape RPE 45030
Anyone boasting a varied collection of tapes
has probably stumbled upon this listening tip
many moon s ago. Whenever I sit back to relax
with some favored old tapes or compare a
batch of Dew ones, I try to follow the same
procedure. If I start with the less impressive
reels and work up to the better souuding stuff,
the entire session is bound to be more enjoy-
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aule than a sequence of tapes running in descending order of merit. The theory seems to
work every time. DeficienCies in a recording
are twice as noticeable if the preceding item
didn't have similar defiCiencies. While the
same prinCiple applies to a mixed bunch of
records, it is easier to spot in the case of
tape releases. Forgetting the considerable difference between two track and four, quartertrack tape r eleases today still show greater
variance from label to label than I find on
present-day stereo records. In large part, this
stems from the sad fact (sad for tape, that
is) that it is easier to get full high-end response onto the disc than the four-track tape.
Without the extreme high end that all good
stereo cutters can put into a groove these
days, four-track tapes show up even slight
differences in response from label to label.
This Richmond taping of gypsy melodies by
Frank Chacksfield would occupy middle ground
In a listening session attempting to run the
gamut of today's releases. It's certainly better
than Chacksfield's early Richmond reels with
good presence in all sections of the easily
separated orchestra. The true nature of t he
reel's frequency response becomes apparent
only when you follow it with the smoothly
extended highs and richer bass of a Chacksfield tape on the parent London label.

All Am erican (Original Broadway Cast)
Columbia KOS 2160
The songwriting team of Charles Strouse
and Lee Adama is blessed with better star
material in All American than it had in its
earlier show, Bye Bye Birdie. Ray Bolger's
loose-limbed assets have been an agile fixture
on Broadway for many decades. Familiar to
recent audiences in scattered teleVision appearances and a movie or two, Bolger Is a
dance and song man of the old school that
held its first classes back in the days of Gus
Edwards. Broadway hasn't seen him since
the 840 performances of Frank Loesser's hit
show "Where's Charley?" a little over ten years
ago. The role that lured Bolger back to the
footlights seems an unlikely one at first glance
but he obviously relishes every moment of his
portrayal of a super-squa re Viennese professor newly arrived in this country. The action
of this fast-mov ing mUSical, and there is a lot
of it, takes place on the campus of an ultratypical American college. The plot offers no
profound insights into our academic way of
life nor is it burdened by a point of view that
could be described as extremely witty. It's
just funny enough to keep the customers
amused while Bolger is strutting his stuff.
His main assistance in carrying the show
comes from Glasgow-born Eileen Herlle, who
first caugh t the attention of show record buyers in her leading role as Jackie Gleason 's
romantic interest in "Take Me Along." Her
voice not quite as tremulous as it was in that
earlier album, she's the idea l foil for Bolger's
bumbling manner as she combines efficiency
and romance in her portrayal of the school's
dean. The outstanding songs inClude Melt UB
and What a C01mtry sung by Bolger and the
chorus of a r riving immigrants, Physical FitneSB propounded by the football team and
Bolger's I ' m Fascinating with its built-in
dance steps.

Eric Johnson: Ivor Nove llo's Music Hall
Westminster WST 14 134
Waltzing in Vienna
Westminster WST 17010
T hese two releases are cousins in a family
that has seen more fiourishing days. Westminster's album deyoted to the old-fashioned
tunes of famous Ivor Novello shows points up
the infiuedce of Viennese operetta in the British theatre of the '30's and '40's. During a
period of some twenty-five years, Novello operated a unique one-man production line that
turn ed out a steady stream of romantic shows
in the Continental tradition. He was playwright, composer, lyricist, actor and theatre
manager in vehicles that claimed one major
virtue-nearly total escape from a humdrum
world. One of his shows, "The Dancing Years"
had a Viennese setting and featured Novello
versions of the waltzes that made the city
famous. Whatever their locale, the tunes of
Novello shows have never lost their popu-
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How to test
a stereo kit for
top performance:

Build ' I
S toge~B)'-StQi.

Po:g • • By~POi.
Au tomotit Checking

Au uru Petf1)(.f R.l vlh

Simply look for this name.
You don't even have to open the box. If it's a Fisher Strata Kit, you already have better
proof of performance than if you had built any other manufacturer's kit and tested it in
one of the world's most elaborately equipped audio laboratories.
How can Fisher make this claim? Very logically. Fisher has one of the world's most
elaborately equipped audio laboratories. Fisher did build and test everyone else's kits
before the Strata Kit engineering program was finalized. The task then set for Fisher
engineers was to outclass in every way what they had found in other designs. Which
they did. They drew on all the knowledge accumulated in the course of 24 years in high
fidelity and the results are in the box. Strata Kits are easier to build than others, the
StrataKit instruction manuals are clearer than others, the completed Strata Kits have more
advanced features and perform better than others. And we have yet to hear. of, someone who could not complete his StrataKit successfully and with the greatest of ease.
The Fisher StrataKits now at your dealer are the KX·200 SO·watt stereo control·
amplifier and the KM·60 FM Stereo Multiplex wide-band tuner_ Both sell fo~ $169.50.
Both are the world's finest in their class. The proof is simply in their name.

AUDIO

•
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-------------- .......--USE THIS COUPON
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Fisher Radio Corporation
21·29 44th Drive
Long Island City 1, N. Y.

Please send me without charge the
complete Fisher Strata Kit catalogue. 1-_....;._= -1
Name
Address
City

Zonl!...--State

I
I
I
I
I
I
A601 ,

---------------------
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larity in England. They offer American lIsteners a change of pace that many may find
welcome after a session with some of our
recent Broadway composers. The Eric Johnson orchestra turns in a smooth job in this
batch of tunes. Johnson's recent album of
Fritz Kreisler melodies, recorded for the
same la bel, did not prepare me for the treatment he gives this music. The familiar KreIsler items were almost smothered under very
fancy arrangements. Novello gets a much
better break in an approach thtat is commendably straightforward.
Keeping alive the Viennese tradition in
Westminster's companion release is no problem for the members of the Vienna Sta te
Oper a orchestra heard here under the direction of Josef Leo Gruber. Unlike the average
r elease of this type, there is offered her e a
total of twenty waltzes in one album-many
of them familiar only on their native soil.
Interestingly enough, the Strauss name doesn 't
crop up anywhere In the lineup of composers
r epresented on this record, proving that t he
local scene over there has never been starved
for creative talent. Some of the writers who
have never been overshadowed by the members of the Strauss dynasty are gradually
gaining posthumous fame through compositions that are only being discovered. Lehar
and Kalman are the best-known names in a
group that includes Komzak, Ziehrer, F a ll ,
Fucik and Lanner. Since no selection is longer
than four minutes In duration, this album is
a n unusual and diverting may to make the
acquaintance of the other Viennese waltz
composers.

The Coldstream Guards Go West
Riverside 7523
There have been rumors that the Western
music of our movies and television shows has
been catching on In England but I n ever expected to hear it played by the band of the
Cold stream Guards. Tossing aside its usual
dignified march tempos, the musical arm of
Britain's senior Guards regiment is the source
of one of the more unusual records in recent
months as it swings into a varied program of
Western origin. The band hews closest to its
traditional sound in The Yellow Rase 01
Texas . The mood music of our leading TV
horse-opera (Wagon Train, Cheyenne, and
Wyatt Earp) gains much in stature In full
trea tment for band while the Dixieland overtones of a swing version of Red River Valley
break down the l ast remnant of military
reserve.

Eddie Cantor: Carnegie Hall Concert
Audio Fidelity AFLP 702
With the a id of two pianos and a phenomenal memory, Eddie Cantor brings to life
several generations of American show business during this appearance recorded on the
stage of Carnegie Hall. Never one to pay attention to his age, Eddie cavorts through a
colle,ction of songs he made famous as he
reminisces about his early years In the business and then proceeds to Imitate fellow
luminaries such as Jimmy Durante, Ed Wynn,
W. C. Fields, a nd Al Jolson. His imitations
may not be the most realistic you've ever
heard but his deeply personal Inslght-combined with the stories he tells-will take anyone over the age of forty right back into the
golden era of the American theatre. In these
days when group thinking has penetrated so
much of the entertainment world, this album
is a tonic reminder that the old stars not
only prized their individuality-they weren't
afraid to exercise it.

Sing-A-Round with Arthur Godfrey
Capitol SKAO 1683
Join Bing in a Gang Sing
Warner Bros. Tape WSTC 1422
The sing-along a lbums are getting pretty
f a ncy. There used to be a time when all that
was ll.eeded to stimulate Singing on the part
of a record audience was an echo chamber
hollow enough in sound and a robust chorus
of male voices that didn't run its words together. Subsequent refinements in sing-along
releases included mixed voices, songs In foreign languages and the use of celebrities at

(Continued on page 51)
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nated and confused by the implications of
what I've been observing in the blend process. For the very fundamentals of hearing
and of binaural perception, and of the complex phenomenon of stereo sound, are here
involved to an astonishing degree.

AUDIO ETC.

Loudspeaker Blend

.dwlU'd Talnall Canby

,.

', .

More Background on Phones
1. MULTIPLE LlSTENINC
I left a note on my desk for my assistant
a few weeks ago that expressed the thought
which stimulates this month's subject. "Earphones are still hot," I wrote as I put him
back to work on more earphone connecting
plugs and four-wire cables.
They definitely are still hot and getting
hotter. In the months since my last venture
into the area I have learned a good deal
more about them, collectively and individually, thanks to the manufacturers, who
have increasingly had me by the ears both
in mono and stereo. Indeed, one evening a
few weeks ago I nearly strangled myself; I
had three sets of phones on my head at once,
for an abortive A-B-C- comparison, and one
of them with a particularly vigorous set of
springs slipped down over my nose and
took a death grip on my adam' s apple. I
have, on other occasions, been so entangled
in phone cords that it took me a good five
minutes to stand up for a mere trip across
the room.
No, multiple solo phone listening is not
a very practical hobby. On the other hand,
phones for two or three persons, or even
five (with a bit of route-planning for the
cables) is most sociable and indeed lots of
fun, in a curious new way. 1 do sincerely
recommend it.
.'
One person in one set of phones lives in
a curious world of his own, the mote curious when the source is stereo and the
phones are leak-proof. ' This 'has been the
phone maker's big plug. Listen to hi fi
while your wife sleeps peacefully. Sample
the Beethoven Ninth in the middle of the
kids' daily Disney. Excellent idea. But what
really is a new sensation is the shared world
-two people, or maybe three (three's a
crowd?), all fed frbm the same soundsource, sharing the same thrills and shocks,
the same aural misfortunes.

Glubqlubblurp
The oddest thing about this shared phone
listening is that though the two (or more)
people are wholly at one in a delightful
way, they cannot communicate with each
other. By smiles, shudders, raised eyebrows,
knowing looks-yes. But not by words.
Strange sensation. "Boy, listen to those piccolos," you say involuntarily to your colistener; but all he gets is glubglubglubblurp.
1 spent several quite lengthy sessions listening in this fashion, just to see what it
was like for real, minus A-B tests and with
only. one thought-the music I was hearing.
1 came out from under the phones with a
very positive feeling th~t here was something pretty good.
Took me back to the year 1927. Tn that
year I was sent to school in Switzerland,
"La Clairiere," in Arveyes, Vaud. The pro.prietor M. Andre Clerc, who still lives in
. Arveyes, was an early radio enthusiast and

had a fine system installed in the study-hallparlor where we used to sit in the evenings.
Earphones, of course. This was a school,
remember, even if it did look like a large
private house and act like a private family.
So during our evening "quiet period" we
had the privilege of listening to Radio
Paris ("Rahddyo Paree") or Radio Milano,
which broadcast classical music, 'way back
in those days, just as our FM good music
stations do now. I won't ever forget those
communal listening sessions, through the
old hard-rubber mono phones. The idea was
good then and it is far better now. Tends
towards peace and quiet on the outside, and
utter absorption inside.
For the man on the outside of a shared
phone system, the oddest sensation is to
watch the silent listeners, in utter stillness,
concentrating inwards with an almost crosseyed intensity, like a man testing out his
ulcers, or savoring a recently injested beefsteak. Then suddenly, all the listeners burst
into raucous laughter for a fleeting instant,
or groan unexpectedly in consort. Quite upsetting, this, and the outsider soon w ants in.
The silliest thing of all is the inevi table
attempted conversation. The man inside the
phones invariably shouts in a voice loud
enough to be heard halfway down the block,
yet when you answer him he thinks you're
whispering. " WHAT W AS THA T ?" he
bellows. Glubglubglubblurp.

2. THE NINETY PER CENT BLEND
All of which is an atmospheric prelude
to more atmospheric business-stereo via
phones. As can be deduced from the above
(I did not listen mono), I'm all for phone
stereo, at last-with modifications of essential importance. There are only two ways to
do the modifying, unless you go out and
make your own true-binaural recordings.
One way is alread y familiar, via the
Bauer circuit. That is surely the best way.
But, pending a hoped-for commercialization
of that circuit, you must build your own
Bauer and, unluckily, the choke values as
published in this m~aine last October are
- both fairly criticar;- not subjectto- mliC'h
tolerance off the stated quantities, and at
present non-commercial. You have to wind
your own. 1 asked Mr. Bauer a few weeks
back whether maybe he could look into this
very practical difficulty. but being a purescientist engineer I'm not sure when he'll
get around to it. Shall see.
The other method of producing a listenable signal in phones from stereo recordings is ultra-simple, though relatively few
people h~ve applied it systematically and
intentionally, with understanding. Blending.
Mix the two channels partly together.
Don't think it is a simple thing, this
blending. The actual operation of the blending process upon the ears via phones has
had me so bemused that I tore. up a 12-page
predecessor to this article, delayed the magazine almost two weeks, and am still fasci-

The stereo blend control (or separation
control, if you think of it the other way
'round) merely adds channel A and channel
B together, not all at once but in graduated
proportions, or in a continuously increased
overlapping. (Both types of control are
common.) If I'm right, these controls generally add increasing proportions of one
channel into the fixed volume of the other,
rather than going in for a more involved
blend that would actually overlap each
channel with the other in both directions.
Whatever the system, the stereo resultthat is, with loudspeakers-is to decrease
the spatial separation, progressively or by
steps, to compress the heard image towards
the central point between speakers, adding
more . mono effect, decreasing the stereo
spread, until full blend is achieved with the
channels in full parallel. Given proper phasing (we take that for granted-but wait
until you hear my report next month on
individual phone systems . . . ) , we then
have a mono signal, emerging from the
halfway point between your two stereo
speakers.

Phone Blending
Now the tricky part begins when you consider the earphone situation from the point
of view of the blending. Let me say, at once,
that the effect is remarkably different from
that with loudspeakers.
The vital distinction is the one we always
are forgetting. Stereo for speakers is intended to be heard so that both ears receive
both channels. That' s where the loudspeaker
placement comes in. Speaker A is heard off
to the left, via both your ears. Speaker B
is located to the right, via both ears. The
modern miracle is that from these two
points of spatial information we derive the
part-physical, part imaginative " stereo curtain of sound," spread out from side to side.
Via phones, it must be said once more,
stereo channel A goes only to one ear, the
left ear. Channel A by itself, then, cannot
be located in space at all. Same with Channel B, which is exclusive in the right ear.
Play your two channels alone one after
the other in two speakers and each has its
spatial location, via two ears. Play the same
two, one after the other in phones, and each
one is "inside" its own ear, seemingly at a
point on the eardrum itself.
Moreover-and here is a crucial pointthese sounds that are heard in one ear alone
have a peculiarly. distorted effect, even
though in actuality they may be clean as a
whistle. One-ear sound apparently is repugnant to the human nerve system, which
seems to want two-eared fusion of its sound
-all of it. You can test this for yourself
easily enough. Play a good signal into a
pair of phones and fade out one channel.
With both channels audible (mono or
stereo) the sound is pure and natural, as
good as the "fi" of the system allows. But
when one ear goes silent, instantly the remaining ear hears a loud, jangling, semiunintelligible noise, horribly distorted. Fade
back the second ear and instantly b'oth ears
hear good sound.
Note a further crucial point. Though balance in level between channels is pleasing,
you will find that the earphone sound remains undistorted even with an unbalance
between the channel levels-so long as the
two ears have at least a shred of sound to
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A great tape recorder made greater:
1. New professional studio recording hysteresis-synchronous capstan motor: 24 stato r slots
for ultra-s mooth drive, ultra-quiet and vibration less professional bearing system.
2. Two new take-up and rewind reel motors, both extra-powered for effortless operation.
3. New cored-out steel capstan flywheel with all the mass concentrated at the rim for improved
flutter filtering.
4. New optimally d es i ~ ned capstan drive belt brings wow down to negligibility.
5. New relay provides in sta ntaneou s ext ra power to the take-up reel motor at start to minimize tape bounce. Provides near-perfect stop-and-go operation and eliminate s any risk of
tape spillage when starting with a nearly full take-up ree l.
6. New automatic end-of-tape stop sw itch cuts off take- up reel motor power. Also permits
pro fess ional editing techniqu es, whereby tape being edited out runs off the machine while
you are listening to it.
7. Playback preamps remain"o n"during stop-standby mode to permit cuein g.
8. Recording leve l adjustment during stop-standby.
9. Shock-absorbent helical spring tape lifters practically eliminate tape bounce at start of fast
winding.

And All These Well-known RP-IOO Features:
Separate stereo 1/4 track record and playback heads permitting off-the-tape monitor and true
sound-on-sound recording ; separate tran sistor stereo record and stereo playback amp lifiers
meeting tr·ue high fid el ity standards ; monaural recording on 4 tracks; digital turns counter;
electrodynamic braking (no mechanical brakes to wear out o r loo se n); all-e lectr ic p ushbutton transport control (separa te solenoids actuate pinch-roller and tape lifters); unequalled
electronic control facil ities such as mixing mic and line contro ls, two recording leve l meters,
sound-on-sound recording selected on panel, playback mode se lector, etc. Modular plug-i n
construction.

9
New
Fe atllres
NOvY
III The
NevY 1962
EICO RP100
Trallsistorized
Stereo I MOllO
4-Tracl(
Tape Deck
Semikit: Tape transport
assembled and tested;
electronics in kit form $299.95
Factory-assembled: Handwired
throughout by skilled
American craftsmen $399.9.5
An original, exclusive EICO
product designed and
manufactured in the U.S.A.
(Patents Pending)
Carrying Case $29.95
Rack Mount $9.95

Wow and flutter : under 0.1S% RMS at 7';' IPS ; und er 0.2% RMS at 33/4 I PS. Timing Accuracy:
± 0.1 S% (±3 seco nd s in 30 minutes). Frequency Response: ± 2db 30-1S,000 cps at 7';' IPS,
ssdb sig nal-to-noise ratio; ± 2db 30-10,000 cps at 3 3/4 IPS, SOdb signal-to-no ise rat io. Line
Inputs Sensitivity: 100mv. Mike Inputs Sensitivity: O.smv.
FM MULTIPLEX AUTOOAPTOR MX99 (Patent Pending)
Kit $39.95 Wired $64.95 Cover Optional $2.95

i ":;

@
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An original EICO contribution to the art of FM·Multiplex
reception
The MX-99 employs the EICO-orlginated method of zero phase-shift filterless
detection of FM Stereo signals (patent pending) described in the January 1962
issue of AUDIO Magazine (reprints available). This method prevents loss of channel
separation due to phase shift of the L- R sub-channel before detection and matrixing with the L+ R channel signal. In addition, the oscillator synchronizing circuit
is phase-locked at all amplitudes of Incoming 19kc pilot carrier, as well as extremely sensitive for fringe-area reception. Th is circuit also operates a neon lamp·
indicator, whenever pilot carrier is present, to indicate that a stereo program is
In progress. The type of detection employed inherently prevents SCA background
music interference or any significant amount of 38kc carrier from appearing in the
output. However, very sharp L-C low pass filters are provided in the cathode-follower audio output circuit to reduce to practical extinction any 19kc pilot carrier,
any slight amounts of 3akc sub-carrier or harmonics thereof, and any undesired
detection products. This can prove very important when tape recording stereo
broadcasts. The MX-99 is self-powered and is completely factory pre-aligned. A
very high quality printed board is provided to assure laboratory performance from
every kit. The MX-99 is des igned for all EICO FM equipment (ST96, HFT90, HFT92)
and component quality, wide-band FM equipment.

L-,..,,",:..,.;.~.:...~~

FM·AM Stereo Tuner ST96
Kit $89.95 Wired $129.95
Includes Metal Cover and FET

,a::::::'' 1l
!ij

70·Watt Integrated
Stereo Amplifier ST70
Kit $94.95 Wired $149.95
Includes Metal Cover
40·Watt Integrated
Stereo Amplifier ST40
Kit $79.95 Wired $129.95
Includes Metal Cover

LIsten to the EICO Hour, WABC-FM, N. Y. 95.5 MC. Mon. -Frl .. 7:15-8 P.M.
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®1962 EICO Electronic Instrument Co. Inc.
3300 Northern Boulevard . L. I. C.. I. N. Y.

------------,I

I EICO, 3300 N. Blvd., L.I.C. 1, N.Y.

A-6

I 0 Send free 32-page catalog &
I dealer's name
Send new 36-page Guidebook to
I 0 HI-FI
for which I enclose 25¢
I for postage & handling,
I Name

I
I
I
I
I

I Address
I
I
I
I1-City
lone-State__
_____
_ _ _ _ _ _ _I
Over 2 MILLION EICO Instrumonts In
Most EICO Ooaler. offer budget terms.
Add 5% In West.

u".

Export Dept .. Raburn AgencIes Inc., 431 GreenwIch St., New York IS
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FM Antennas

The "Top-Rated" "Best Buy"

FM ANTENNA LINE
• No matter how well your FM unit
is performing, you'll hear the difference a FINCO makes. Rich, luxurious
distortion-free sound is yours when
you pick just the right FM antenna
from FINCO's complete line.

fM1 KIT -

$14 50

FMJ-S1JOO

"TOP
RATED"
"BEST

BUY"
FM4 -

$24 .90

"TOP
RATED"

1M'

·f'·'f'

Plus FMT-l Turnstile Kit -

$14.50

Write today for Catalog #20-213.

®

FINCO
THE FINNEY COMPANY
Dept. A
34 W. Interstate Road

Bedford, Ohio

grasp at in common. It is only. when one
phone goes entirely dead that the hideous,
jangling one-ear distortion-effect begins.
And a final point. Swing your balance
control back and forth. On stereo speakers,
of course, your sound-source (either stereo
or mono) will seem to move towards one
side or the other in proportion to the volume balance. Without question, a major
aspect of stereo location (though not the
only one) is volume balance, as between
related signals on the two sides.
Now try swinging the balance control
with your stereo phones. You'll find to your
astonishment, if you listen critically, that
the location scarcely moves at all, if at all.
Not until the last bit of extreme unbalance,
when one phQne is about to go silent altogether, does :your sound suddenly migrate
from out in space into the jangling confines of one inner ear.
The two ears, in other words, cling desperately. to their joint fusion of the incoming sounds. They cling in two ways. First,
they cling to a natural, two-ear sound even
when one phone is enormously louder than
the other, until the association is finally
broken by silence in one ear. Second, similarly, they cling to their joint perception of
directionality, wherever it may locate the
sounds, similarly until the last joint soundclue is removed via one silent phone.
The demonstration of these things is best
in mono. You'll note that the mono sound,
which is located (if rightly phased)
squarely in the middle of your head,
simply will not budge sidewise with decreasing volume on one side. Instead, you
merely feel a sort of "deafness" in the ear
that has a weaker signal, an increasingly
unpleasant feeling as of cotton batting being stuffed into that ear. But no change of
location.

The Unfused Mixture
There you have the observable background for the special phenomenon of earphone or binaural stereo listening. It is
fundamentally different from loudspeaker
listening. In straight, unblended form it is
generally unsatisfactory, because it is variably, and distressingly false to the intentions
of the stereo recording, where both ears
always hear both channels.
The worst part of straight stereo via
earphones-except in those comparatively
few M-S or cross-miked stereo recordings
where the two mikes (only two) are placed
close together-is the relatively large proportion of one-ear sound, mixed in with
sounds which are two-eared, which can be
grasped by both ears and fused together,
like the pairs of pictures we fuse with our
two eyes.
One-ear sounds, as we've already seen,
are unacceptable to our hearing system and
produce unpleasant-seeming distortion and
ear-fatigue. Note, now, that they are just
as unpleasant, just as fatiguing, when heard
mixed together with two-eared, fusible
sounds. That's what most stereo recording
gives us via phones. A mixture, many
sounds that are easily fused for a common perception, but many more, in various
subtle ways, which are impossible to hear
and fuse via both the ears. They appear
in one channel only; or their "opposite
number" in the other channel, due to extreme microphone differences, is so out of
whack, so different, as to be unfusible.

Stereo Blend
And so, finally, we come to the phenomenon of earphone listening to stereo and the
second practical solution, in lieu of the ingenious Bauer circuit-that of simple channel blending.

14

The Canby Formula for practical phone
listening is simple. The Ninety Per cent
Blend. Its explanation isn't so simple; but
the fact that it works is not beyond understanding. For the best possible stereo earphone listening, blend the two channels
almost all the way. No less.
On step-type blend controls, use the position nearest to straight mono. On continuous-blend controls, turn all the way
around to mono, where the sound suddenly
shrinks down and locates itself inside the
confines of your cranium, then back off just
a bit-you'll discover immediately (as per
the above) that a very small proportion of
difference between the sounds reaching each
ear is enough for the ears to work on effectively as a team. Here, again, the ears
grasp towards their normal function, cling
to the tiniest traces of what they want,
make much out of little. So-a minimum
amount of "unblending."
The maximum observed "size" in the
sound seems to be a super-logarithmic here.
Almost the entire sense of space inherent
in the recording is achieved in the first
small increment of unblending. The rest
merely adds more spatial exaggeration.
Plus, a vital distortion-those one-eared
sounds.

Two-Eared
Blending, you see, removes all the one·
eared sounds. With partial blending of the
channels, every sound that is uniquely in
one channel of the recording is given a
mate in the other ear, at a lower level,
with which it may fuse. Thus the highlytiring one-ear distortion is removed, completely.
And since the phase differences that
create the sound-space are easily perceived
by the ear even with a large amount of
blending, you can have your cake and eat
it too.
Enough. It works. Just use the Canby
Ninety Per cent blend and you can listen
to excellent simulated "stereo" space inside
your phones for hours, with no strain and a
realistic, if unreal, sense of space. After all,
no recording of any sort is ever literally.
real. All good recordings are basically a
natural and ear-satisfying (mind-satisfying)
illtlSion. If this phone-blend gives us one
more type of hearable sound that pleases
the ears and satisfies the musical sense, then
we have something good. Even without a
Bauer circuit.
(The Bauer circuit, in this relationship,
not only cross-blends the two channels as
here described but does so with artificial
phase changes-hence the necessary chokes
-that serve to place the two channels actually in perceived space, at approximately
the location of the ideal stereo loudspeaker.
You think you "hear speakers," virtualimage sound sources. Both ears hear both
of them, as in loudspeaker stereo.)

* * * *
It was at this point that I tore up my
first article. Because if you begin to examine
the actual phase relationships presented to
the pair of ears by blended stereo signals
via phones, you'll find yourself in a mess of
aural complexity. Suppose a lady belts out
a tune in Channel One (a faint echo of her
in Channel Two) and you blend her 90
per cent into the other channel. Via speakers, she simply moves out into the middle,
mainly due to the shift in volume-balance.
Via phones, the situation is much more
complex. It is not at all easy to "visualize"
how the strong signal in Channel One and
the weaker and out-of-phase echo in Channel Two work out when cross-blended into
(Continued on page 50)
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The small, light RM-6
Though it weighs only 1.7 Ibs., is only 12/1
long complete with its high performance dynamic microphone, and can easily be handled with one hand, the RM-6's performance
matches much larger megaphones. Your voice
will carry as far as 375 yds. clearly, pleasantly,
without howl.
The outer casing and horn are made of a light,
strong synthetic resin. Thus there is no danger of breakage, rusting or corrosion. Priced
reasonably, this model RM-6 marks another
outstanding contribution to the world of sound
by PIONEER.
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PIONEER ELECTRONIC CORP
5 Otowacho 6·c home, Bunkyo·ku, Tokyo, Japan

Distributors

U.S.A.: Petely Enterprises, Inc., 300 Park Ave. So., New York la, N .Y.
Canada: Importhouse of Canada, 2939 Eg linto n Av e. E., Scarbo ro , Ont.
Singapore & Malaya: Hwee Seng & Co., 259 Beach Road, Singapore 7

The versatile RM-S
With 4 transistors and a 5-watt output, the
RM -5 is light enough to be carried by a shoulder strap and fine enough for mounting in
a meeting hall , It can be connected to a
record player or a radio tuner and operated
on an outside power supply such as a 12V
battery. Its clear, rich sound comes from
such features as its attached dynamic type
microphone and its OTL ( output transformerless ) system . ,A truly versatile megaphone.
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EDITOR'S REVIEW
ONE YEAR LATER
t was precisely one year ago that AUDIO presented
the first crop of articles about the newly-accepted
form of stereo broadcasting, multiplexed FM. At
that time there was both enthusiasm and apprehension
voiced-enthusiasm for the music potential of airborne stereo, and apprehension lest haste in bringing
products to market make waste.

I

Well the fears have been laid to rest by now and
FM-stereo broadcasts are being enjoyed by ever-increasing audiences. The heroes in this tale are most
assuredly the equipment manufacturers for solving so
many sophisticated technical problems so rapidly, and
with nary a false start. The feat is really remarkable
when one considers that the changeover took less than
a year, and that in that year existing equipment was
adapted and that sets with built-in multiplex have
been available in profusion for a good many months.
What is even more remarkable was the lack of confusion and turmoil in the transition. Thinking back
about the introduction of the stereo record, and the
absolute chaos that resulted, one can only marvel at
the matter-of-fact way that the advent of FM stereo
was handled. Of course we mean matter-of-fact as
compared with the introduction of the stereo record.
For which we say, "Thank goodness!"
Here we are then, a little over a year later, concerning ourselves about second-level problems. For example, in this issue of AUDIO we present a rather
comprehensive article on how to align and service
multiplex equipment (see page 18). At the same time
there is an increasing amount of conversation and literature concerning the need for an outdoor antenna
to help solve one of the problems inherent in the new
broadcasting technique: the effective range of FMstereo transmission is not as great as mono transmission.
As vexing as problems of adequate service and signal level may be, they are not truly first-order problems. Clearly we have progressed beyond the "how
do we do it" stage and are in the "how do we improve
it" stage.
Perhaps one of the clearest indications of the technical sufficiency of present multiplex receiving equipment is that some 95 FM stations are, or shortly will
be, broadcasting in stereo. Considering the relatively
small number of "good music" stations, this number
most likely represents a large percentage of the stations which could use stereo transmission to good advantage. Obviously these stations must believe that
stereo broadcasts would be well received (in a variety

of ways) or they wouldn't invest money in the special
equipment required.
As we reflect about the exciting year just past, several thoughts and conclusions come to mind:
1. The audiofan enjoys stereo.
2. The audiofan will support n ew techniques and
ideas if they are presented to him clearly.
3. High-fidelity manufacturers can act quickly to
solve t echnical problems, and then quickly produce
equipment based on the solution.
4. AM radio has been eliminated as a source for
good music listening.

INSTRUCTION BOOKS
Several months ago we presented a few thoughts
concerning the desirability of improved instruction
books for kits. At that time we made clear our feeling
that these books should encompass instruction as well
as construction. But that isn't all we said; it was our
feeling that the instruction should be integrated with
the construction and that the terminology be understood by a wide range of constructors.
Recently we had the opportunity of previewing an
instruction book which is the closest yet to our concept of the ideal; the book accompanying the new
Award line kits by Harman-Kardon.
Of course we must make one fact clear: we have
absolutely no knowledge about the kit itself (yet)
since all that we have seen to date is the instruction
manual.
Perhaps it would also be worthwhile to point out
one obvious fact: an excellent instruction manual with
a f air kit is not equal in value to an excellent kit with
a poor instruction manual. The instruction manual
makes a difference only when selecting between two
kits of equal quality.
In any case, we believe that a step in the right direction should be recognized. B ravo H-K.

AUDIO CLUBS AGAIN
Last month, in our offer to aid in the formation of
audio clubs we neglected to mention that there are
several strong clubs already in existence. We were reminded that these existing clubs could be of great aid
to beginning groups about the technicalities of organization. We were also reminded that these existing
clubs might like to participate in our offer of aid.
Of course our offer includes existing groups. Just
write and let us know how.
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The Pickering Model U3S / AT is
a cartridge designed especially for
the new generation of automatic
turntables. A true STANTON Stereo
Fluxvalve, it combines excellent
hum shielding with high output for
unequalled signal-to-noise ratio.
High compliance is provided for
the special turntable features
while preserving the ruggedness
demanded by automatic operation.
Improved frequency response and
lower inductance make the new
Pickering U3S/AT a truly universal
cartridge to match the universal
features of the automatic turntable.

TECHNICANA: PICKERING Model U381 AT is a
STANTON Stereo Fluxvalve with a white
body and black V-GUARD stylus assembly.
Weight is 14 grams; Mounting centers: 7/16"
to 1 12". Supplied with universal mounting
hardware. $46.50 AUDIOPHILE NET
RESPONSE: ± 2 db from 20 to 20,000
cycles.
CHANNEL SEPARATION: 35 db
OUTPUT: 10 mv each channel
TRACKING FORCE: 2 to 5 grams
'IMPEDANCE: 47,000 to 100,000 ohms
SHIELDING: Complete mu-metal

. , . AND ANY OTHER AUTOMATIC
TURNTABLE EVER TO BE MADE!

" FOR

THOSE

WHO

CAN

H E AR

THE

PICKERING & COMPANY, INC.,

DIFFERENCE "

Plainview. N. Y.

The hermetically sealed STANTON Stereo Fluxvalve is warranted fot a lifetime and is covered under the following patents : U.S, Patent No. 2,917,590.
Great Britain No , 783 ,372; Commonwealth of Canada No, 605,673; Japan No. 261,203; and other patents are pending throughout the world .
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How to Align Multiplex Adapters
H.

HE I NZ~'

Simple but lengthy step-by-step procedu re for align ing mul ti plex ada pters is given. With practice and
understanding of the princ iples involved , a much abbreviated method can be used that still allows complete and accurate alignment of adapte rs. An instrument for perfo rm ing t hese procedures is described .

BASICALLY DIFFERENT adjustments have to be performed during
the alignment of multiplex adapters:
1. Adjustment of filters or traps that
suppress interference from the background music channel (SeA) with the
stereo reception.
2. Alignment of the 38-kc reinserted
carrier for proper synchronization with
the 19-kc pilot tone in the composite
stereo signal.
3. Adjustment of stereo separation
controls, if any, for maximum stereo
separation.
Since the characteristics of tuners have
a pronounced effect on stereo separation,
this last adj ustment should be made
through the tuner with which the stereo
adapter is to be used, wherever possible.
When the tuner is not available, at least
the output voltage from the detector CD:HREE

T

* Project Engineer, Fishel' Radio Corp .,
L. I. C., N. Y.

....... - - ,. -

LOW-PASS
FILTER

SCA CHANNE L,

23 KC

53 KC 67 KC

Fig. 1. low- and band-pass filters.

cuit for a specified percentage of modulation should be known, so that the final
adjustment can be made with the proper
input voltage level.
The following test equipment is required: multiplex signal generator, audio
signal generator, audio VTVM, oscilloscope with low-capacitance probe.

.-""

ON

9)\
'OWl.

.. ""e., .-"

AM~ltl'IJOl

..

C~l'Omf SIQNAI.

New Fisher Multipl ex Gen e ra t o r
whi c h pro vi d e s
all the signals required fo r adapte r
al ignme nt, bot h a s
aud io and r.f .
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Step 1. If there are provisions for adjusting the SeA sub channel filter in the
adapter, then this adjustment should
always be done first, since the setting of
this filter normally effects the operation
of the adapter.
Two different types of filters are most
widely used, the low-pass or band-pass
types, depending on the circuitry of the
adapter. The frequency characteristics
of these filters are shown in Fig. 1. Both
types of filters are adjusted for maximum attenuation at a given frequency.
The procedure is as follows:
a. The audio generator is connected to
the input of the adapter and the audio
VTVM to the output of the filter.
b. Adjust for minimum output at frequency specified by the manufacturer of
the stereo adapter. (Use minimum input voltage, consistent with good indication on meter to avoid overloading the
adapter amplifier circuits.)
The frequency of maximum attenuation is most often 67 kc, the carrier frequency of the SeA sub channel. However, since the SeA information is distributed over the range of frequencies
from 55 to 75 kc, many other logical
choices for this frequency are possible
depending upon the characteristics of
the particular filter and the type of interference to be expected from the stereo
detection system. (Fisher specifies 80 kc
as the frequency of maximum attenuation for their low-pass filter.)
Step 2. Every adapter has provisions
for generating a 38-kc signal synchronized in frequency and phase with the ,
19-kc pilot tone in the stereo signal.
Toward this end, the pilot is filtered out
from the composite stereo signal, then
amplified and transformed into a 38-kc
signal. This latter step can be achieved
by a variety of methods involving either
frequency-doubler circuits or synchronized oscillators and frequency doublers.
Regardless of the method used, there are
19- and 38-kc tuned circuits employed
that have to be adjusted properly. Some
adapters have stereo indicators or stereomono switching circuits that should also
be tested at this stage, since they work
usually in conjunction with the presence
of the pilot that distinguishes stereo
broadcasts from mono broadcasts.
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a. A voltage-variable and accurate 19kc signal is required for these adjustments. This signal is connected to the
input of the adapter. It is best to use
an oscilloscope to monitor stability of
synchronization and peak tuning of the
tuned circuits. The test setup is shown
in Fig. 2.
b. Connect the probe of the oscilloscope to the synchronized 38-kc signal
in the adapter and connect the horizontal amplifier of the oscilloscope to the
19-kc input signal.
c. Observe the resultant patterns (one
of those illustrated in Fig. 3 may be
observed). The pattern indicates the
amount of phase shift between the two
signals.
d. For the 19-kc circuit adjustments,
switch the oscilloscope to internal sweep
and connect the low-capacitance input
probe to the 19-kc circuits. Adjust them
for maximum output voltage at 19-kc.
The 19-kc input voltage to the adapter
should be at a level that is to be expected from the tuner (e.g. if a tuner
is specified to give I-volt rms output
voltage for a ± 75-kc deviation signal,
then the 19-kc voltage should be 10 per
cent of this voltage, or 100 mv).
e. The probe is then connected to the
38-kc circuits and the oscilloscope is
switched to internal sweep input. The
38-kc circuits are now aligned for maximum amplitude and steady pattern as
shown in Fig. 3.
f. The phase relationship is important,
but it is not practical to try at this
point for proper phasing of the synchronization since the correct pattern
depends on the oscilloscope and also
differs from adapter to adapter. However, whatever the pattern looks like it
should not change appreciably when the
19-kc input voltage is varied from 0.5
to 1.5 times the expected pilot-carrier
voltage. It will be seen that in most
stereo adapters the phase of the synchronization is somewhat dependent
upon the 19-kc input voltage, which is
the reason why the final separation adjustments should be made with the correct input voltage to the adapter. The
operation of the stereo indicator, if
there is one, can be observed while varying the 19-kc input voltage for the synchronization test.
Step 3. Optimum stereo separation in
adapters is a function of proper 38-kc
phasing and correct matrixing. It is also
a functiDn of the harmonic,' amplitude,
and phase distortions introduced by the
adapter and tuner. The amplitude and
phase distortion of the tuner can be
partially compensated for by stereo
separation controls. A proven alignment
procedure for this step is as follows:
a. Connect the signal generator to the
input of adapter and adjust the signal
for a 1000 cps, left only, composite output signal of proper level.
AU DIO

•

MPX
SIGNAL
GENERATOR

8

MPX
ADAPTOR
VAR IABLE
19 KC VOLTAGE

OSC ILLOSCOPE
VER T.
HOR.

FI XED 19 KC VOLTAGE

Fig. 2. Test setup for synchronization alig nment.

b. Connect VTVM and oscilloscope to
left output of adapter. Adjust 19-kc circuits and lor 38-kc circuits for maximum
output indication on VTVM. This insures proper phasing. Care should be
taken when adjusting synchronized oscillators at this stage to stay well within
the range of synchronization. (The oscilloscope will show spikes superimposed
on the 1000-cps output signal if the
oscillator falls out of synchronization.)
c. Connect VTVM to right output and
adjust stereo separation control to minimum indication. The difference between
the readings obtained under b. and c. is
the stereo separation.
d. Check stereo separation over the
audio frequency range by varying the
modulating frequencies from 50 to
15,000 cps.'
e. Repeat b. and c. for right-only signals. Adjust balance controls. If possible, modulate left and right channels of
the signal generator simultaneously with
different tones and check left and right
output for clean separation. If the tuner
is available, or for tuners with integrated adapters this adjustment should
always be made through the tuner by
feeding the same type of stereo signal in
the frequency-mDdulated form to the antenna terminals.

channel, say 60 cps right and 1000 cps
left, and all synchronization and separation adjustments are made with this
signal connected to the adapter input.
The SCA filters, however, have to be adjusted first as explained previously.
For the following procedure it will
be assumed, for the sake of clarity, that
a 1000-cps left and 60-cps right tone is
used for the stereo signal:
a. Connect oscilloscope to 19-kc circuits and tune for maximum indication
on oscilloscope.
b. Connect oscilloscope to right output
and adjust 38-kc circuits andlor 19-kc
circuits for maximum 60-cps output on
left channel. (With synchronized oscillators always check to make sure that the
oscillator is set to the center of the synchronization range. This can be seen
easily from the spikes appearing on the
signal when the oscillator falls out of
synchronization at either end of the
range.)
c. Adjust separation control for the
best stereo separation (minimum 1000cps signal on 60-cps signal). Repeat b.
and c. for best results.
d. Connect oscilloscope to left channel
and check for clean 1000-cps tone on
left channel.
This shortcut method requires some
practice and it does not produce figures
on separation, but it is adequate for
service work and, of course, it saves
time.

Depending on the available equipment
and on personal preference many other
ways of adjusting adapters can of course
be devised, and it is not claimed that the
adjustment procedure given is the "ne
plus ultra." However, it is a proven
method, that subjects the adapter to a
very thorough test.

A MULTIPLEX CENERATOR
The Fisher Model 300 is a multiplex
signal generator suitable for research
and design in the laboratory as well as
service and alignment in the field. It is
self-contained, requires a minimum of
additional test equipment, and it is compact and easily portable.
As shown in Fig. 4, the 19-kc crystalcontrolled oscillator is used to generate
the necessary "pilot carrier" and serves

The Shortcut Method

For service and repair work a much
faster method is feasible. In this procedure the signal generator is set to just
one type of output signal, preferably
employing different modulation frequencies of equal amplitude on eacb

00
(A)

(B)

u
(C)

f\
(D)

(E)

Fig . 3. lissa jou s patterns f or observing synch ro nization of 3 B-kc sig nal (vertica l) w ith
.
19-kc signal (horizo ntal).
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SE LECTOR SWITCH
POS. I 19 KC
POS. 2 I KC LEFT
POS. 3 8 KC LEFT
POS. 4 I KC RIGHT
POS. 5 8 KC RIGHT
POS. 6 I KC RIGHT, 60
POS. 7 EXT. MOD,
SHOWN IN POS, I

IX)

LEFT
NOTE : FIVE .OO I~f FEEDTHROUGH
CAPICITORS USED IN B+ AND FILAMENT CIRCUITS

as the basic timing mechanism for the
signal generator. This oscillator is accurate in frequency to within 2 cps of
19-kc and is virtually free of drift. The
38-kc modulation frequency of the system is derived from this 19-kc signal by
means of a frequency doubler. The 38kc signal is then fed to the modulation
unit as shown.
The audio generator provides either
a 1000- or 8000-cps (sinusoidal) signal.
In addition, a 60-cps signal (derived
from the power line) is also made available for test purposes. This selection of
test frequencies has been proven to be
most useful in alignment, troubleshooting, and quick evaluation of multiplex
adapters. In addition, it eliminates the
expense and added complication of an
external audio generator for modulation.
The 1000- and 8000-cps signals are available at an output jack on the rear of
the unit for external synchronization of
an oscilloscope.
The left and right.. modulation signals
then pass through individual level controls to the input amplifiers. These amplifiers can be switched from a flat frequency response to a standard 75~lts
pre-emphasis response. This provides a
quick test of the proper de-emphasis
response in tuners and adapters without
calculation. Moreover, this pre-emphasis
permits playing of stereo program material through the built-in FM generator.
The entire FM-stereo system (tuner and
adapter) can thus be subjected to a
listening test.
The audio signals from the input amplifiers are fed to the "modulation unit"
where they are combined with the 19-kc
pilot carrier and, if desired, with an
additional SCA signal, to form the total
composite multiplex signal. Through a
cathode-follower output, a low-pass filter, and the main output-voltage control, the signals then proceed to the
"composite signal" output jack.
As shown, the composite output signal
is also connected to a built-in FM generator. The FM carrier frequency is
factory adjusted to 100 mc but can
easily be changed at the rear of the
signal generator should it interfere with
a local FM station. The FM generator
not only permits the aforementioned
listening tests of the FM-stereo system,
but also is a valuable tool during design
and alignment procedures. Without it,
it is not possible , to take into account
any detrimental effects a tuner may have
on the multiplex signal (which can be
quite pronounced). A multiplex adapter
aligned with a "near-perfect" multiplex
signal will in many cases be partially
out of alignment when viewed through
the particular tuner to which it is connected.
The output meter, connected directly
to the multiplex output jack, is used to
indicate: the output voltage, the modulation percentage of the FM generator,
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Fig . 4(B) Block diag ram .

and the amplitude of the 19-kc pilot carrier phase, connect the signal generacarrier. Separate scales are provided for tor to an oscilloscope and press the
each indication calibrated in rms values phase-calibrate pushbutton (under the
and ± kc of deviation. For the "rms" meter). Adjustments can then be made
value of the complex composite signal it from the front panel.
The power supply is of conventional
is understood that a I-volt indication on
the meter means a 2.8-volt peak-to-peak design, providing a regulated B+ voltage
amplitude. This type of indication is to the voltage-sensitive sections of the
only possible with a true peak-to-peak multiplex signal generator. It can be
meter if the reading is to be independent connected to either a 117-volt 60-cps
line or a 220-volt 50-cps line.
of the inputs used.
The meter can also be used for a
quick check of the 19-kc carrier ampli- The Modulation Unit
tude regardless of the type of modulaThe following method is used to gention used. A pushbutton located under- erate the stereo multiplex signal. 1£ a
neath the meter shorts out the modulation switch connected between the left and
and automatically changes the meter right modulation inputs, as shown in
sensitivity so that the pilot-carrier am- ' (A) of Fig. 5, were ' to sample between
plitude can be read directly on the pilot- the left and right signals at a rate of
carrier scale. Adjustment of the pilot- 38 kc, then the resultant signal would
carrier amplitude can then be made from look like the one shown in (B) of Fig.
the front panel. In the 19-kc position of 5. For one half-cycle (of 38 kc), the
the Function Selector, the meter sensi- output signal follows the left input sigtivity is also automatically changed so nal, then the switch flips over to the
that the amplitude of the 19-kc voltage right input. Since there is no right sigcan easily be read on the meter.
nal the output voltage will be zero for
Special attention was given in the de- the next half-cycle of the 38-kc driving
sign of the unit to provide a simple signal. Then the switch flips back to the
method for monitoring and adjusting left input and the output voltage again
the phase of the pilot carrier relative follows the left signal, and so on.
It is of interest to note that we have
to the composite output voltage. Normally this is quite a cumbersome pro- derived the signal by simply connecting
cedure requiring a high-quality wide- a 38-kc switch between the left and right
band oscilloscope and special filters as inputs-no complicated suppressed-carwell as experienced personal judgment. rier modulator, no matrixing, no filters,
The Model 300 uses a nulling method of no phase shift, and no carrier suppresphase adjustment that works well even sion to worry about. To make an FCCwith an inexpensive oscilloscope and al- acceptable stereo signal out of the siglows discrimination between left and nal shown in Fig. 5, it is only necessary
right input signals. To monitor the pilot- to pass it through a low-pass filter.
LEFT IN PUT

~

RESULTANT SIGNAL

0 1 - - - - ---.

38KC~~_~~
1

__

SWITCH
RIGHT INPUT = 0

Ol--- - - . . . J-

Fig . 5. A 38-kc switch a nd t he res ul tan t signa l.
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As shown in Fig. 6, the left and right
signals are alternatively shorted to
ground by switches 8 1 and 8~, at a
switching rate of 38 kc. (Two switches
to ground instead of one switch in series
are used for purely practical reasons.)
The individual chopped signals are
passed through buffer stages and then
combined in a resistive adding network.
The pilot carrier (in correct phase and
amplitude) and the SCA channels are
added to the same networks. At point
X, the total composite signal still contains all the harmonics that were generated in the switching process. As
already explained, a low-pass filter between the output amplifier and the output jack will remove all these undesired
frequencies.
The actual switches used in the circuit

are Cowan-type diode switches, as shown
in F·ig. 7.
The diodes in this circuit are connected
in such a manner that they are forward
biased and conduct during one half-cycle
of the 38-kc driving signal and are reverse biased and open during the other
half-cycle. During their conduction period they present a low-impedance path
to ground (approx. 300 ohms ), while
the resistance to ground during the open
time interval is in the order of several
megohms. Thus, they form an effective
switch with the ndded advantage of suppressing the switching voltage at the
audio take-off point because of the balanced-bridge arrangement. Diffused silicon diodes are used due to their high
stability over a wide range of temperatures and their high ratio of forward

Fig . 8 . (A) Left input sig na l;
(B) left signal a t switch; (C)
left signal a t ou t p ut; (D)
1000-cps right signa l, no
pilot carrie r; (E) 1000-cps
right signal plus 60-cps left
signal ; (F) 1000-cps rig ht
signal plus 60-cp s left signal, equal am p litudes; (G)
same signa l as in (F) w it h
(H) same s ignal as in (G) w ith SCA signal

to backward resistance. Figul'e 8 shows
actual photographs of the stereo multiplex signals at various stages of the
signal generator.
The Crystal Oscillator and the
Frequency Doubler
A 12AT7 double triode is used for
the oscillator circuit. This tube provides
ample gain for substained oscillation
even when the 19-kc crystal changes as
it ages. A capacitive trimmer allows fine
adjustment of the oscillator frequency.
The output circuit of the oscillator is a
double-tuned 19-kc transformer, the secondary of which is capacitively tapped
to provide a low-distortion low-impedance source for the fixed 19-kc output
voltage and the pilot carrier. Note that
both 19-kc voltages are taken from the
same point, which is important for the
phase-adjustment procedure. The plate
circuit of the frequency-doubler pentode
ii; tuned to 38 kc. It drives the diode
switches in the modulator as explained
earlier.
Phase Adjustment
The particular phase relationship of
the pilot carrier to the stereo signal, as
prescribed by the FCC standards, evades
a nulling method of adj usting the phase
relations, and makes it difficult to discriminate between left and right stereo
signals. Had the FCC decided on a
phase relationship of 45 deg., leading or
lagging, then it would have been comparatively easy to adjust the phase and
to discriminate between left and right
signals. Any number of unambiguous
procedures would then be available.
Ma.king use of this fact, the Model
300 signal generator provides a 19-kc
voltage, on the front panel that is 45
deg. out of phase with the pilot carrier
in the composite signal. Since it is desU'able to have a fixed 19-kc voltage
available for the alignment of adapters
(Continued on page 55)
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Professional Tape Reversi ng

Mechanism
NORTH

c.

HAM~'

Playing a tape in the reve rse di recti on involves mo re than just changing direc t ions ; t he
differe nce in torque be t ween the take-up and supply-reel motors must be compensated for.

O

BSOLESCENCE OF ELECTRONIC EQUIP-

MENT is always a vexing problem.
A particular case in point is my
acquisition of a Berlant Concertone approximately five years ago: a 20/20
TWR custom recorder adapted for 2track stereo record-playback. The vexing decision was how best to "appreciate" the investment so that it could
accommodate my backlog of favorite 2track recorded tapes and also adapt to
the presently available 4-track tapes.
The eventual decision made, considering the many possible combinations, was
to modify the original tape deck to provide the following features :

1. Retain the original 2-track ste1'eo 1'ec01'd and playback f eatures at speeds of
7% and 15 ips.
2_ Retain the use of 7 and 10%-in. 1·eels.
3. Accommodate the new 4-t1·.ack prerecorded tapes.
4. Include an a1ttomatic tape direction
reverse for full continuous playback-rewind without j eopa?'dizing wow and
flutter.
5. Inchtde a form of d.c. dynamic braking for reel stopping.

CAPSTAN MOTOR
INERTIAL FLYWHEEL~
CI

C2 -- COMPLIANCE ARM
TAPE COMPLI ANCE

II

C ",
3

VFORWARD

C3 '

•

12

(

'----v------l
HEAD FRICTION
RI +R 2 +R3--

i FORWARD FLUTTI;:R

C5+CS

Es
SUPPLY
FLUTTER
GENERATOR

ET
TAKE-UP
FLUTTER
GENERATOR

Fig . 2. Mechan ical a rrang e ment and e le ctr ical analogu e for forwa rd d ire ction .

1116 N. 29th Place, Phoenix, Arizona.

Fig . 1. Top v iew of ta p e d e ck with head covers removed.
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The first two mentioned features were
easily accomplished by retaining the
original mechanical structure and head
placement composed of two liz-track
erase heads, one 2-track record head, and
one 2-track playback head. This total
of four heads in a linear array is the
original Concertone design.
The third and fourth features were
accomplished by using two 4-track playback type heads displaced vertically and
at right angles to the tape travel, and
separated from each other on each side
of the capstan drive-motor assembly.
The 4-track heads are automatically
switched dependent upon the tape direction_ Tape head No. 1 matches track 1
and 3 for the forward direction and
head No.2 matches track 2 and 4 for the
reverse or rewind mode. The pickup
coils of head No. 2 are actually inverted
relative to the matching coils on head
No. 1 since the tape reels are not flipped
for part two_ This is necessary to maintain the p r oper left and right microphone placement between the part one
and part two tape programs_ Automatic
reversing is accomplished by a lightbeam sensing circuit together with a
latching relay used as a memory device.
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The scheme is basically an inertialess
and non-pressure method and will operate reliably regardless of the reel size.
The last feature was obtained by
switching 30 v. d.c. through the reel motor fields during the stopping period. A
time-delay relay removes this current
after a definite braking time. The original felt pressure-braking pads are retained and are useful as a backup and
in maintaining a taut tape to reduce
spillage during editing.
The result of these changes and additions is a tape recorder-playback mechanism with the following specifications:
%-Track 2-Track 4-Track
yes
no
Record
yes
Playback
(Forward)
yes
yes
yes
Playback
yes
(Reverse)
yes
Tape Speed
7% and
yes
yes
15 ips
yes
Reel Sizes
up to
yes
yes
yes
10% in.
Wow and
Flutter:
Less than .15% rms .15% rms .15% rms
A. Dynamic" electrical braking plus mechanical brake.
B. Automatic shutdown after tape completion or breakage.
C. Selection of either 2-track or 4-track
playback.
D. Fast reel spooling, forward and rewind.

E. Automatic reverse mode indication
and disable.
F. Automatic forward play reset.

1

f r = 21njIe
where I

c::::

total inertia elements
compliance.

a =equivalent

This frequency is generally very low
and approaches 1M cps. The effective
flutter-generator source is the difference
in torque produced by the take-up and

R2

"-

L

PLAYBACK
/HEAD
RR
13

12

REVERSE
FLUTTER

C3'

C4

Es

ET
TAKE - UP
FLUTTER
GENERATOR

SUPPLY
FLUTTER
GENERATOR

ET

An important f eature of the mechanical design, concerning head placement,
was of great value in achieving the reversing feature. The Concertone TWR
tape transport configuration utilizes the
arrangement shown in Fig. 1. A supply
reel pays off the tape which passes over
a combination alignment guide, spring
loaded compliance arm, and tape stabilizer inertial roller, then passes over the
head assemblies. Then the tape is pulled
by passing between a capstan with a
constant tangential velocity and a rubber pressure roller. Following the capstan, the tape is again fed over another
tape guide, compliance arm, and roller
prior to being wound upon the take-up
reel. Both the supply and take-up reel
motors are energized during operation,
but rotate in opposite directions, with
the take-up motor having greater torque
than the supply motor.
The simplified mechanical arrangement and the electrical analogue are
shown in Fig. 2. The two inertial stabilizers located at both sides of the head
assemblies, and the capstan flywheel,
form a filter system which reduces the
amount of flutter induced into the tape
by the mechanical system. Because of
the multiple-head arrangement used on
this particular mechanism, the total tape
friction is the sum of all the head and
pressure-pad bearing f rictions upon the
tape. The total friction was reduced by
replacing the original pressure pads with

supply motors. The take-up motor has
the greater torque because of the shunting impedance around the supply motor
(see schematic, Fig. 6) . Since the takeup motor is located at the right, during
forward tape travel, the resultant is that
the effective flutter current (a.c. component) in the electrical analogue, flows
away from the higher potential towards
the supply motor 01' against the steady
d.c. current (constant tape travel). (See
Fig. 2.) The heads, during this tape direction, are located as the head frictions
R1J R ZJ R s, and so forth. It is apparent
that the flutter current at this point is
low due to the two series filter components, I sO. and I ! OsJ located between
this point and the flutter driving generator.
In the case of the reverse tape direction, see Fig. 3, the reverse exists in that
the motor at the left is now the take-up
motor and its greater torque designates
it as the driving flutter generator. Hence,

Teflon material risers interspersed between the heads. The risers, being above
the "head gap surface, provide adequate
tape wrap. Also, the low coefficient of
friction of Teflon results in'reduced tape
friction. This reduced friction allows the
mechanical filter to have a sharper cutoff and greater attenuation near the filter
cutoff frequency.
The resultant combination thus effectively filters out the flutter components
of the 60 cps and its harmonics. The expression for the resonant frequency near
cutoff is:

>

Es

Fig. 3. Electrical analogue for reverse direction.

CHASSIS
GROUND

Fig. 4. Coble connection between playback head and preamp.
FORWARD

~~~~~~~K

HEADS

6PDT SWITCH

{REVERSE

,-.!...L....LL..:.6,PDT SWITCH

SOLENOIDS

TO

\
\

S

}

PRE AMPLIFER

2-TRACK/4- TRACK
SELECTOR

2-TRACK {
HEAD

Fig. 5. Switching arrangeme'n t between the playback heads.
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to reduce the flutter current, the ideal
place for locating the reverse playback
head would be at the point RR to benefit
from the series components, 11Cs and
I. C". This fact was proven quite dramatically when the head was placed at
this location (as against the initially
tried location near R 1) -the reduction
in flutter was considerable!
The original control circuitry needed
only minor changes to accommodate the
reverse-direction mode. Essentially the
forward-play circuit remains unchanged,
retaining the feature of a transient boost
of current through the take-up motor
for the first four seconds to overcome the
starting inerti~. This is achieved by the

The remammg circuitry can be subdivided into the following main sections:
1. The memory device, latehing relay K"
which remembers whether the mode is
forward or reyerse play.
2. The sensing circuit for reversing the
tape direction composed of the photocell,
lamp, and relay amplifier.
3. The reverse transient surge-current
circuit for momentarily increasing the
torque of the reverse mode take-up motor
composed of thermal relay K7 and 100ohm resistor, R,.
4. The power supply for the transistor
circuit and d.c. braking circuit which is
automatically removed by the time relay

action of relay K 1 and the discharge of
the 80~j.tf capacitor. Also, the cutoff
switch (for end of tape or breakage)
and the fast and slow capstan motorspeed switches remain the same. The
heavier lines in the schematic diagram
indicate the original wiring.
One major change to the original circuit concerns the modification of the capstan motor. The motor was disassembled
and an extra connection made to the
starting windings of the capacitor induction motor so that the polarity of this
field may be reversed relative to the
starting capacitor. This results in six
separate cables emanating from the motor frame.

K ,.

5. The solenoids, K. and K " for selecting the proper playback head by the associated 6PDT rotary wafer switch.
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Fig. 6. Schematic of control circuit.
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Fig. 7. Bo tto m view of the deck with
cha ssis co ver rem oved.

When the line voltage is first applied,
the latching relay, K 2J will be in the
forward (tape direction) mode either
initially or automatically by the action
of relay K6 which applies current to the
proper latch coil through the crossed
connection of the latch relay pole and
coils. The latching relay, because of its
memory latch, maintains all forward
relays and solenoids in the correct forw~rd direction mode. When the tapedrIve control lever is placed into the
RUN. position, normal forward mode operatlOn results. This mode is also automatically achieved whenever the lever is
returned to the STOP position; hence, the
forward direction is reset by simply
stopping the tape mechanism regardless
of the particular direction of play at
that time.
The sensing device for reversing is
mounted at the left end of the tape pressure mounting rack so that, as the tape
travels from left to right in the forward
direction, the last program selection will
be properly completed before reversing.
(See Fig. 1.) Various methods can be
used :which trigger the sensing device by
allowmg the lamp to impinge upon the
photocell mounted on the opposite side
of the normally opaque tape--methods
such as a small punched-out hole or a
·
,
c1ear portlOn of tape (either spliced in
or removed oxide) .
Switch 8 3 is used to energize the transistor relay, Ks thus permitting manual
tape direction reversal at any time desired !or the purpose of either program
selectlOn or the application of the reversing trigger spot.
An additional switch, 8 2 allows the reversing light and transistor circuitry to
be switched OFF whenever the reverse
mode is not desired, such as during 2trac~ playback and recording. The lamp
provIdes an automatic indication of this
mode by allowing the light to pass
through a colored plastic bezel.
After the tape has finished its last selection in the forward direction, and the
(photocell) sensing circuit has been
triggered, the sequence of operation is
as follows: 1) The transistor relay K
close~ which immediately places ' th~
latchmg relay, K ' J into the "Reverse"
memory position; 2) Simultaneously the

reverse solenoid, KSI receives an impulse
that rotates the head selection switch to
connect the proper pickup head to the
preamplifier; and 3) The capstan motor
is reversed and a current surge, for 4
seconds, is applied to the supply-reel
motor which now becomes the take-up
motor. The impulse-operated solenoid
and latching relay scheme was used to
eliminate the need for continuous energizing current. This accounts for the
48-v. a.c. being applied to the 24-v. solenoids and the 68-ohm dropping resistors,
Ra and R YJ for the 24-v. latching relays.
After the final selection has been completed, and the tape completely rewound,
tape tension no longer causes the cutoff
switch, 8 4J to remain closed; and hence
the reel motors are automatically deenergized and the tape motion stops.
Placing the control lever into the STOP
position permits the completed tape reel
to be changed and automatically resets
the tape mechanism for the forward
playback of the new tape reel.
The STOP mode, either actuated by the
control lever or the tape spooling control lever, automatically removes the
115-v. a.c. potential from the reel motors
by switch, 8 rAJ and simultaneously applies 35 v. d.c. to these motors by the
energizing of relay K 6 • 115 v. a.c. also is
r emoved from the normally energized
relay, K "J and, after a 3-second delay,
capacitor 0 , discharges below the relay
threshold removing the d.c. from the
reel motors. The time constant comprised of 0, and Rll determines the delay time. The series resistor R, determines the magnitude of the braking'
current and is selected as a compromise
for fast braking of small reels, without
causing tape stretch, and braking of the

10%-in. r eels without causing loops.
The supply voltage for the transistor
driver circuitry is regulated to 20 v. d.c.
by employing a 20-v. zener diode and
dropping resistor Ra to limit the diode
current. The Ql base resistor, R 14J is adjusted for holding the relay open under
ambient light conditions and proper relay closing dependent upon the lamp
intensity. The diode, DSJ across relay KSJ
is a surge-current protector for Q••
The SPDT switching of the 48-v. a.c.
potential by relay K6 insures proper
mode operation and eliminates oscillation in the r elay loop.
The various playback heads are connected to wafer switches for 2-track,
4-track, and 4-track forward-reverse selection. The original preamplifier playback-head cable was a triple coaxial arrangement to reduce circulating hum
loop currents. (See Fig. 4.) This scheme
was retained for reducing hum currents
and, as a consequence, required a 6PDT
wafer type switch. F igure 5 illustrates
the over-all switching scheme for selecting between either 2-track or 4-track
playback and the automatic switching
for the 4-track forward-reverse modes
(spring detent on wafer switch removed) . The switches are enclosed within
shielded boxes to reduce capacitance
coupling of hum currents to the highimpedance cables.
Mechanically, the various relays,
transformer, power supply, solenoids,
and so forth were mounted on sheetmetal plates dispersed around the tape
deck structure. (See Fig. 7.) The upper
left plate comprises the time-delay r elay
circuitry-K4 and associated rectifier and
capacitor-resistor time constant. The
(Conti nued on page 57)
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Fig. 8. Deta il near capsta n m oto r.
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Power Supply with Protection
GEORGE FLETCHER COOPER

Design of a p.ower supply capable of handling the current required by a highpowered transIstor output stage-with built-in protection against thermal runaway.
I WROTE the article on a
transistor protector which appeared in the December, 1961, issue of AUDIO I concluded with a promise
to describe the design of a big supply
unit. The Editor failed to delete this and
the promise became a threat to my peace
of mind: possibly the Editor really
wanted an article about a power unit.
(He did! ED.)
Some little time ago I was faced by
the very simple problem that transistors
capable of carrying 15 amps were available and that 25-amp transistors were
on their way: they were available, too,
if one had that sort of money but at the
prices then ruling they were strictly for
applications using taxpayer's money. In
order to use transistors of this size you
need to have a supply of something
rather more than 25 amps. For various
reasons it was decided to standardize on
a 12-volt supply which is about as high
as one can go without moving up into a
new price class: it corresponds to the
practical limit of a 40-volt transistor
used in a push-pull circuit with limiting
conditions and some switching spikes.
I thus came to the conclusion that a
power unit capable of giving about 14
volts at 30 amps was what was needed.
The basic problem in a device of this
kind is filtering. The load resistance can
be down to roughly half an ohm and a
check of the inductance and capacitance
needed soon shows that you cannot get
a practical answer by this method: both
inductance and capacitance are out of
this world and are strictly for the physicists. There are several ways of attacking the problem: they can be classified
as shunt regulators, series regulators,
and amplifier techniques. In all three we
would start off with a moderately filtered
supply having about one volt of ripple.
This is fairly easy to produce. In a
shunt regulator we think of the supply
as a current supply and connect across
the load, across the supply outlet, that
is, a transistor which is driven in such a
way that it takes all the ripple alternating current and leaves only the direct
current for the load. Long, long ago this
method was used for keying telegraph
transmitters and called absorber keying.
Using a tube, it is part of the filtering
of one fairly recent communications receiver. The only trouble is that a shunt
HEN
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Fig. 1. The basic circuit of a series regulator.

LOAD

Fig . 2. The circuit redrawn as an amplifier with grounded-collector output and
the full negative voltage feedback .

regulator needs a source impedance to
work against, something which will prevent variations due to the current drawn
by the regulator. Unfortunately this is
certain to give poor regulation if we
alter our useful load. Shunt regulators
are of special value for use inside a
piece of equipment where the current
demand ii:? fixed. W e do not want a big
power unit which we cannot use for
small loads.
The amplifier type of filtering system
makes use of a transformer with its
secondary connected in series with the
output. The primary of the transformer
is connected to the output of a transistor amplifier which takes the ripple at
the power unit output, amplifies it and
feeds it back in series with the load but
180 deg. out of phase. If we have, say,
1 volt of ripple before the transformer,
and the voltage gain of the amplifier is
100 times, we shall just balance the
ripple when we have 10 mv ripple at the
output (this sum amounts to dropping
the unit term in (1-J,L~)). The trouble

JUNE, 1962

here is that the transformer secondary
must carry 30 amps and we cannot afford much phase shift at 100 or 120 cps
so that the transformer . turns out to be
a pretty bulky unit.
The series regulator is an amplifier
unit, too, but we do not think of it in
this way, at least not all the time. The
great advantage of the series regulator
is that it can be directly coupled all the
way through. Thus it can stabilize the
output voltage against the rapid changes
corresponding to ripple, it can stabilize
against slow changes of input voltage,
and also against changes due to changes
of load. This looks ideal but there are
some drawbacks which we must examine.
The basic idea of the series regulators
can be seen from Fig. 1. The series transistor has its base fed by an amplifier
with its input connected across the load.
Suppose that for any reason the point A
tends to go more negative. The current
driven into the base by the amplifier will
be reduced and the emitter voltage will
tend to go positive and thus hold A constant. We can redraw the circuit in the
form shown in F ig. 2 which shows the
system as an amplifier with a groundedcollector output stage and full negative
feedback. Without the preamplifier the
output impedance of the grounded collector stage would be 1/ Gm and with an
amplifier giving a voltage gain A the
output impedance is 1/AGm. A typical
value for m is 10A/v (a round figure on
the low side for the sort of transistor we
use) and we might make A = 100 times,
so that the source impedance could be
1/ 1000 ohm. At the collector the impedance might be 10,000 ohms if the
slope of the collector characteristic corr esponds to an rc value of 100 ohms.
The ripple voltage of 1 volt at the collector will then produce only 0.1 mA
ripple current through the transistor and
we should only get 50-J,Lv ripple across
a lh-ohm load. On the other hand the
change of output voltage from no load
to full load should be only 0.2 per cent.
The major problem is that the full
30 amps must flow through the seriesregulator transistor. In the circuit I
shall describe, the current is actually
carried by three transistors in parallel
so that they must take 10 amps each, a
safe current £01' a 15-amp transistor. We
can probably get a heat sink to give us
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Fig. 3. The basic supply unit. The grounded shield and the diode capacitors, all 0.5 IJ.f,
are for protection of the rectifier against supply surges.
a thermal resistance of I-deg. C/W and
the transistor may be the same. Let us
say we will stop work if the ambient
temperature reaches 40 deg. C (104 deg.
F) and that the limiting junction temperature is 90 deg. C. We can then have
25 watts dissipation in each transistor
and so we must limit the voltage across
the transistors to 2.5 volts at 10 amps.
This is just not good enough. We note
that the I-deg. C/W was a limit figure
for the transistor and that 0.7 deg. C/W
is a typical figure: we find that if we
use a small blower we can get the heat
sink down to 0.3 deg. C/W. These two
terms will let us use 5 volts across the
transistors.
How many volts do we need ~ We must
always leave a minimum of 1 volt, because the transistor itself requires that
to keep above the diode line. We have
allowed for 1 volt peak-to-peak of ripple and so we are left with about 3 volts
for regulation and control. Input supply
variations will take up another volt,
leaving only 2 volts for control. In my
part of the world we think 30 deg. C is
pretty hot but if I worked in a warmer
climate I think I should use four control transistors and keep an eye on the
temperature. With four transistors we
should have 3 volts left for control, just
enough to carry us from 11 volts to 14
volts which is the range we may expect
from a battery in service.
The first step is to produce d.c. at
about 18 volts. We need to provide some
filtering of this and the rectifier must
be a full-wave system. There seems
to be little to choose between a bridge
rectifier and a push-pull system: one is
slightly cheaper than the other but with
the price changes which take place so
frequently in the semiconductor world
the prices leap-frog. With a push-pull
rectifier the transformer must deliver
about 21 volts rms across each half of
the secondary, while with a bridge, of
course, you only have a single 21-volt

winding. I do not propose to give details of this transformer because a 30
amp secondary wound with copper strip
l!t, -in. x Ys-in. is not something which can
be treated as a home workshop job.
Weare, of course, using a choke input
filter. At lower current levels it is fashionable to build chokeless systems but
the calculations we have carried out
show that we shall then have trouble
with transistor dissipation and I do not
think that for general applications it is
worth-while using the same ten transistors in parallel that would be required.
The initial charging current would be
rather high for most rectifiers, too. The
minimum inductance is 0.5 mh and to
have a good margin we designed for 1
mho A point here is that the inductor
might just as well be the same physical
size as the transformer. The inductor air
gap is adjusted to give maximum induc-

tance when 30 amps is ilowing, an adjustment easily made by running the
rectifier and inductance-capacitance system as a simple power unit and setting
the gap for minimum ripple. The ripple
factor will be 0.83/LCI0 s : with L == 1 mho
we get a ripple of 8 per cent with 10,000
IJ.f and about 3 per cent with 30,000 IJ.f.
A 3-per cent ripple on a 20-volt supply
is 1.7 volts peak-to-peak, or rather more
than we allowed above but in fact we
get a little more than 1 mh and there is
some help to be got from the regulation:
maybe we should find space for another
10,000 IJ.f. At lower currents all is well,
because the inductance rises to something above 50 mho
So far we have a supply giving -18
volts at 30 amps. We need a couple of
auxiliary supplies. One of these must
be able to supply about half an amp at
- 20 volts while the other is a + 6 volt
supply providing only milliamps. This
second supply can be picked off the main
transformer winding with a half-wave
rectifier feeding a resistance-capacitance
filter and a 6-volt zener diode: an additional secondary is provided for the - 20volt supply and in the circuit shown it
shares the main inductor. This supply
could do with a little more filtering.
However, having got this far we might
take Fig. 3 as the circuit of the basic
power unit. It is rather heavily loaded
with paper capacitors round the rectifiers to protect against power-line spikes.
The circuit of the amplifier is shown
in Fig. 4. A fraction of the input is obtained by means of the 8-volt zener
diode, Z f J and the potentiometer which
acts as the voltage setting control. The
zener diode gives an increase of about 3
times in sensitivity. This input is, of
course, the voltage appearing across the
FROM
MAIN SUPPLY
- 20 v

-20v

-20V

- 18v

FROM OUTPUT

~
1500

50

P

470

1000

1500
33

-12v
CONNECTED
TO INPUT

0 .1
ARROWS TO FIG. 5

L -____

~

0 .1
_____________ __ _-12v OUT
~

Fig. 4. The control amplifier including the two response-control RC networks.
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10K
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22K
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22K
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+6v
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Fig. 5. The safety switch.

final load and a pair of terminals is provided so that the input connection can
be taken out to the actual load if the
leads are at all long or links can be used
if we want to keep the supply unit terminals at the regulated voltage.
The input signal is applied to one
base of a long-tail transistor pair, Q1
and Q2' The other base, that of Q21 is
fed from a fraction of the constant
voltage across the 6.8-volt zener diode
ZI ' The long-tail pair is a differential
ampli:fier and provides, at the collector
of Q2 1~n amplified voltage in phase
with the input and proportional to the
difference between the two base settings.
At the design center of -12.5 volts, the
transistors should each take 3 mao In
the preliminary setting up of the system,
the two potentiometers are adjusted to
give this condition, which corresponds
to a little over -2 volts at each base.
These two transistors are small general
purpose transistors with a nominal gain
of 40 and cannot be called on to withstand more than 20 volts or to pass
more than 10 ma: every manufacturer
produces a small transistor of this kind.
Transistor Q9 is coupled directly to Q2'
A 100-ohm emitter resistance provides
local negative feedback to stabilize the
behavior of this transistor and with the
collector load of 1000 ohms the stage
voltage ,~ain is just 10. Since the collector of Q! will be about - 8 volts we
return the bottom end of the emitter
resistance of Q9 to the zener diode, Z 11
which gives us a constant potential. Qs
can pass up to about 15 ma and is thus
rather larger than QI and Q21 although
there is no reason why one should not
use this larger type throughout: with
some manufacturers it is possible to
make a small saving here by using two
types.
From the collector of Q9 we go into a
cascade of emitter followers, a triple
compound system which finishes up in
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three or four power transistors. In this
way we are enabled to control the final
current of up to 30 amps with the few
available milliamps at the collector of
Q9 ' Two features of interest are the
diodes at the bases of Qs and Q6, 7,S1
which are put in to provide a path for
the collector leakage current when the
bases are driven towards cut-off, and
the use of resistances of 0.1 ohms in each
of the final power transistor emitters to
improve the current sharing. These resistors must be fairly closely matched
although their value is not so critical:
as they can dissipate 10 watts each they
must be made of resistance alloy strip.
It will not come as a surprise to
readers of this journal to learn that
when the feedback loop is closed we are
likely to get instability at high frequencies. Two RC step networks were
used to give a r esponse running down
fairly gently from a few hundred cycles
and these gave the necessary shaping to
provide stability. The dominating terms
in the response are probably the cutoff
characteristics of the power transistors
and the driver stage. The trouble is
that to operate the amplifier under
proper test conditions one requires another power unit of the same kind.
Having reached the point where we
have a basic power unit and a regulator
system we can examine the behaviour
of the whole equipment. A variable load
which will take up to 30 amps is needed
and we begin at some convenient low
current, perhaps 10 amps. We check
here that we can vary the voltage over
the range from 11 volts to 14 volts by
means of the voltage control and we
examine the ripple. At this current
level we should have no difficulties. As
we continue the tests at higher currents
we may find that at one end of the voltage range or the other the ripple starts
to rise very rapidly. This means that
an amplifier transistor is overloading

and, as it either bottoms or is cut off the
gain drops and the feedback becomes ineffective. It is then necessary to trim the
setting of the potentiometer in the base
of Q2 and to restore the voltage by the
potentiometer in the base of Ql ' Several
of the low-level sections have been made
and no further changes have been found
necessary: if any trouble should be
experienced it is clear that a small
amount of sine-wave ripple, say 10 mv,
can be injected at the base of Q1 and
can be traced through the amplifier to
see where the overloading is taking place.
With a supply unit of this kind the
need for protection, botlt for the supply
unit itself and for the equipment it is
operating, becomes very important.
Fuses are not really fast enough although the new high-speed fuses can do
a lot of good. However we may be running at 10 amps when the equipment under test heads toward thermal runaway.
If we can catch it at 15 amps we shall
probably save the equipment. One way
of doing this is to use what is called a
crowbar circuit in which a silicon controlled rectifier is placed across the
supply before the control transistors,
and is switched on if the current rises
too high. This puts a short-circuit on
the supply unit and blows the fuse. My
own feeling about this is that although
it might be used for industrial equip- .
ment it would soon be disconnected by
the average experimenter. We need
something a little less drastic. We can
get the result we want by cutting off
the regulator transistors Q6 7 S . We
must have some way in which' this can
be done firmly and quickly.
The first problem is to measure the
current. For this we make use of the
voltage drop across the emitter resistors
of the regulator transistors. At 30 amps
total current we shall have a drop of 1
volt across each emitter resistance and
we use this to drive a current into the
emitter of transistor Q111 an n-p-n transistor. (See Fig. 5.) This is a 2N35 or
some other similar small n-p-n unit and
as we have a low impedance at the
emitter it acts as an adder to give an
emitter current of 1 ma for a load
current of 30 amps. We can work in
terms of a grounded-base current gain
of unity and we can then see that the
collector current of Q11 will also rise at
the rate of 1 ma/30 amps. The potential
at the cathode of D 11 will be + 6 volts if
no current is flowing in Q11 and will go
negative from + 6 volts by the IR drop
in R11 and P II •
The pair of transistors, Q12,19 form
a bi-stable switch. When Q19 is conducting, the drop in the collector resistance
brings the base feed to Q 1 2 down to a
very small value, while Q19 is forced into
bottoming by the regenerative action.
(Continued on page 59)
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I nner-Groove Distortion
R. S. OAKLEY, JR.
In which modern tonearm design trends are examined, and
some thoughts about the tracking error problem are offered
HERE HAVE BEEN many new developments in tonearm design in the last
year to cope with the ever-improving
stereo cartridge. 1 As cartridges requiring
lower tracking forces have become available, the need for better tonearms has
become evident. "Dynamic balance" and
"anti-skating force" have become passwords in tonearm design. Integration of
_, arms and cartridges has reduced the
number of variables the designer has to
contend with. And yet, "inner groove
distortion" continues to be a part of the
audiofan's vocabulary. Before going into
that, however, let us first look at the
status of playback geometry.
Important improvements in cartridges
have been made in two areas. First,
whereas the compliance of early stereo
cartridges rarely exceeded 3 x 10-6 centimeters/ dyne, cartridges with a compliance of 10 x 10-6 and higher are not
uncommon today. Just as important, the
moving mass of the stylus assembly has
been considerably reduced. Moving
masses of less than 1 milligram are now
available. Both of these improvements
have resulted in smoother response,
lower distortion, and reduced recora wear
due to decreased tracking forces. But decreased tracking forces have made the
job of the tonearm-that of keeping the
cartridge in the correct relationship to
the groove without exerting external influences on it-more difficult.
The correct relationship between the
cartridge and the groove is governed by
the way stereo records are cut. In the
cutting process a heated, chisel-like stylus
travels across the record in a straight line
toward the center. The record turns at a
constant 33 1/3 rpm, forming a continuous groove spiraling in toward the
center. For convenience, however, a
single revolution is referred .to as a
"'groove-an outside
groove being longer
than one at the inside. The groove is
modulated by both horizontal and vertical motions of the stylus. To play back
a groove properly, the stylus of a cartridge must be perpendicular to the
record surface, and the longitudinal axis
of the cartridge must be parallel to the
section of the groove being reproduced.

T

Finally, a tracking force perpendicular to
the record must be kept constant so that
the stylus neither loses contact with the
groove, nor deforms it with excessive
pressure.
The smaller diameter, and thus
smaller surface area, of the stereo stylus
requires that stylus force be reduced.
Since the original LP stylus was 1 mil
in diameter and the first commercial
stereo stylus was 0.7 mil, the effect
was that of doubling stylus forces. To
keep record wear at a minimum, tracking forces about one-half those required
with monophonic records were called
for. Now the 0.5-mil stylus has caused a
similar decrease in tracking force. Thus,
whereas tracking forces of 3 to 8 grams
were common before stereo and 2 grams
was an absolute minimum, now 3 grams
is considered a maximum for the safety
of records and tracking forces lower than
1 gram are possible. Tracking forces in

3. 0
2.25

* 62 Buxton Road, Bedford Hills, New
York.
1 Joseph Marshall, UNew Pickup Arms
for Stereo," Radio Electronics, November,
1961.

4. 0

5.0

5.75

RADIUS-I NCHES

Fig. 1. Comparison of tracking errors between arms of newer type, "A", and
older, " B."
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excess of 3 grams tend to erase high
frequencies and distort transient peaks
in the groove modulations.
To make possible lower tracking
forces, tonearm designers have had to
reexamine old problems, and evaluate
previously unimportant forces which
now tend to upset the correct relationship between the stylus and the groove.
Initially, stereo tonearms were rewired
monophonic tonearms. Next, small
modifications to the old arms were made,
and some new ideas tested. Now old designs have been rejected, and new ones
are taking their place. New shapes, new
adjustments, and new refinements characterize recent designs. The most noticeable advance has been concerned with
attention to the dynamic aspects of arm
design-having to do with forces encountered as the tonearm moves across
the record surface.
"Dynamic balance" helps to solve the
old problem of turntable leveling, while
also improving tracking under such adverse conditions as acoustic feedback or
external vibrations and shock. Some of
the first "dynamically balanced" arms
were units in which the counterweight
completely balanced out the weight of
the cartridge, and then tracking force
was applied by a spring which was unaffected by the position of the turntable
with respect to the earth. This reduced
the need for turntable leveling, and also
reduced skipping and repeating due to
external shocks. A variation of the "dynamically balanced" tonearm is the arm
balanced in the lateral plane, but unbalanced in the vertical plane to produce
the desired tracking force. This does
away with the spring while still producing the balanced effect, and is accomplished through the use of pivots offset
along the longitudinal axis of the arm.
Since the arm is laterally balanced at
only one tracking force, and with only
one cartridge weight, however, the use
of this method is essentially limited to
integrated tonearms.
"Anti-skating force" is the name given
to a compensation for two unrelated
forces which tend to upset the correct
relationship between the stylus and the
groove. The first force is that of arm
inertia as the tonearm moves across the
record. This is a constant force, reducing
the pressure on the outer groove walls
and increasing the pressure on the inner
groove walls. The second force is a reAUDIO
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IEL
full-range

HIGH EFFICIENCY

loudspeakers
deliver ·

THE SMOOTHEST, CLEANEST SOUND THIS SIDE OF LIVE PERFORMANCE
James B. Lansing Sound, Inc., makes the most efficient loudspeakers in the world. At high levels and low,
response is smooth, clean, complete. Definition is impeccable. They are without equal when it comes to
reproducing transients. They clear the steepest wave front with room to spare, carry plenty in reserve for
instantaneous peaks even when reproducing a full orchestra at realistic listening levels. And they don't need
public address power to do it. JBL full-range speakers have earned an unchallenged reputation for possessing
"presence;' the elusive quality that spells the difference between total musical re-creation and mechanicalsounding reproduction. JBL transducers remain alone in their field, the only units made with voice coils at
least one-fourth the diameter of their cones, with rigid cast-aluminum frames, with advanced magnetic circuitry free of wasteful stray fields. Big voice coils stiffen the cone for precision bass response. Big voice
coils are attached directly to high frequency radiators for brilliant high-end reproduction. Big voice
coils formed of aluminum ribbon wound on its narrow edge submit a large amount of conductor to the
numerous lines of force in the long-circumference magnet gap. This is essential to high efficiency. It also
takes precision construction to create the tight electrical and mechanical coupling that is directly related
to efficiency. These JBL speakers are made with the precision usually reserved for the manufacture of scientific instru~ents. You can hear the difference ~ It's the difference that makes the eyes light up, that fires the
old enthusiasm of the most sophisticated audiophile. Turn one on. Turn it up full. Treat your ears to the
original magic of high fidelity.

THE JBL D130
The class ic 15" full-ran ge precision
tr a n s du cer. 4" voic e c oil , dural
d ome, 16 ohms.

THE JBL D1 3 1
Never before or since has so rnuch
engineering and care b een lavished
on a 12 /1 unit. 4" voice coil , 16 ohms.

THE JBL D123
Th e ori g inal comp a ct 12" l o udsp eaker, only 3 %" deep , 3" voice
coil, 16 ohms.

THE JBL D208 and D216
8" transduce rs made with th e same
pre cision workmanship that goes into
larger JBL speakers. 2/1 v oice coils.
D208 is an 8 'ohm unit ; D216, 16
. ohms . .

These high efficiency precision transdltcers are designed for use in exponentially. tapered horn or bass-reflex acoustical enciOSltres.

PRODUCTS OF JAMES B. LANSING SOUND, INC., ARE MARKETED BY JBL INTERNATIONAL, LOS ANGELES 39, CALIF.
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Fig. 2. Tracking angle graph for arm "A"
of Fig. 1. With of'f.set angle of 23.1 deg.,
error is never more th an 2 deg., and a
minimum in the center grooves.
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Fig. 3. Graph for arm "B" shows a maximum error of 6 .8 deg when used with an
offset angle of 15.1 deg.

suIt of the fact that the stylus is generally overhung a small distance from
the record center to reduce tracking
error. As the arm moves toward the
center, it tends to accelerate inward due
to the changing angle between the
groove axis and the longitudinal axis of
the tonearm. Since a force to compensate
for these two effects depends on arm
mass, overhang distance, and tracking
force, it also is essentially limi ted to use
in integrated tonearms.
Even with integrated tonearms, "dynamically balanced," and compensated
for arm inertia and stylus friction with
"anti-skating force," "inner groove distortion" still exists. The reason for this
distortion must lie, then, in the geometric
conditions under which the tonearm operates. Further reason for this belief is
provided by the observation that arms
of increased length tend to minimize the
distortion noticeably. A tonearm of infinite length would allow the stylus to
travel in a straight line across the record
and pick up groove modulations exactly
as they were cut.
Tonearms of finite length, however,
carry the stylus across the record in an
arc governed by the length of the arm.
Tracking error-the difference between
the longitudinal axis of the cartridge
and the groove axis-is a result of the
difference between the paths of the cutter
stylus and the playbaCk stylus across the
record. It is possible to determine mathematically what angle the longitudinal
axis of the cartridge should be offset
from that of the tonearm to give zero
tracking error.3 Since the offset angle is
generally a fixed value, the problem is
to orient the stylus with respect to the
record so as to hold to a minimum the
difference between the chosen offset
ang.le and the tracking angle at any given
radIUS of the record. Since tracking error
can be reduced by overhanging the stylus
a small distance from the record .:enter,
giv~n an arm of fixed length, the two
vanables are overhang distance and offset angle. ~oth variables are quite critical, espeaally overhang distance-a
1/16-in. change affects tracking angle
by more than 1 degree for most tonearm
lengths, and more for extremely short
arms.
Compare the tracking error of arm
"A" with that of arm "B" as shown in
F;g. 1. Arm "A" is typical of recent
stereo tonearms. It has a maximum error
of only 2.1 d€g., and has less than 1.5deg. over most of the record. Arm "B,"
on the other hand, has a maximum error
of 6.8 deg., and has more than 1.5.deg.
error over most of the record. Assuming that tracking error causes the same
amount of distortion at any radius of
See Appendix 1.
Niel Malan, "Determination of Tracking Angle in Pickup-Arm Design," AUDIO,
February, 1960.
2

3
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the record, arm "A" is obviously the
better of the two. These figures on tracking error apply to a 12-in. LP record cut
from a maximum radius of 5.75 in. to
a minimum radius of 2.25 in., and
played back with an arm which measures 9.0 in. from stylus to pivot-which
is to sayan average 12-in. arm. The
tracking error curves are essentially replotted tracking angle curves for two
values of overhang.
A graph of tracking angle for arm
"A," Fig. 2, shows that it has an overhang of VB in. and that the tracking
angle curve is parabolic in shape with
a maximum tracking angle 25.2 deg.
at 5.75 in., a minimum tracking angle
of slightly over 21.4 deg. at between
3.25 in. and 3.5 in., and a second high
angle of 23.1 deg. at 2.25 in. The chosen
offset angle is 23.1 degrees which means
that the section of the curve between
2.25 in. and 4.75 in. produces "negative"
tracking error and the section of the
curve between 4.75 in. and 5.75 in. produce "positive" error. A graph of track-

SECTION O F GROOVE AT 5.75
RAD IUS SHOWS TWO CYC LES OF
1000 cps SIGNAL (MAGNIFIED
APPROXIMATELY 100 TIMES).

~

~ .016" ~

SAME SIGNAL RE CORDED AT 2.25" RAD IUS

Fig. 4. Comparison of 1 OOO-cp~ groove at
different diameters.

ing angle for arm "B," Fig. 3, shows that
it has an overhang of 5/16 in. The
curve is again parabolic, .b ut has only
one maximum value, which is 21.9 deg.
Since the chosen offset angle is 15.1
deg., the maximum error is 6.8 deg.
Here the error is always positive, and
decreases at a constant rate approaching
the inner grooves.
Both arm "A" and arm "B" have
zero tracking error at the 2.25 in. radius
of the record. On many records the inside groove is as far out as the 3.5-in.
radius. Both arms, then, are designed to
play the innermost groove encountered
on a 12-in. LP. Both arms could have
been designed with zero error at some
radius other than 2.25 in., but it can
easily be seen that this would seriously
compromise reproduction of records
which were recorded in as far as 2.25 in.
while reducing over-all traclcing error
by only a small amount. The important
question is which af the two arms represents the better choice of overhang dis(Continued on page 56)
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• SONY Stereo Tape Deck 262-D-4 & 2 track stereo recording
-Pocket size mike and transmitter providing complete freeand playback tape transport to add tape to your ex isting hi fi
dom from entangling microphone cab les. $250 .• SONY Condenser Microphone C-37 A- For purity of sound reproduction,
sys tem. $89.50. (Also available, not pictured, the new SRA-2
stereo recording amplifier for the 262 D.
the unqualified choice of professional studios throughout the world. $295. • SONY
$ 89 .5 0.) • SONY Sterecorder 777-S-AII
transistorized professional 2 or 4 track
777 S
Sound on Sound Recorder 262 SL- The
stereo recorder featuring th e exclusive
~
perfect recorder for language, music and
00
SO!1Y Electro Bi Lateral playback H ead.
ij~
drama students. With 4 track stereo play. ~ 464 D
back. $ 199.50. • SONY Tapecorder 111-A
World's.,finest tape recorder. $595. • SONY
Sterecorder 300-A complete professional~
262 SL
popularly priced, high quality bantam reCR-4
d
corder for everyday family fun. $79.50.
quality hi fi stereo tape system with 4 & 2
e~
~M
1
• SONY Condenser Microphone C-17 Btrack recording and playback in one portable unit. $399.50. • SONY Portable 101
~111
~
Miniature size (3 % "x !Va" diameter) and
-2 speed, dual-track, hi-fidelity recorder
~
exceptional background isolation unidirectional cardioid pattern. $350. • SONY
with 7" reel capacity. $99.50 .• SONY Sterecorder 464·D-Dual performance 4 track stereo tape deck with
Newscaster Portable EM-I-A professional on-the-spot battery
powered portable recorder with precision spring wind conbuilt-in recording & playback pre-amps for custom installations
and portable use. $ 199.50 .• SONY Wireless Microphone CR-4
'stant speed motor. $495. All Sony St,recol'd,I" '1" Multiplex ,...dy!

B8

B B
9

For additional' literature and name of nearest franchised dealer write Superscopi:, Inc .. Dept.2, Sun Vall~y, California
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PROfilE
LEAK "SANDWICH"
LOUDSPEAKER
We first became aware of this new
Leak product through reports in several
British publications. Natural enough
since Leak is a British firm. The nature
of the reports and the known high quality of other Leak equipment made us
rather impatient to hear for ourselves.
Finally after having waited for sometime, we finally got" an opportunity to
listen to a unit. We must report that the
hearing of our British cousins is similar
to ours- in this case; the new Leak
speaker system is an excellent sounding
unit, and should go extremely well in the
modern American home with its scarcity
of high-frequency absorbing materials.
It is also very handsome in appearance
as shown in Fig . 1.
Desc ription

The Leak speaker system contains a
13-in. woofer and a 3-in. tweeter in a
completely sealed enclosure. The walls
of the enclosure although only %-in.
thick are stiffened internally by a coating
of thick bituminous material (see Fig. 2)

which is supposed to give the effect of a
I-in. thick panel. The woofer is mounted
from the front of the baffle and the
tweeter is attached to the removable
front grill, as shown in Fig. 2. The front
panel is fastened to the main body by
means of foul' spring-clip fasteners.
The tweeter is completely isolated from
the rest of the enclosure to avoid harmful interactions and is a special unit
with a molded-paper cone, a plasticized
cloth surround, and a I-in. voice coil.
We can see from Fig. 2 that it has an
unusually heavy magnet system.
The woofer utilizes an unusually rugged and massive aluminum frame-casting
and a heavy magnet structure. The really unusual feature of the woofer is the
construction of the cone. It consists of
an expanded polystyrene molded diaphragm %-in. thick with a hemispherical
section at the apex. Both front and rear
surfaces are covered with thin aluminum
foil to give an extremely high stiffnessto-mass ratio. It also gives rise to the
title "sandwich." The surround is made
from a treated cloth material which is
designed to isolate the front of the cone
from the rear. About Y2-in. cone travel is
achieved. Free-air resonance of the unbaffled woofer is 20 cps.
A half-section crossover network is
used which utilizes air-core inductors
and electrolytic capacitors, and has a
crossover frequency of 1200 cps. As
shown in Fig. 2 the network components
are mounted on a heavy wood block
which in turn is mounted to the rear of
the enclosure. In essence then, the network and the wboden block make up a
wedge between the rear of the speaker
magnet structure and the real' wall of
the enclosure. This makes for a rigid rear
wall whose resonance may be controlled
somewhat.
The Rigid Cone

Fig. 1. Leak "Sa nd wic h" loudspe a ker
system.

The "sandwich" cone is made of %-in.
thick foamed plastic with thin aluminum
"skins" applied to both the front and
rear surfaces. The reason for this unusual structure is to increase the stiffness
of the cone without increasing its mass.
Ideally a cone would act like a piston.
That is, when force (signal) is applied
in a particular direction, the entire cone
goes in that direction at the same time
and with the same amount of force at all

points. Unfortunately, with paper-co.ne.d
speakers, especially the larger ones, It 18
possible for the cone to be traveling in
opposite directions at various points and
at the same time. This is due to the inertia of the cone, its ability to flex, and the
fact that soft paper will absorb a certain
amount of energy. Thus, the outward
movement at the portion of the cone
near the voice coil may be "cancelled"
by a backward movement further out.
Obviously then if the cone is made more
rigid, and lighter at the same time, the
tendency of the cone to "break-up" would
be materially reduced. That is what this
foam sandwich on aluminum is supposed
to do; the effective improvement in stiffness over a paper cone of the same mass
is estimated at 200 times. The point of

Fig . 2 . Cutoway view of Lea k spe a ke r
syste m .

all this is that many of the dips and
peaks that we normally experience in
the mid-range have been eliminated.
Performa nce

Those of us who have listened to loudspeakers manufactured in England, and
indeed from Europe in general, have
noted that the Continental and British
gear 'favors a tight bass much less florid
and rich than the low end of Americanbuilt systems. In addition they seem to
prefer a very smooth high end which is
underplayed in relation to the mid-range.
In essence their speaker systems seem to
reflect the stereotype of the Englishman :
solid, natural, and definitely understated.
In reality, this is a clean sound, perhaps
more so than in many of our speaker
systems.
Within this context, the Leak "Sandwich" Speaker is a superior unit. It is
especially fine and smooth in the midrange and upper mid-range. It is definitely worth listening to if you are in
the market for a speaker system. F -28

PICKERING STER EO CARTRIDGE, MOD'EL U38j AT
The Pickering Model U38j AT is a
Stanton Stereo Fluxvalve with a white
body and black stylus assembly. In common with the other well-known Stanton
Fluxvalves, the Model U38/ AT features
an easily interchangeable stylus assembly
plus that familiar but well proved body
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Only these FM Stereo Receivers
have Pilot's unique signal-sampling
multiplex circuit*
You get the best possible FM Stereo reception because PILOT'S unique
signal-sampling multiplex circuit gives you maximum separation (30 db or
better) across the entire audio spectrum_ It is the simplest, most effective,
most trouble-free circuit presently being manufactured for stereo demodulation. There are no troublesome frequency separation filters and matrices
or extra controls as are required by other multiplex circuits. This is just one
of the many features that make PILOT Stereo Receivers the perfect electronic
"heart" for your high-fidelity system.
" Patent Pending
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PILOT 602M ... 30 watts music power ... frequency response 20-20,000 cycles,
± 1 db ... harmonic distortion 1 % at full power ... 12-control flexibility ... FM sensitivity
3 uv IHFM ... wide band RF and IF circuits for undistorted reception at full modulation ... 6 inputs ... 5Ys " high x 14%" wide x 10%" deep. With cover ...
(Also available with added AM as Model 602S. Complete. 299.50)

249 50

PILOT 654M . .. 60 watts music power (IHFM mid-band rating) .. . frequency response 10-50,000 cycles plus 0.5 db or minus 1 db ... hum and noise: completely
inaudible (80 db below full output) . .. intermodulation distortion: less than 0.3%
... 14 controls, including rumble and scratch filters . .. 6 inputs ... plus a fully automatic stereo indicator that lights on stations broadcasting FM stereo ... 5 Ys" high
x 14%" wide x 12%" deep. Black and brass styling . With cover ...
50

329
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PILOT RADIO CORPORATION , 37-4636TH STREET, LONG ISLAND CITY 1, NEWYORK

FO UNDED 19'9
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Fig . 3 . Pickering stere o cartridg e, Mod e l
U38/ AT.

design that many audiofans know so
well.
This cartridge was designed to fill a
very special slot created by the introdu ction of high-quality automatic l'ecordp laying equipment in recent years; units
such as the Du al 1006 Cu stom, the Garrard Model A, th e Miracord Model10-H,
to mention just a few, really require far
better cartridges than then: predecessors.
To put it another way, they will take
full advantage of a better cartridge.
The major area of difference is in compliance. In the past, in order to meet
the rigors of automatic operation, a
cartridge had to be quite rugged and
non-compliant. This was necessitated because the minimum tracking force acceptable for good performance (by the
record-p laying equipment) was 6 grams.
W ith the newer equipment it is possible to have tracking forces in the 2-5
gram range. Naturally this permits the
use of a more compliant cartridge. In
essence then, the cartridge has to be intermediate in compliance between the
stiff older cartridges (tracking forces
from 6 grams u p) and the very compliant cartridges intended for non-automatic equipment (2 grams to less than 1
gram) .
Performance

The results of our tests show that the
Pickering Model U38/AT meets i ts design goal and is worthy of taking its
place beside t he other Stanton F luxvalves. I n listening tests it revealed an
un~sually smooth response with a tight
solId bottom end and a top end which
drops slightly (its response is p lus or
minus 2 db from 20 cps to 15,000 cps
which was the range of our measurements). Channel separation at 1000 cps
was 34 db and the outp u t per channel
was 10 mv (2 mv/cm of recorded level).
One of the outstanding features of this
cartridge, if it is tru e to its line, is unusual ruggedness- a real work horse. In
?ur estimation this cartridge is j ust what
IS needed by the au tomatic record player.
F-29

signal generator, some form of filtering,
and a voltmeter; to measure hum and
noise, one needs a voltmeter; to measure
power output one needs a load resistor and
a voltmeter. The audio signal generator
comes a close second to the voltmeter, but
in starting a home lab-or a professional
one-the first instrument required is an
audio-frequency voltmeter. And one of the
first requirements of this important instru·
ment is that it be accurate, consistent, and
repeatable; while 1 db does not seem to
be a great variation, it still represents
approximately 10 per cent.
The simplest a.c. voltmeter consists of
a d.c. meter movement, a rectifier, and a
calibrating resistor-which is just what a
VU meter is. But full· scale deflection of
a standard VU meter is approximately
1. 74 volts (such meters are calibrated so
that without a multiplier, the O-VU point
is 4 db above 1 milliwatt across 600 ohms,
which is 1.228 volts, and the full-scale indication is 3 db above the zero on the
scale). Many measurements require much
greater sensitivity than this-for example,
the ontput from a phono cartridge, which
is likely to be anywhere from 5 to 20 millivolts maximum. Furthermore, the impedance of the standard VU meter is 7500
ohms, which is too low to permit measurements in grid circuits.
Consequently, some form of amplification
is needed, together with switching facilities
so that a range of voltages from around
1 millivolt to, perhaps, 300 volts can be
accommodated readily. Obviously, t he easiest way to obtain adeq uate amplification
which will remain constant over changes
of line voltage and the aging of tubes,
considerable negative feedback must be
used, not only for these reasons, but also
to provide accurate indications over a very
wide frequency range.
Heretofore, instruments with all of these
characteristics were available only in laboratory grades and at prices far too high
for the average experimenter- no matter
how serious-to fit into his budget. The
Knight-kit 83YU608 vtvm, from Allied
Radio Corp., fulfills all of these requirements at a reasonable price- a bit over
$100- and in addition automatically selects the proper range and indicates what
range it is set on. F'ig1~1'e 4 shows the external appearance.
Circuit Details

The Knight-kit vtvm consists primarily
of a three-stage amplifier (with 30 db of
feedback) which feeds a bridge rectifier

Fig. 5. Chassis view of Knigh t-kit automatic voltmeter.

to 2.5 mc, while the amplifier output is
within ± 1 db from 20 cps to 1.5 mc at
an output impedance of 4000 ohms. The
instrument is calibrated t o indicate the
rIDS value of a sine wave and the average
value of any other wave form. Size is. 1014in. high, 7-in. wide, and 1114-in. deep, and
weight is 131f2 lbs.
Another form of the instrument employs
the same metering circuitry but is manually
operated in the conventional manner. This
model is 83YU978, and costs $30 less.
CQnstruction

KNIGHT-KIT A.C. V-T VOLTMETER W ITH AUTOMATIC
RANCE SELECTION
Measuring the characteristic of audio
requires the use of a variety of
mstruments, depending upon the parameter
to be measured, but without question the
most important is the a.c. vacuum·tube
voltmeter. To measure frequency response
one needs a signal generator and a vo-ltmeter; to measure distortion one needs a

circuit which in turn actuates the indicator, which is a d.c. meter calibrated in a.c.
volts and in db. The output of the rectifier
is also applied to a sensing or trigger amplifier which actuates a small d.c. mot or
to turn the range switch to the next step
higher in sensitivity whenever the voltage
goes below about 20 per cent of f ull scale,
and to the next st ep lower in sensitivity
whenever the voltage goes above about 97
per cent of full-scale deflection. An indicator light shows just which step the s,vitch
is on. Preceding the three-stage amplifier
is a cathode follower to provide a high
input impedance (10 megohms on all
ranges). The ranges extend from 3 millivolts to 300 volts full scale in 10-db steps.
One other feature is the provision of an
amplifier output for feeding other equipment with a signal of 0.15 volts at fullscale deflection of t he meter on any range.
The voltmeter section is flat + 0 db from
50 cps to 500 kc, or ± 1 db from 20 cps

~quipment

Fig . 4. Knight kit a .c. vtvm, Model
83YU608 .
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The instrument is constructed in two
separate parts, as shown in Fig. 5, with
the amplifier and metering section at the
front and the power and sensing sections
at the back, ensuring sufficient ventilation.
Direct current is used on the heater s of the
cathode-follower input stage and on the
first two stages of the amplifier, and the
plate voltage is well regulated with a twostage amplifier controlling two triodes as
series-type regulators. P late supply voltage
varies less than 2 volts over a 20-per cent
change in line voltage.
Construction is simplified by the use of
three printed-circuit boards-one for the
amplifier, one for the meter and rectifier
circuits, and one for the trigger or sensing
circuits.
One calibrating control is provided for
the amplifier, and once set should not need
to be changed unless a tube burns out. We
have been using this instrument for over
a year and since we consider it our standard we have had it checked three times
against laborat ory standards with no
(Continued on page 56)
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LIFT-OFF!

... and UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS were there, chosen for the Lt. Col. Glenn
countdown because of their high reliability as well as their ability to reproduce
sound with absolute intelligibility over extremely high ambient noise levels.
Actually, University P.A. Loudspeakers may be found in virtually every major ~;~~70;;~;-------:-public address installation requiring optimum sound penetration, intelligiA Division of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
bility and dependability-from Cape Canaveral (where they have been used
80 South Kensico Avenue
White Plains, New York
in hazardous environments for all the astronaut and unmanned missile countPlease send me the new sound planning guide, or guides, checked
downs) and all the armed services for the most rugged military requirements
below:
... 'to manufacturing plants, stadiums, emergency vehicles, concert halls and
o Public Address Catalog
schools. Prices? No higher than ordinary brands!
o Informal Guide to Component Stereo High Fidelity
Interested in high fidelity? Here, too, the quality of University products may be
o Technilog (64-page P.A. manual)-price, $1.00-free to archItects, contractors, engineers (include letterhead).
gauged by the knowledgeable professionals and discerning music lovers who
o Microphone Catalog
own them-from concert violinist Mischa Elman, opera star Patrice Munsel,
NAME_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
the U.S. Navy (they chose University to design a
high fidelity system to serve as their laboratory
OCCUPATlON _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
standard test instrument for loudspeakers) ... to
cab drivers and company presidents!
ADDRESS. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
.. Dil/ision 0/
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May we serve YQ!!? To discover how, MAIL THIS COUPON
FOR UNIVERSITY'S NEW "SOUND PLANNING GUIDES!"

CITY_ _ _ _ _ _ ZONE_STATE _ _ __
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! Bravo Toro! Banda de Corrida de
Cadiz, Valdez .
Quarante-Cinq 45002 stereo
(45 rpm)
Darn it! It took me weeks to get to
this innovation becau se I don't have a
45 rpm player hanging arou nd any more.
I finally played it via the input to my
Ampex broadcast recorder-in 45 mono.
Only one channel available. But anyone
who has a standard record changer will
be able to produce the proper sounds
without any trouble. Twelve-inch, small
center hole.
The new company ("Quarante-Cinq",
pronounced Karrnt Sank, means 45 in
French) has a brace of valid points, I
guess. Sure, the quality can be superior
with a groove cut at 45, at least in the
inner groove areas of the standard big
disc. Yes, most LPs at 33 are now quite
short (who sits with a stopwatch to
time them 1) and thns the "limited"
playing time of the twelve-inch 45 in
practice isn 't so dltIerent from the usual
LP. (By the same token, I mnst point
out, the short LPs generally produce
very little trouble in their inner grooves
-and the long ones won't fit on 45,
anyhow.)
Here's a 45 sample, an authentic bUllfight orchestra from Spain, minus bull
and minus crowds. Quality seems jes'
fine, but I found the music by itself
pretty dull. The trumpet keeps blowing
clinkers.

EN AVANT, VANCUARD!
(Note: The Vang"ard Recording Society,
Inc. is one of our few aZZ-purpose small companies to remain succes8f"ZZy independent.
H ere is a heartfelt, though "npremeditated
salute to the best-and the worst-on a V61-satile label. E.T.C. )
Machaut: Notre Dame Mass.
Perotin: Vide runt Omnes; Sederunt Principes. The Deller Consort, instr . ensemble.
Vanguard BGS 5045 stereo
This is a splendid and important recording,
though not the first for either Machant, of
the 14th centnry, nor Perotin, the great master of the "old art" of mu sic at the tnrn of
the 12th century. What distinguishes these
exciting performances of the oldest church
music in parts that we have---ou t of the
Gothic period- is not so much style, which is
always problematical in such ancien tly obscure r elics, as the dedicated musical vigor
and accuracy with which the four men and
their in strumen tal cohorts produce this quasi
barbaric yet immensely complex and sophisticated art.
From beginning to end, this is no historical
exercise but a full-fledged performance of
living music, though it is of a sort most
listeners will not have imagin ed to have
existed.
The earlier Perotin is at the dawn of polyvoiced music; the tones of a chant are enormously stretched out, each held for minutes

(organum), while a powerfully dissonant web
vigorous, short phrases is woven around
a nd about in rapid motion. The Machaut
Mass, the first individually composed work
of the sort, is more sophisticated, the counterpoint already elaborate in the independent
voices; but the intervals are still la r gely
dissonant, the vocal progressions, often in
octaves and fifths, at first astonishingly
"wrong", until the sinewy sen se of these constructions begins to tell on the ear.
Both works breathe the Gothic spirit; both
are part and parcel of t he Gothic cathedral
itself, that combination of immensity and
infiite detail, of soaring str ength and grimacing ugliness (as in the gargoyles, or the
dreadfully realistic sculptings of hell-fire).
Through r ecordings as convincingly mu sical
as this, we can begin to see that mu sic was,
indeed, as alive in the GothiC time as was
stonework, even though its traces were far
less enduring in the preservation.
0 -[

Schonberg: Pierrot Lunaire (1912l. Ilona
Steingruber; Chamber Ensemble, Gossehmann.
Vanguard VDS 2108 stereo
A noble and worthwhile etIort, this, to
record one of the l andmark works of Twentieth Century music with its controversial
and almost impossibly tricky "Sprechstimme",
a vocal part half-spoken, half-sung.
It was an important experiment and,
ideally performed, it remains a most effective
piece for soprano solo and a colorful group
of sparely dissonant solo instruments. The
Surrealistic text, exploring a weird clownworld subconscious of the French, is of a
sort that is deliciously familiar to all of us,
though in 1912 it mu st really have seemed
a nightmare.
There is lively dissonant counterpoint
throughout, somewhat ImpreSSionistic to be
sure and brightly colored everywhere. Technical powerhouse devices- fugues, canons,
passagaglia, the inevi table Schonberg waltz,
in no way thicken up the ligh tly transparent
texture. Indeed, for many this is the one
Schonberg work that can be accepted wholeheartedly for its musical expression without
the heavy burden of "message".
Ilona Steingraber sings the solo part more
tban she speaks it. Th e old version with
Erika Stiedry-Wagner on ancient Columbia
was, I think, in better style.
The Virtuoso Harpsichord, Vol. 2. Francois Couperin "Ie Grand." Anton Heiller,
ha rpsicho rd ist.
Vanguard BG 619 mono
At first thought it might seem unwise to
pick an outstanding Austrian harpsichordist
to play this very specially French music. But
harpsichordists are a tight clan with rigorous
standards of style and scholarship among
themselves, the reqUirements of their instrument even superceding the demands of nationality_ The music itself, centering upon the
18th century, is an aid to such au attitude,
for the clear-cut n a tionalisms of that period
were precisely s uperimposed upon a n in ternationalism that embraced mos t of the European art.
So---like every good harpsichordist (and
very few pianists), Heiller knows the Cou-
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perin literature and is expert in the elaborate
ritual of keyboard ornamentation it requires.
The high-style music, so gentle and simple
in its tunes, so incredibly ornamental in detail (like the costumes and the art of the
period) is no problem at all for him in the
technical sense.
Only, perhaps, a certain conscientiousness
of approach, an accuracy that is almost- but
not quite-methodical, betrays a mind that
is not French itself. It's a pleasure to listen
to Couperin via Hei Her.
The Silver Swan. {Gibbons, Byrd, Pilkington, Ward.} The Deller Consort.
Vanguard BG 624 mono
(This came to me in mono- and as usual,
I'm not clear as to whether it was a clerical
slip, there heing also a stereo version, Or
whether it is in mono only. Ask your dealer.)
Alfred Deller is a superb musician with a
unique voice, if an eccentric one. The Deller
Consort, under his direction , is an oddly conventional group in which his voice stands
out uncomfortably by its very difference. The
Singing of the group, unlike his own in solo,
tends here towards excessive vibrato and consequently obscured pitch; chords that should
be crystal clear in their simplicity are instead
those now-conventional masses of jiggling
vocal vibration that we ex pect in operatic
ensembles, more properly there than here. The
listening ear, though convinced of the sincerity of these Singers, may be in doubt as
to just what they are singing-what no tes,
what chords, what rhythms.
Just why Mr. Deller goes in for this basically unmusical sort of ensemble (anything
that is musically a mbiguous to the ear is
basically unmusical) is beyond me. The old
English Singers of years ago, the Golden
Age Singers on Westminster, r epresent a
more familiar British tradition of a good, intelligible ensemble blending.
Moreover, t he interpretations, notably of
the slower workS, seem newly eccentric and
out of the sense of the music. The famed
"Silver Swan" of Gibbons, a piece of the most
limpid beauty, is taken at an exaggeratedly
slow crawl, so vibrato-ridden that the marvelous Gibbons harmonies are scarcely unders t andable. Why?
Let me keep this criticism on a proper
level-Deller remains a fine musician and his
singers do nothing so gross as to sing in a
flat or out-of-tune manner. The trouble is
not with their ears, bu t in the vocal sound
itself, plus the Deller penchant for well-intended over-Romanticizing.
I should add that the microphone raises
its questionable head here. A close-up recording of such a group can, as I know to my
own cost, produce an effect of poor ensemble
that is exaggerated beyond the actual sound.
Perhaps the Deller Consort suffers from i11advised microphoning.
Bach: Cantatas No . 31 "Der Himmel
lacht!," No. 70 "Wachet, Betet." Felbermeyer, Kmentt, Meyer-Welfing, Wien,
Berry, Foster; Akademie Choir, Vienna
State Opera Orch . Prohaska.
Vanguard BG 615 mono
Two lovely cantatas done up in full-blown
Austrian style with top Austrian talent ·i n
the lead parts and the nobly wobbly Akademie
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Choir in the cho ral portions-you can't go
wrong her e, though as in all cantata performances there are moments of less than
ideal realization of the now-difficult music.
Somehow, the Akademie's multiple vibrato
does not often seem to ann oy; the fine musicianship and earnest sincerity behind the
Singing (plus the solid i strumental s upport
in this sort of music) makes the sense clear,
the somewhat heavy Austr ian approach seems
appropriate in the listening; one is grateful
for the absence of the driving dynamics heard
in U. S. performances.

Purcell: Fou r Suites for String Orchestra.
Chamber Orch. of the Hartford Symphony, Fritz Mahler.
Vanguard BGS 5032 stereo
Vanguard's recordings generally are on
such a high level that I hate to resort to
criticism, but here it seems necessary- not
everyone can be perfect all the time.
Outwar dly, this is a fine project and
worthy. The P urcell Suites are poignantly
superb music, unmatched in the ent i re musical literature of the period. The chamber
orchestra is of the right size fo r their projection, the acoustics are lovely and the recording is superb.
On ly the performance Is w r ong- very
wrong. Here is the old, pre-"authentic" style
of playing, dating back to the t u rn of the
century and apparently handed down to Mr.
Mahler and his musicians unchanged, via
music-tight blinders- as if nothing had happened in the last fifty -odd years! Outrageously wrong "French" dotted figures, played
a la Stokowskl. That ol d-fashioned conviction
that all such "ancient" music, w h en rapi d,
should be played with a pounding, marcato
beat, minus phrasing, banging along like so
many heavy freight cars pounding the rails.
Ugly ritards, en ding with a mannered "ugh",
ou t of the Eigh teen Nineties.
Let's say quickly that those who aren't
particularly conversant w ith "old" music (on
a hundred thousand or so records) will
probably be unpained by these anachronisms
and thus will be wide open to the eternally
lovely blandishments of P u rcell himself, the
inimitable. But those who have ideas of their
own about playing style had better stay away.
They'll boil, or simmer, or merely be annoyed, at Mr. Mahler's mu sical blinders.
The four Suites, all derived, are from Purcell's stage works "Abdelazer," "The Married
Beau," "The Gordian Knot Untied" and "The
Virtuous Wife." I n one you will hear the
original theme for Benjamin Britten's "Young
Person's Guide to the Orchestra".

Italia n Music of the Renaissance. Choir
and Soloists of the Polifonica Amb rosiana,
Mons. Giuseppe Biella.
Vanguard BG 623 mono
This is perhaps the worst blooper of a
disc of its type since the Italian monstrosities
of ear ly music that Vox bro ught out years
ago- and recently r eissued.
It Is not merely that these Italians, lil{e
so many of their colleagues in the business
sing the old music in super-Caruso style, like
a drunken chorus from "n Trovatore", out of
a very provincial opera house ! They have a
right to t heir own conception of "Renaissance" style, even if it is indistinguishable
from salami-opera. What really counts is that
these performers sing outrageou sly out of
tune, as well as with a Slithering, vibratoridden lack of ensemble.
Style is one thing, pl a in musical accu racy
is another. The fi r st short unaccompanied
item on this record flats virtually a whole
tone in a couple of minutes. The succeeding
numbers continue to sag d ismally, as though
the singers had never so much as heard a
chord in proper tune. Few of their harmonies
a re.
Since my own choral group of American
amateurs can Sing this same sort of music
for a half hour or so withou t pitch deviation,
I'm in a position to snort with horro r . I
do so!

True Religion and Other Blues, Ballad s
and Folk Songs. Erik Darling.
Vanguard VRS 9099 mono
Vanguard's unique folk music program has
been enormously successful, and on both
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Sides of a very narrow line, that which divides "authen tic" folk music from "popular."
I ndeed, the special Vanguard virtue is to
walk this line straight down the middlethough some critics w!11 push the company
offside, according to their pOints of view. T he
outstanding Vanguard break-through in this
fashion was with the fabulous Weavers, who
made big-time all over the place. But others
have followed along, including the nowfamous Joan Baez (who leaves me cold as
far as styling is concerned) .
Darling is nearer the pure side of the
l ine than some, but he'll go far. No double
bass on this disc, which in these days is an
indication of purity like the driven snow.
But the peculiarly nasal, screaming, honking
Darling drive, right out of the mountains via
the big city, will carry anybody on to realms
of pleasure, popular or otherwise. Banjo and
Twelve-string guitar, too.
What is most pleasant about a Darling session liJ{e this is the gently accurate satire
that emerges, within the highly individual
Darling style. He doesn't actually take off
h is famous colleagues, from Lead Belly to
Woody Guthrie and Blind Sonny Terry. They
seem to peep roguishly over his shoulder as
he sings, deadpan. A r eal master of style this
boy.
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MORE

The Greenbrie r Boys.
Vang ua rd VRS 91 04 mono
Here is Vanguard aim ing ever so discreetly
towards the big-time, on the heels of the
Weavers. This one features a modest but unmistakeable double bass, 'way down on the
bottom. On juke boxes it'll boom pr edictably.
On home hi-fi systems it gets out of the way
very nicely.
These three wry-faced city boys are aimin'
fo r fame, but they stick fairly well to the
authentic school of thought. One of them
does the solos, in a suitably hill-billyish tone
of voice; the others harmonize now and then
and all of them play- banjo, mandolin, guitar
- with extreme expertise. An old-fashioned
fiddler joins in once in awhile. Probably another college kid.
Authentic or no, the main trouble with
this disc (and its best juke box appeal) is
a certain sameness and dullness. Most of the
tunes are pretty sappy, though well dressed
out in the playing and singing.
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BELIE"E IT !

Shoshana Da ma ri, O rch. conducted Elyakum Shapira.
Vangua rd VSD 2 103 ste reo
Vanguard's Israeli department is a lively
one. This fetching contralto sings a crosssection of current Israeli production with one
of those new-style Israeli voices, combining
the timeless Orient with remnants of the
""est, that have already endeared Israeli pops
and folk music (the same thing, more or less)
to world-wide listeners. She sings loudly and
through her nose, a thin, brilliant tone color
without vibrato, utterly unlike the cultured
Western-trained voice, whether night club or
opera style.
The music, still only half consolidated, already has a distinctive Israeli flavor as most
listeners know, whether it be sheer oriental
(to drums or fife sounds), or reminiscent of
a central European cafe, vaguely Hungarian
or Viennese or Russian , or even the most surprising Israeli style, a type of tune-and-harmony that distinctly sounds like the best
Elizabethan English, ever so pure. All these
varieties are here represented, in the somewhat raucously expressive Hebrew of Damar!.
Guitar, clarinets, tom-toms, a heterogeneous
collection, are her accompaniment.

MORE BEST OF THE DUKES OF DIXiElAND, VOL. 2
... Tremendous public · dem and for AUDIO
FIDELITY's special 2.98 offer of The Best of the
Dukes of Dixieland (now a collector's item) has
stimulated th is new release at the same low
price! But . . . the offer is limited! BUY NOW
AND SAVE UP TO $3.00.
Mono- AHP 1964 • Stereo-AFSD 5964

ODD ITI ES
The Definitive Pia no- Famous Com posers
Play Their Own Music; Famous Pianists of
the Past.
Telefunken TH 97009, 97013
Here is the famed Welte-Mignon player
piano again, and some of the same piano
"rolls" that Columbia transcribed on early LP
more than ten years ago. Different modern
piano, different recording, and the direct comparison of the n umerous reali zations that
overlap in these recordings- Debussy played

Audio Fid elity Records are produced wi th true
Stereophonic Curtain of Sound recording technique and th e hi ghest standard in high fidelity!
AVAILABLE AT YOUR RECORD SHOP, OR WRITE TO:
AUDIO FIDELITY, INC., Dept. A6,
770 El eventh Ave., New York 19, N.Y.
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by Debu ssy, fo r example--wiIl make an absorbing s tudy fo r those who still own the old
Columbia r estorations. They a re t h e same, yet
not the same. The dill'erence help us to understand t h e virtues and the limitations of the
Welte-Mignon system as perfected back in
1903 and pu t to work taking down the great
composers a nd pianists in person, up until
the ou tbr eak of World War 1.
The Wel te-Migno n was a super-recording
piano t ha t took note of vi rtually all the elements of a perfo rmance, an d could play them
back again with an accuracy that is still remarkable after almost sixty years of conventional r eco rding. The r ecording machine
dipped carbon rods variably into a pool of
Mercury-no electronics in those days-for
an individu a l t hrust to each sepa rate note.
(Ordinary reproducing pianos played them all
the same.) Thu s the whole range of "touch"
was, theoretically at least, reproducible in
playback. The play in g machine rolled up to
a piano keyboard and actually "played" it
with a rtificia l fingers. Still does, and now

all we need do is to put our mikes nearby
to hear Debussy, Grieg, Saint-Saens, Mahler ,
Euson!, playi ng once again.
Well, most people still say it sounds false.
In a cu rious way it i8 false--but to pin down
just how is a tougb problem. My own feeling
is that much has to do with the pedalling,
the most difficult subtlety to reproduce, sin ce
the pianist's foot often "half-pedals", adju sting by ear to blur the sounds t o an exact
degree of expressiveness.
I seem to be right; the Debussy played
in these two dill'erent recordings over ten
year s apart, though from the same master
recordings, is cl early not the same in r espect
to cla rity of definition. The Telefunken pedaling is less blurred, for a much more natural
and musical sound than in the earIler Columbia playing. Evidently there are adj us tments
that can be made, within the musical judgment of the present-day operator.
The new recordings are cleaner, steadier in
pitch a nd on much improved surfaces- a ll
purely LP factors. The piano is clearly a

dill'erent one and it is better r ecorded in the
new serie s, though stereo recording would
have added a really up-to-date tou ch.

Waltzes from Old Vienna. (Josef, Johann Strauss; Joseph Lanner.) Alexander
Schneider, with string quartet.
Columbia MS 6316 stereo
(hono: ML5716)
This is a repeat performance, if I remember
well, a batch of old waltzes done up in a n
unusual fashion by a small solo ensemble of
strings, In place of the usual large orches tra.
Alexander Schneider is the impresario fo r
the occasion and the main worker, too. He
plays a ll the' tun es.
In fact, I can't figure h ow the other distinguished musicians managed to avo id utter
boredom-FeliX Galimir, Walter Trampler,
Paul Wolfe, and Julius L ev ine on the double
bass (no cello). For hundreds of measures all
any of them get to do is the last two thirds
of the waltz oorn-pah-pa.h. Ju st pah-pah ,
pah-pah , ad infinitum, over a nd over again,
while the brilliant Mr. Schneider plays the
waltzes-proper.
Except for the two Johann Strauss waltzes
ending each side, the music is unfam ili ar, t he
Lanner pieces sounding r ather Schubertian,
though he was called the "Moza rt of dance
music" according to Columbia's notes.

The Magic of the Bells.
Mercury SR 90189 stereo

The view above, of the disassembled Neumann U-67 condenser microphone, is one of the rare occasions you'll have to inspect its inner assembly ... (unless you can't resist the temptation) because the U-67
operates virtually service-free. Reasons why? Design innovations perfected after 30 years of extensive research. Here are a few:
TWO MYLAR @ DIAPHRAGMS/ Polyester foil
with evaporation deposited gold, forms
each of the two diaphragms. Its effective
resistance to heat, moisture, and aging,
~ives it longevity far beyond t~e limitanons of commonly used materIals.
PRINTED CIRCUITS/ Shock damage. and instability are not for the U-67. Printed
circuits are used where advantageous.

GRID CIRCUIT COMPONENT PROTECTION/As
a safeguard against humidity, all input
components are encapsulated in high
resistance silicon compound.
EF 86 TUBE/"Garden-Variety" plug-in EF
86 tube, r eplaceable by user, achieves
outstanding low-noise performance
without microphonics. Tube socket is
of TeHon.@

To such developments add the most versatile operating facilities ever
built into one mi~rophone ... switch controlled directional characteristics (all three patterns), voice-music bass cut-off switch, and overload
protection switch for extreme close-up miking. These separate compensation possibilities and its foolproof construction, make the U-67 the.
most f~nctional and the most desirable studio microphone available.
ProfeSSiOnal net: $435, at your franchised professional equipment dealer.
F01' complete specifications
and more details on the U-G7, request bulletin I-a.

~
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I grabbed this one eagerly, knowing Mercury's perchant for extraordinary sound effects- I expected a battery of ringing-of-thechanges, etc., maybe Russian, maybe British ,
maybe out of an Indian temple or something.
I didn't look closely enough at t h e label. All
you get here is a lo t of rath er sanctimonious
hymns, boomed out at ultra-close range--you
can see the whites of the bell-ringer's eyeballs-on the L aura Spellman Rockefeller
Memorial Carillon of the River s ide Church
in New York.
The fi and the stereo are terrific. But the
normal sound of these h ymns is received
from afar, down below, an d so intended; this
closeu!> is a tonal dis tortion equivalent to
standing in side a brace of organ pipes during
a fUll-organ peroration. Maybe the thing to
do is to j ack up your loudspeaker on to the
roof and play hymns for the neighbors. The
more distant they are, t h e better.
(Come to think of it, there's a steady commercial demand for bell records, to be played
through large loud speakers installed in Ilttle
pipsqueak church steeples. Mercury may well
clean up on this one.)

BIG COMPOSERS
Stravinsky Conducts Stravinsky-The Firebird (orig. version, complete ballet).
Columbia MS 6328 sterea
(mono: ML 5728)
Stravinsky Conducts Stravinsky-Petrou.
chka (1947 revision, complete ballet).
Columbia MS 6332 stereo
(mono: ML 5732)
Igor Stravinsky Conducts, 1961. (Movements for Piano and Orch., Double Canon;
Epitaphium for Flute, Clarinet and Harp;
Octet for Winds; L'Histoire du Soldat.)
Columbia MS 6272 stereo
(mono: ML 5672)
(All above with Columbia
Symphony Orch.)
Columbia is canny-has bee n for a long
time. Back in the Thirties the company issued
7S's with Stravinsky conducting hi s own
works-I still have some, including the first
"Histoire du Soldat". Briefiy outmaneuvered
by RCA, Columbia bided its time a nd grabbed
t he composer back, though presumably RCA
didn't appreciate his lack of sales on its Red
Seal label. Now comes the pay-oil': Stravinsky
is at the top, and has just turned SO.
These three nre only a few out of the prize
repertory the Columbia label can sport of
this ever-prolific composer, who now makes
(Continued on page 58)
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Setting the Stage for Grand Opera
Reported by: R. KA TZ*

Recreating the stage settings and effects enhances
performances for this opera lover

T

he "Teatro Internacional de Horwitz," presents performances of
the world's greatest operas by the
world's most renowned artists. It represents the culmination of a lifetime devotion to opera by Robert Horwitz, who
created an "opera house" in the basement of his Philadelphia home.
The only "live" p erformer in the Teatro is Robert Horwitz who narrates the
libretto. All of the 10,000 performances
in the repertoire are recorded. The unique
feature is that stage settings, lighting,
and effects are meticulously reproduced
to simulate the realism of the original
performance (see Fig. 1).
Included in the repertoire are nearly
all of the recordings of Enrico Caruso,
Jussi Bjoerling, John McCormack, Nellie Melba, Alma Gluck, Titta Ruffo, Maria Nemeth-in fact, many of the great
opera recordings made in the past 50
years. Some are so rare that no more
then twelve cuts are in existence.
The audience al'l'ives to r eceive a warm
welcome by the Horwitz family. They
are escorted through a pine-panelled door
bearing a plaque inscribed "'featro Internacional de Horwitz." Descending a
staircase along a velvet rope, they enter
the Teatro itself. They are presented
with specially prepared and printed programmes, and shown to r ed plush theatre
seats, beneath walls studded with photos
of opera "greats."
As the audience settles back, the orchestra is heard tuning up. Suddenly
there is silence. The lights dim, and recorded applause announces that the conductor has stepped up to the podium,
and the performance is about to begin.
Robert Horwitz steps into a spotlight
in front of the stage. He welcomes the
audience, gives a brief history of the
evening's opera, and outlines the action
of the entire plot. The spotlight fades.
There is a rustle of anticipation in the
audience.
As the first bars of music swell through
the Teatro, the gold-braided, red-velvet
curtain rises on a miniature stage. The
stage lights come up on a precise replica
of the stage of New York's Metropolitan
Opera House.

The scenery is changed during intermissions. All of the light cues, set cues,
curtain cues, and so on are listed with
detailed accuracy on a stage-manager's
cue-sheet. Every performance is timed
so that lighting and other effects occur at
the proper moment. Horwitz, with an
assistant, operates these effects from a
control board.
The range of effects is unusually varied: the set can be made to appear
wreathed in flames; fog blows across the
barren heath where three witches await
Macbeth; snow falls on Mimi and Rudolpho's Paris in "La Boheme"; rain,
thunder, lightning, night and day enhance the realism.
The scenery is built to scale in meticulous detail. Photographs of sets in the
world's major opera houses are used as
models. Nothing is omitted. If antique
furniture is called for, careful replicas
of each piece are painstakingly carved,
painted, and upholstered by hand. A
magnificent chandelier has been assembled.
The stage was completed in 1951.
Since preparation time is so great, the
number of performances is limited to four
each season. Also, an operatic "surprise
party" is given annually. The "surprise
party" is a potpouni of the rarest selections from the Teatro library. This season's "surprise party" included a performance of Act II, Scene 2 of "Manon
Lescaut" by Puccini, for which the chandelier was made.
The Teatro's 30 seats are always reserved long in advance. There are long
'w aiting lists of persons who wish to attend performances. Requests arrive as
much as nine months in advance of a
performance. Many offers of payment
are received and politely refused, since
the Teatro does not charge admission.
Horowitz's equipment includes: two
Electro-Voice Aristocrat corner enclosures each housing 12TRXB speakers, a
pair of H.H. Scott 222C amplifiers, and
the new Empire 980 arm and cartridge.
Naturally the performances are "stereo."
IE

* Another opem lover.
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Fig. 1. C1.oseup of the stage.

Fig . 2. Robert Horwitz (R) confers
the Teatro's Musical Consultan t,
Moyer (l), and Ben Cohen (center),
co-ordinates the theatrical fabrics.
printed programme.

w ith
Bob
who
Note

Fig. 3. Bob Horwitz intr,oduces a selection
for the operatic "Surprise Party."

Fig . 4. Now the performance! To the left
of the stage is a life-sized photo of
Arturo Toscannini, who appears to be
listening intently, and directing the opera
in progress . Note the glass-enclosed
turntable.
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JAZZ and all that
CHARLES A. ROBERTSON

Sonny Rollins: The Bridge
RCA Victor LSP2527
Bridging the rive r of ink which started to
flow when Sonny Roll!ns went into voluntary
seclusion is a lengthy task, so there should
he no regrets over leaving the printed page
to become immersed in the waves of sound
ins pired hy his watching changing tides on
the East River . In celebration of t he tenor·
ma n's entry into the RCA Victor f old and
return to performing in public, George Ava·
kian sums up the whole story in the liner
notes, with suitable references to the symbolic choice of the Williamsburg Bridge as a
place to practice in complete freedom. While
bouquets are tossed to the jazz r eporte rs f or
covering the event accurately, no mention is
made of those skeptics who expressed doubt
that the announced sabbatical would last
even a year. Rollins s urprised quite a f ew
observer s of the jazz scene by keeping an unbroken silence f or more than two years, in
spite of spirited bidding from r ecord companies and numerous invita tion s to appear in
concert.
Also considered unworth y of notice are
allegations that Rollin s simpl y became miffed
because of all the publicity bes towed on John
Coltrane, Ornette Colema n , Eric Dolphy and
the r est of the newer j azz abstractionists. As
his efforts hel ped found this school of improvisin g, it seemed safe to assume some r esentment on his part at the amount of attention being given late comers. He would
emerge f rom hiding, according to one persistent rumor, as soon as h e wQrked out
som ething advanced enough to leave nearest
rivals struggling in his wake. This theory
gathered momentum after his pilgrimages to
the pedestria n walkway on the bridge near
his Grand Street home beca me known, a nd
his first retu rn engagement at a New Yo rk
jazz club drew the curious in droves. Rollins
again upset all th e guesswork by proving
conclusively that his r easons for taking a
rest were exactly as claimed. Inst ead of plotting startling innovations, Rollins used the
interval to consolidate his forces, r eexamine
earlier work, and in striving to attain stylistic
perfection.
The big news about the qua rtet's first
stndio trip is the n ew mark R ollins sets as a
player r ather than any claim t he grou p
might make to being more "far out" than the
next one. Not that anyone can say orig in a lity
and a n a dventurous spirit are lacking, as
guitarist Jim Hall and bassi st Bob Cranshaw
turn up fresh idea s almost constantly. Nothing is done simply for shock effect though,
and everything fits in to the over-all design .
Only Rollins knows h ow na rrow a victory
the bridge's classic symme try won over the
more contempora ry shape of Wall Street's
skyscrapers, hut the t i t le piece clearly indicates where the decision w ent. Long, graceful choruses of 34 ba rs, plus ster eo to help
the imagination along, will enable even those
listeners whose constitutions are not quite
so h ardy to ascend to the same vantage point,
looking downstrenm at the ~rooklyn Bridge.
Far from being the first creative artist to
succum b to the powerful attraction of a
bridge, Rollln s is one of a notable list which
includes the poet Hart Crane, who viewed the
same panorama from Brooklyn Heights. Such
structures never figured prominently as
sourc~s of jazz inspira tion until now, but
Rollin s seems to have lenrned a lesson about
form that wlU be stud ied a nd copied exten. - ·•·· .. -siveiy. ·· ""That Rollin s always h eld form in healthy
respect is apparent In his earlier recordings,

and other factors importnnt to his l atest
stage of d evelopment should not be placed in
secondary position. Improved breath control
was pursued through regula r exercise all
during the vacation period, r esulting In accumulated dividends which payoff In this recording. Because of increased facility and
greater command of his horn, complex Ideas
become lucid a nd are more easily accessible
to the listener. Along with Miles Davis nnd
numerous other modernists, Rollins emulates
Louis Armstrong's passio n for physical fitn ess, and the popular image of dissolute j azz
musicians is no longer valid. The majority
keep in better condition throughout the year
than many baseball players do out of season.
Although Rollins does his thinking in the
pos t-Parker idiom, he bridges the gap in tonal
values to retu rn to the stan dard s set by such
f ully rounded masters as Coleman Hawk ins
and Don Byas. Ju st because P a rker's ideas
and t echniques were a mazing enough to be
given priority is no r eason for his followe r s
to believe their own efforts can survi ve the
handica p of unpleasant tone. Rollins is better
equip ped than ever to get a message across,
a nd does so without str aining his voice in
the rude outcries a nd strident sounds constantly being practiced today. Perhaps the
most r emarkable example yet of hi s immen se
ton al range is set forth on a song Billy
Holiday introduced, Gorl Bless The Chilrl, In
which phrases a r e driven hom e with rivetin ggun force or cn ressed with the tenderness of
a lullaby. Ballads also are h andled with a
lighter to uch than before, but the a irier approach is n o less firm and compelling on
Without A Song, Whe"e Are You, nnd You
Do Something To Me.

Even though the quartet is a dmirably fitted
to bridge any of the various j azz streams, a
sea rch con tinues fo r the right drummer, ns
the two h eard alternatel y on this r ecording
are no longer members. If Rollins ever visits
Los An geles, he would do well to g ive Frank
Butler a trial. And if RCA Victor wants to
be adventurous, engineers might be detailed
to set up stereo equipment and reco rd the
group after midnight on the bridge itself,
before aspirin g tenor players stake out cla im s
to all the rehearsal space.

Oliver Nelson: Afro / American Sketches
Prestige Stereo 7225
Although the ch nrge of faddism is often
leveled against jazz fans, they are nowhe re
near as avid in pursuit of la t est fashions as
the r ecord companies. A jazz label un able to
offer an a lbum with Africa in the title is
out of the running these days, and so are
some of the hurried productions already on
t he sh elves. This latest a rrival is admittedl y
desig ued to catch the trend, but t h e lesson
in geography n ever interferes with jazz content. A li ttle more than a year ago, P restige
approach ed Oliver Nelson with the idea and
overcame some r elu ctance to accept th e ass ignment by presenting him with about fifty
LPs of tribal ceremonies a nd other ethn ic
material gathered on the spot. After four
months of study, Nelson r eached the same
conclusion as jazz mu sicia n s who have traveled and worked r ecently in Afr ica. It was
evident that E uropean influences had penetrated into the most r emote settlements, affecting n early every musicnl acti vity except
the traditional native drumming. Even the
link between the rh ythms of Africa an d
Amerlcnn jazz is more tenuous than most
histories of jazz try to make out, which may
expla in t he failure of some attempts to combine the two. By splitting the suite into seven
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episodes, Nel son lets each countr! carry the
burden in turn, calling on his AfrICan sources
mainly for contrast and to extend the usunl
big band framework.
One story going the rounds h as ~el son
lin in g up an extr a man on each key lU strument to m a ke certain the orchestra would
be fully staffed. Instea d of waiting to be
called several spares appeared at the fi rs t
sessio~ and were put to work with ever yone
else swelling the ranks to twen ty-one. The
debit on Prestige's ledger is a big gain for
purchasers of the stereo version, even though
only seventeen men w ere hir e~ for the two
remaining sessions. Whether accIdental or no t,
among the aural assets are a full section of
french horns, and cellists and flutists in pai rs.
Only the two opening parts a r e devoted to
Africa pr oper, but Ed Shaughnessy and !lay
Barretto continue their drum con versa tlOns
whenever necessar y , with a rhythmiC assist
from bassist Art D avis. The influence of
Quincy Jones turns up both in the writing
a nd the choice of several regulars from his
band including P atti Bown, Melba Listen and
Jull~s Watkins. Sharing solo h ono r s with Joe
Newman nnd Jerry Dodgion , the lender a lternates on alto and tenor sax to prove once
again that America can be proud of the bl ues.
If everyone who likes a touch of early
Ellington, big bands, or unu sual rh y thm pntterns buys the record, Nelson may get anoth er
chance to hire twenty musicians. He certain ly
deserves it, as this a lbum is a renl stereo
treasure.

Eddie Condon: Chicago And All That Jazzl
Verve VSTC266 (4-track UST tape)
Few television shows ever h a d a happier
sound than this reunion of Chicago stalwarts
last winter, a nd the historic event Is well
worth preserving alongside RiverSide's return
to the city in the "Living L egends" series.
As a good thirty-five year s have gone by since
the famed Okeh sessions, even the ears of
television r eviewers are attuned to the music
and no on e bothered to point out that McKenzie-Coudon Chicagoans were the a ngry
yo ung m en of the day. If Eddie Condon now
becomes enraged at the modernists, It Is usua lly becau se they are too genteel or overly
intellectua l. As f or the ang ry young men of
today, h e has only himself to blame for fir st
showing the way by mounting attacks on the
dreariness of pop tunes and the bnstions of
Tin Pan Alley.
Jack Teagarden and Pee Wee Russell
missed the Chicago sessions, on ly joining the
gang after i t moved to New York, which may
expla in why neither is known to get mad at
a n ythin g or a n ybody. T eagarden 's trom bone
plnying would r aze the Walls of JerichO
without a drop of blood being shed, and hls
vocals are world-weary enough to quell all
sounds of battle. Russell's most violent action
is to test the thinness of thread on which a
clarinet phrase cau hang and not plunge to
disaster . Together they have ea rned the rig ht
to be nomin ated for a joint award of the
Nobel Prize fo r Peace.
The r ecording session took place w ay past
midnight, after rehearsals but prior to the
show, a nd everyone concerned enjoyed relaxing out of sight of the probing camera
eye. The choruses a re a li ttle longer, spirits
lighter, and the sound a whole lot better . The
four-track stereo tape gives a good Iden of
what televi sion audio should be like by 1977,
but why wait? Four or five minutes of unused
tape at reel end can be filled by copyi.ng No bod.y's Sweetheart Now, Ohina Bo y, or another
original version to complete the program.
Bud Freeman, Bob Haggart, Jimmy lI-IcPnrtland, Gene Krupa, Joe Sullivan, LII Arm strong a nd Blossom Seeley also put In a n
appearance, and Ray Hall is credited with
h andling the d ate.

Cannonball Adderley: In New York
Riverside Stereo RLP9404
Recent changes in Cannonball Adderley's
personnel brought in two new members, swelling the r a nks to sextet size a nd adding a
distinct International flavor to the old quintet's sound. Always one to go direct to the
source, the lea d er steps Into the rol e of cosmopolite by placing the waltz division in t he
hands of Joe Za winul, a pianist born thi rty
years ago In Vienna, wh e re h e began studies
at the Conservatory at the age of seven. As
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the jazz waltz did much to establish the
grou p's popularity, requests for at least one
must be answered d u ring each set, a n d no
new album would be complete withou t t he inclu sion of a freshly minted original. Zawinul
will undoubtedly be called u pon to meet f uture quotas due to h is A ustrian background,
but t he current attraction comes f r om t h e pen
of Jimmy Heath. Titled after the constella tion Gernini, t he t une was w r itten with t h e
twin-starred solo effor ts of the Adderley
brothers in mind, and they combine to send
it into the lucrative orbit en joyed by such
previous successes as This Here, and D at
Dere. Zawinul prefers to show h ow t h or ou ghly
Americanized he has become, making a n opening bid as composer with Scotc h A.nd Wat m',
a plunging blues line which pr obably owes
something to Dinah Wash ington . Since a rriving in this co untry fou r years ago, Zawinul
worked as the singer's accompanist aft er a
stint with Maynard Ferguson, and he fits
right in with the r hythm team of Sam J ones,
bass, and dr ummer Lou is Hayes.
The sixth man is Yu sef Lateef, w hose
so und on tenor sax in no way conceal s his
forme r status as a r esident of Detroit. Only
when doubling on flute or oboe does h e unfold the exotic ideas which migh t origi nate
with a native son of North Africa. While
Lateef's new job calls for none of his really
odd instruments such as an argol , ear t hboard, or inflated balloon s for r u bbing, he
manages to cover a good deal of u ncharted
territory with j ust oboe on a work of his
own named Syn-anthe8ia. His main fu n ction
is t o provide the extr a ensemble strength of
a thir d ho r n, and the group sound shows an
appreciable gain in depth to go with the
global in crease in breadth of styl e. Wh en
either Cannonba ll, on alto sax, or Nat, on
trumpet, tries on too sh arp n continental cut,
the oth er slips in a homely reminder of
their plain Florida u pbringing. The leader
acts as a benevolent h ost, introd ucing each
number in this l ocation recording at the
Village Vanguard, and engineering honors
go to Ray Fowler.

Kay Starr: I Cry By Night
Capitol Stereo 511681
Gerry Wiggins: Relax And Enjoy It
Contemporary Stereo 57595
The singer who refuses to heed her pianist's
advice had better beware, as no keener cr iticism can be gained from any source. Ger a ld
Wiggins h as worked as Kay Starr's accompanist for more t h an a decade, taking time
ou t to assist other singer s on r eco rds a nd t o
coach Marilyn Monroe for vocalist roles in
films. When t h ey wor ry about s uccess or making the top fo r ty, h e undoubtedly urges each
one to "relax and enjoy it." And like many
of Miss Starr's regular fans, he quite possibl y
suggested a change of pace of t h e s or t accomplished on her latest offering. I nstead of
the br assy style a nd careful arrangemen ts
used before la rge audien ces in clubs , t h e singer
works with a skilled j azz sextet and directs
her sentiments at the select l isteners grou ped
in any living room. The songs all deal with
unrequited love or errant lovers, and Miss
Starr calls on persuasive reserves to make
believable such t hemes as More Than Y ou
Know, My Kinda Love, and I'm A.lone Becau8e
I Love You. Man ny Klein plays su bdued,
muted t rumpet in the background, a nd Ben
Webster's tenor sax u nfolds a lyric plaint on
Love,' Man. Bu t Miss Starr's first concern
seems to be pleasing the acute ear of her
pianist, and the result is a highly remarkable
album .
Wiggins transports his talents as accompanist over to trio dates, showing a k n ack for
an unexpected t urn of phrase a nd never allowing passages to become too flo r id. The g rou p
heard here gets together at odd in t er vals,
when Nelson Riddle f r ees J oe Comfort f roin
playing bass on studio jobs, and drummer
Jackie Mills vacations after tou ring w ith
Harry J ames. Wiggins carries with h im a
vocalist's preference fo r tasteful ballads, a nd
the unexpected also t urns up again in the
choice of t unes. Gen eral la ughter would be
heard at a n y jazz club following a r equest
for Ethelbert Nevin's Nar ciSSUS, but W iggin s
indulges in this favo rite of self-a pproving
amateur pianists with out waiting t o be a sked.
Nobody is likely to la ugh eith er, as a swinging
corrective quickly s t raigh tens out the popular
impressions t hat the piece was meant to l imp
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So mewhe re Norse of t he 60t h pa ral le l a hea rty breed of me n reign supre me. A good part of
th ei r fam e wa s built upon t he ir devoti o n t o d uty an d th e ir a bility to t ell th e farce from the
trees . Ame rica's Aud io Dea le rs, a noth e r hardy breed , a re co ntinu a lly searchin g fa r and wide
to f ind th e best buy s on ea rt h for th e ir ste reo hi g h f ide lity c usto mers . Such is th e case with
th e MAGN EFON st e reo t a pe reco rde r manufactured by LU XOR in Mota la, Sweden. Thi s is truly
o ne of th e fin est va lu es eve r presen ted . Rea li s tica lly de si g ned to pe rform all of t he importa nt
fun ction s wi t hout unnecessary frill s th e Luxo r-MAGN EFON is carefull y crafted to stringent
e ngi neering s tand a rds . In many res pects, the LUXOR m atc hes th e pe rfo rmance of mac hin es
lite rally cost ing t wice as much. It is availabl e fo r $279 .00 in eve ry good Hi·Fi·Tee pee in town.
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alon g. Cr editing T a tum as reign ing influence,
Wiggins keeps technical displays from obscu ring the melody on The Lady Is A Trmnp,
and My Heart Sto od StiLl. B Lue Wig, t he lone
or iginal in cluded, manages to cover terr itory
from Meade Lux L ewis to Thelon ious Monk.
Roy D u Nann's fine recording makes relaxing
to enjoy t h e t rio no troubl e at all.

Sound Effects, Volume 3
Audio Fidelity Stereo DFS701 1
A sound effects library can n ever be too
large. Ju st because the catalogue lists a certain item is no g ua r antee that the recorded
effect will slip undetected into a given dramatic sequence. As sound in its pures t fo rm
rarely fits human Situations, t his third volume of selections from Audio Fideli ty's libr ary consists mai nly of sounds heard a gainst
a natural or realistic background. Th e siren
of a passing pOlice car mingles with other
traffic n oises and the close up clicl( of pedes·
trian heels. A batte ry of teletype machines
rattles away a mong a ll t h e oth er a ctivity of

a busy newspaper office. The squ a! of tortu red
metal emerges from an actual machine shop,
and the various clock inter lu des include a
visit to a cuckoo clock shop. The hiss of a
welder's torch Is preceded by the bl ast of
a n a ir hose a nd the heavy crunch of an
acetylene cylinder being rolled across a concrete floor. Rainfall comes accompanied by
thunder, city traffic, or the quiet rustle of
t rees and underb rush. The Aberdeen P r oving
Ground is the setting. for pistol, rifle, machine
gun and artillery fire, right down to the final
impact of bullets striking the targets. New
York pro ,'ides several street scenes, not the
least of which is a subway journey.
Among th e forty-five different effects are a
dozen or so examples of objects r ecorded without conflicting noise from other sources. Bnt
even these relatively pnre sounds are snbject
to such acoustic variables as room condition,
m icrophone placement, and t he nature of the
equi pmen t used in processing and playbacl<.
It is easy to see why the work of a sound
effects man never en ds. If complete accuracy
was t he rule, just keeping tracl( of all t h e

FAIRCHILD 412

412, 412BF and FAIRCHILD
Anti ·Skating Arm Mode l 500
w ith SM·2 Cartridge

With Exclusive
DOUBLE-BELT DRIVE

TRULY THE MOST IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENT
IN TURNTABLE. DESIGN •••

assorted timepieces would be a career in itself. Not even Sidney Frey is apt to carry
authentiCity quite t h at far, bu t the choice
of subject matter he presen ts here is wide
enough for any practical purpose. At least,
t he artificial devices used so oft en on radio
a r e vastly Impr oved upon. Outstanding are
the clanging of blacksmith's hammer on anvil,
a Model "T" For d in action , a freigh t elevator and Navy alarm buzzer. T he stereo effect
in some cases is quite tricky, t urning up as
a fringe benefit from the backgroun d while
the central sound remains stationary.

Franz Jackson : Jass, Jass, Jass
Philips Stereo PHS600-013
Franz Jackson: No Saints
Pinnacle PLPI02
The person al activity of F ranz Jackson as
recording engineer in behalf of his Original
J ass All Star s is finally pay ing off on other
labels besides his own . I n addition to a ppearIng on t he initia l list of Philips releases In
t h is country, the band will be represented
shortly by an entir e L P in River side's "Living
Legends" series. A ch a nge of affiliates brought
about the introduction of t h e Philips label
over here, and Mercury will receive wider distribu tion all over the world in r eturn. Mercury
r ecorded the All Stars set about three years
ago, but apparently only a f ull-scale merger
could tear it loose. Playing in a studio puts
tbe band on its best behavior , and the general exuberance is below the level reached Oll
J acJ(son 's recording at the Red Arrow Inn .
Several h igh pOints a r e marked though, and
the band races along at flood tide on Cornet
Ohop Suey, High Society, and Washington
An(l Lee Swing. Especia lly worthy of note Is
JaCkson 's Don't Forget The BZ1,es, a tribute
to Big Bill Broonzy. Bernie Clapper of Universal Recor ding h andled t h e date, and stereo
br ings out t he extreme con t rast between Bill
Oldham's t uba and L awr ence Dixon's banjO.
The first All Star s LP is still the best by a
slight margin, and it becomes available once
more with the transfer of the original Replica
r elease to Jackson's privately owned Pinnacle
label. T he clar inetist received electronll!s
t r aining during World War II, a n d the experience came in handy wh en h e r ecorded Bob
Shoffner's trumpet solo on Sugar F oot Stomp,
and Al Wynn playi ng trombone on .ilL' s Strut.
Stereo or not, trad it ionalist fans will find
nothing to complain about in the sound.

EXCLUSIVE with FAIRCHILD

Turk Murphy: Let The Good Times Roll
RCA Victor LSP2501

Only the FAIRCHILD 412 has a DOUBLE gradual step down ratios between motor
BELT DRIVE system. Result: the world's and turntable. Single·belt systems have a
finest turntable with the lowest possible
step down ratio of 1:54 with a serious
rumble and inaudible and immeasurable
chance of wow flutter due to this great
wow and flutter ..• characteristics that difference. The double·belt 412 has two
cannot be detected even on the most step·down ratios of 1:4 and 1:13.5. These
sensitive measuring instruments! The two gradual step·down ratios,· instead of
FAIRCHILD double belt drive provides one severe stepdown, account for the
double isolation between
immeasurable wow and
T\JRHTA8LE8El.T RES1SfANC C
the turntable and the
flutter characteristics of
"locked in speed" of the
the 412.
synchronous motor.
• Complementing these
• The low, low rumble
two features is a robust,
characteristics of the 412
sturdy overall design en·
can be understood by
hanced with an 8 lb.
PULLEY
referring to the electrical
aluminum·filled turntable.
equivalent diagram of the
The entire belt system of
412 shown here. This diagram illustrates the 412 is hidden from view, coupling
how the double belt drive system actually professional performance with appearance
provides a series of low pass filters ...
acceptable to the most discrim inating.
rumble filters. These built-in mechanical
The 412 exceeds all professional stand·
rumb le filters eliminate the need to
ards by at least 100%. Each 412 is indio
use rumble filters in your amplifier with
vidually tested and a graph of turntable
their resultant restriction of the low fre· performance is included with each unit.
quencies in playback.
No wonder the 412 is the most sought
• And, the double belt drive allows more after turntable.
- P-ric~d at $95.00

Wh ile revivalists no longer m ake a big
noise in prill t, this mu sical blast from San
Francisco is loud en ough to keep the movement from dying out fo r some time to come.
The reason for the extr a decibels is a genuine
calliope, brought live and kicking into the
studio to roar regally on Tiger Rag. Described
as a portahle member of the species, t h e beast
weighs a mere 800 pounds and can be trans·
ported by a smaller vehicle than steamboat or
circus wagon. As it eats compressed air Instead of steam, t he engineers had to contend
with an explosive drive motor. Anything they
fail to screen ou t in the background r emains
to be cover ed up by extra forceful playing
from Tu rk Mu rph y's h earty crew. Having
tamed t he calliope t o t his extent, engineer.
Al Schm itt and Dick Gardner proceed t o prod
It into stereo action , impa r ting en ough motion
to place i t on ce more atop a riverboat coming
around the ben d on P addLe-WheeUn' A.long.
Pete Clu te, pianist in the sextet, a lso takes
charge of the added attraction, and Bob
Short echoes each r oar with an answering
bellow on tuba. Clarinetist Bob Helm switches
to soprano SR.."< to join in on BiLbao Song, In II
new arrangement which gives the K u rt Weill
tune the same happy beat Louis Armstrong
received from Murphy to make a bestseller of

WASS

Available in Kit Form (412-1K), $74.95

FAIRCHILD

FAIRCHILD RECORDING EQUIPMENT CORP 10-40 45TH AVE., LONG ISLAND CITY N. Y.
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lJlacT, The Knife.

Lest the calliope's welcome be worn out,
Murphy pu ts t h e novelty in strument away
after three num bers and gets down to the
serious revivalist bUSiness of sweeping away
the cobwebs on TerribLe Blues, Struttin' Witll
S01ne Barbecue, and Wild Man BLues. Sh aring
honors with the t rombonist is E r nie Carson ,
a cornetist who knows a ll the traditional
breaks a n d a few new ones of h is own. To complete the picture of the band on home grollnds
at Earth quake McGoon 's in the Bay City,

This advertisement is reprinted from

JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY OF MOTION
PICTURE AND TELEVISION ENGINEERS and JOURNAL OF THE AUDIO
ENGINEERING SOCIETY jor the benefit of AUDIO readers

seriously engaged in quality microphone applications.
vocaUst Pat Yankee comes to the fore and
applies her special brand of volcanic fission
to Big Butter Ana E gg Man, and Lone8ome
R oaa. But the unbilled star of the show is the
calliope, and the sooner it returns the better.

Paul Eakins: Nickel Music
Audio Fidelity Stereo AFSD5960
F ive cents may not go very far today, but
the 1890 Indian head nickels on the cover of
this a lbum would either start a substantial
bank account or buy a term in Federal penit entiary for counterfeiting. A plain ordinary
nickel, however, is still legal tender at Gay
Nineties Village, a tourist attraction In Sikeston, Missouri, and home of the world's l argest
collection of old time automatic music machines. Paul Eakins, a retired mechanical engineer, hunted down and repaired the instruments as a hobby, then hit upon the idea of
building a village to pu t a roof over his pets.
In the interests of authenticity, he can hardly
increase the cost of an item whose very name
sets a price-fixing policy not enjoyed by
cigars, candy bars, newspapers and other
products that once sold for a nickel. Of course,
Inflation struck the competin g jukebox Industry several years ago.
Historically speaking,
the nickelodeon
stands mid way between the older carousel
and the omnipresent jul{ebox. While making
small effort to provide for weekly hit songs,
the manufacturers did try to keep abreast of
current trends a nd often built in special effects not found in carousels. For example, the
popularity of traveling minstr el shows is reflected by the Encore BanjO, which was patented in 1893. Equipped with picks actuated
by pneumatics capable of ten strokes per second, the banjo plays four strings f or a total
of 44 notes. Tbe Wurlitzer Fascinator, an
orchestra piano, boasts 38 violin and 38 flute
pipes. The Eakins Special, assembled by the
proprietor from four different machines, contains a 61-note organ manual. The Memory
Lane and the Red K. T. Specials both include
mandolin and xy lophone attachments. All feature percussion of various sorts and sizes, and
tempos a re brisk and lively on such turn-ofthe-century tunes as King Cotton, Georgia
Camp Meeting, and Over Th e Waves. Concealing the mechanics involved never entered
the engineer's mind, and the preparatory
creaks and groans are all recorded in broad
stereo before the action gets underway.

Jo Stafford: American Folk Songs
Capitol Stereo ST1653
Burl Ives: Songs Of The West
Decca Stereo DL74179
Since folk singing is now big business, quite
a few pop singers t ake an occasional flier In
the field, thereby setting an example that can
be fo llowed in reverse just as easily. ;ro Stafford is no r ecent convert, having made forays
in this direction before during frequent ventures ou tside b er usual category. A singer
who refuses to be pigeonholed, she brings a
bright a nd cbeerful air to any musical branch
on which she happens to be perched at the
moment. Her intentions seem to be entirely
f riendly this t im e, and r ival lady songsters
need not become alarmed to t h e point of flying
deeper in to the woods. Instead, they had better
list en and learn assura nce, or a few new
tricks, wben Miss Stafford fills the surrounding countryside with news of Barbara Allen,
Ola Jo e Cl ark, and The Nightinga l e. Husband
Paul Weston falls quite naturally into the
role of admiring male on the ballads, conducting a choir of strings and woodwinds in the
background. The livelier tunes are accented
by the banjo plucking of ;roe Maphis.
Burl I ves began bringing folk music to the
people so long ago that about the only challenge left is to try beating teenage idols at
their own game. Not only does he stay abreast
of popular s tyles, but he often turns his knowledge of songs and a udiences to creating new
trends all by himself. Whenever this veteran
places among the top forty with songs like
A Little Bitty T ear, the victory is some consolation for all the phoniness now prevalen t In
folk music. Competitors will find nothing
friendly in his approach to western songs, as
he outdraws the Hollywood and telev!sion
brand of cowpoke every time on W h en The
Blo om Is On The Sage, Coo l Water, and
Me:cacali Rose. Stereo keeps the soothing
choral group at a respectful di stance.
]E
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Uhe superiority of new Altee
Dynamic Microphones is all the
more amazing when you discover
their moderate price!
There are six dynamic microphones in Altec's new professional studio series. Each sets new standards of performance
and durability in its class. Each offers distinctive features
of significant value to the professional user, especially since
the highest price model is yours for under $100.00! Let's
take a look at some of these features:

~OO®®[f of
Superior Performance

~t[J1JIEG
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Each Altec 684A Omnidirectional and 685A Cardioid Microphone comes to
you with its own certified
calibration curve made on
a Bruel & Kjaer Graphic Recorder.
In th e entire professional fi eld, this
practice is unique with A ltec. The one
shown here is typical of the 684A. The
curve you receive gives visual proof of
the remarkably smooth response provided by your Altec Microphone.
BALANCED PAIRS FOR STEREO : For stereo
work, any pair of 684A or 685A Microphones is perfectly matched in performance ch aracteris ti cs. The ca libratio n
curves offer rapid means of assuring
yourself of this balance.
DESIGNED FOR RIGOROUS PROFESSIONAL
USAGE: The exclusive sintered bronze
filter positively bars all foreign matter.
These Altec Microphones may be used
safely in any situation the professional
engineer finds himself; not only in a
protected studio , but anywhere - a

metals grinding mill if need be. Only
Altec offers this absolute protection
aga inst the gradu al degradation of
qu a lity common in ordin ary microphones that can't prevent dust, moisture, and minute ferrous particles from
restricting diaphragm movement.
Also featured are diaphragms of indestructible polyester that cannot be
damaged by blasts, shock, impactdesigned specifically for rigorous usage
in any professional applications.
EXCLUSIVE ALlEC MICROPHONE EXCHANGE
POLICY: After expiration of normal full
year guarantee, you may exchange an
inoperative microphone for a comparable new unit at a fraction of original
cost. This Altec policy is unique in the
industry ; offered to better serve microphone users.

1--------------------------,----------I

ALTEC 684A OMNIDIRECTIONAL MICROPHONE

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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ALTEC 685A CARDIOID MICROPHONE
SHOWN IN ALTEe ISlA BOOM MOUNT

I Frequency Response: 40 to 16,000 cycles· Output
Frequency Response: 35 to 20,000 cycles· Output I Impedance: 30/ 50, 150/250, 20,000 ohms. Output
Impedance: 30/50, 150/250, 20,000 ohms· OutI Level: -54 dbm / l0 dynes/e m' • Discrimination:
put Level: -55 dbm/ l0 dynes/cm' • Hum: -120 I Average front·to·back, 20 db • Hum: -120 db
Price: $81.00 net I (Ref. : 10.1 Gauss)
Price $96.00 net
db (Ref.: 10.3 Gauss)
,

I

~--------------------------I---------------------------I

:
:

For specific engineering details, call your nearest Allee
Distributor (listed in your Yellow Pages) or write Dept. A6M

ALTEC LANSING
CORPORATION
A SUBS IDI ARY OF LlN G·TEMCO·VOUG H.T. INC.

1515 South Manchester Avenue, Anaheim, California

ALlEC 686A LAVALIER MICROPHONE

I

:

I

r

I
I

I

:
I
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l:1
Frequency Response: 70 to 20,000 cycles. Output
Altee
Impedance: 30/ 50, 150/250 ohms. Output
Lan si ng
Level: -55 dbm/ 10 dynes/em' • Hum: -120 db
Corp.
I
(Ref.: 10-1 Gauss)
Price: $54.00 net
_____________
_ ________________________________________
II

lHER ALlEC DYNAMICS PRICED FROM $36.00 • ALTEC MINIATURE CONDENSER MICROPHONE SYSTEMS:
Omnidirectional, $236.00; Cardiod, $275.00 . • Altec offers a complete line of microphone accessories including
desk and floor stands, switches. wall and boom mounts.
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ABOUT .MUSIC
WIDE

BAND
microphones
for

STEREO

•

and
MONO

professional
quality

for the
studio and
the audio
perfectionist

Stereo Spacer and two
6&053 microphones

The new 8&0 200 convertible
microphone comprises two ribbon elements in a rotating
housin g for controllable separation with ideal point-pickup
for multiplex compat ibil ity. Its
performance surpasses even
the famed 8&0 50 and 53.
Standard 200 n impedance,
phase switch , T-M-O switch ; access'ory matching transformer.
Write for detailed specifications

DVNACO, INC.
3912 Powelton Ave. •

Phila. 4. Pa.

CABLE ADDRESS: DYNACO. PHILA.

THE ART OF SPLICE H UNTING
there are two
main categories of hobbies. The
conventional type might embrace
such things as collecting butterflies, records, and postage stamps; driving antique, cars; assembling "hi-fi rigs"; reenacting Civil War battles; and firing
off rockets. Around these activities :flow
an endless stream of magazines, books,
pamphlets, and newspaper articles. The
conventional hobbyist organizes clubs,
meets in conventions, arranges for shows
and exhibitions, sometimes wears lapel
buttons, and often spends large sums of
money in pursuit of hobby-happiness, to
the despair of his budget-minded spouse.
The unconventional hobbies generally
involve far less expense. Take faultfinding. Now we all indulge in the everyday variety of fault-finding, thinking of
it not as a hobby but as a re:flex conditioned by our taste, background, and
education. It evolves into a hobby only
when it has become impersonal and has
reached technical sophistication.
The movie fault-finder, for example,
watches for "seams" and exposure differences in triple-screen Cinerama presentations. He is ever on the alert for costume bloopers, a common occurrence in
which the film editor has failed to notice
a change in apparel from one take to
the next in a supposedly continuous
scene, or has allowed anachronisms to
creep into a historical production.
Sight and sound synchronization is a
favorite quarry of the cinematic faultfinder. Because the dialogue and effects
of today's movies are sometimes recorded
after the shooting, it is especially important for the actor's lips to correspond
perfectly with the words he is uttering.
Even when he himself has recorded his
own part, poor lip-synchronization becomes a presence-destroyer, particularly
in close-ups.
Acoustical mismatch is a frequent companion of faulty lip-synchronization.
The insensitive film recorder overlooks
the fact that a studio pickup may not
relate to the outdoor scene for which it
is recorded. A pair of actors standing in
an open field must not be made to sound
as if they were seated in a sound-proofed
studio, leafing through pages of a script.
The playground of the literary faultfinder offers even more attractions than
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that of his cinematic counterpart. In it,
the hobbyist may buy the City Editions
of The New YM'le Times and The New
Y M'le Herald Tribune to ferret out "typos" (typographical errors) which are
bound to be caught and corrected in the
double-proofed Late City Editions. He
scans the menus of would-be fashionable
restaurants for such classic boners as
"Soup du Jur." And he reads the letters
to the tabloid editors to revel in syntaxdistortion and howling hyperboles.
At the dial of his FM radio, the musical fault-finder lies in wait for the gauche
announcer who stumbles through the
names of composers and musical compositions and occasionally comes up with
such gems as ". . . the opera, "Jewels of
the Madonna," by Enamel Wolf-Ferrari," or "Pierre Monteux conducted the
Paris Conservative Orchestra . .. "
And into which category would you
place the fault-finder who visits W ashington Square Park on a Sunday afternoon to witness an exhibition of delightfully imperfect lasso-twirling by a Manhattan cowboy named Texas Weinstein?
For sheer esoterica, however, nothing
quite approaches splice hunting. This
rarified hobby is practiced almost exclusively by musicians and tape editors,
because one must be able to read an orchestral score and have had some experience at the tape deck.
The splice hunter seeks his prey in the
grooves of recordings. He will not find
it if the master tape from which the disc
is cut has been skillfully edited. Uulike
people, splices are either good or bad; if
good, they are inaudible and do not interrupt the natural :flow of the music; if
not, they draw attention in several ways.
D1·Op-out. The editor here has joined
takes of different levels of intensity. This
is a common splice fault and is easy to
detect. We are in the midst of a f orte
passage which culminates in a series of
powerful tutti attacks. Suddenly the volume of sound dips sharply, for no musical reason. For an instant, we feel sonically weightless, just as if we were in an
elevator which had taken a fast plunge.
Drop-out of a more elusive character
can result from shifts in musical balance. This is especially difficult to spot
when the "presence" of a solo instrument remains unifor m and only an un-
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derlying segment of the orchestra, say,
the French horns, is reduced in level.
Pitch . Unless the 'A' is sounded at frequent intervals during a recording session, the over-all intonation of even the
finest ensembles will begin to dip. It is
the responsibility of the recording director to see to it that the pitch is always
"up there." At the slightest sign of sag.
he should call for a tuning. Unless this is
done, the danger is that the tape editor
will be compelled to bring together takes
and re-takes which are noticeably different in pitch. Of course, it goes without
saying that intonation problems arise
in the normal course of a performance,
but these are "live," not spliced, f auIts.
, Rhythm. The pianist is executing a
difficult run, flawless except for one sixteenth-note. Later, the editor removes the
blemish and splices in a clean note from
another take. In performing this bit of
cosmetic surgery, however, he has cut out
a fraction of an inch more than he has
replaced, producing what might be
termed the "time-out-joint effect."
Tempo. Back in the Thirties, Arturo
Toscanini recorded Brahm's "Variations
on a Theme by H aydn." Some twelve
years later, he re-recorded the same work
with the N.B.C. Symphony. The timings
of both performances are only seconds
apart I Few conductors possess such an
uncanny sense of tempo discipline. Yet
this quality is essential in the recording
session, where a tempo variation can
sometimes turn an otherwise perfect retake into a worthless ribbon of tape.
Capricious changes of pace are present
in too large a part of the LP repertoire.
The experienced splice hunter is able to
separate natural tempo differences from
those creat ed with the editor's blade.
Acoustics. Weather plays an important
role in the acoustical character of a recorded performance. On sharp, clear
days, instruments sound brighter than on
muggy, low-barometer days. With this
in mind, record producers attempt to
complete a given work on the same day
so as to avoid running over into radically different weather situations. Acoustical changes of this sort can be spotted
by only the most proficient splice hunters.
Double-Note. The tape editor has
grease-pencilled his splice point (a trumpet attack) and now makes his cut. He
similarly marks and blades the re-take.
He j oins them together. But something
is wrong: the trumpet seems to have
played its first note twice. This is known
as tape stutter, a phenomenon caused
by the fact that the editor cut late on the
outgoing take, and early on the incoming
take, thus retaining p art of the trumpet
attack on Take A, and the same attack
again on Take B.
The highest compliment the splice
hunter can pay to a recording director
is: " Terrific I I didn't hear a single
splice I"
JE
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I~'U Itiplex

FMX-3 integrator kit $29.95

FM-1 tuner kit $79.95; Factory W ired multiplex tuner $169.95;
both including covers_

integralg.,,",
It takes a little longer to make a good

thing better, and the long-awaited
Dynatuner FMX-3 is proof that multiplex stereo reception is as simple as
mono. Hidden within the Dynatuner
chassis, it performs every stereo function automatically without need for
switching or adjusting.
The integrator does not detract from
the inherently superior performance
characteristics of the Dynatuner. The
effective sensitivity, noise level, and
low distortion are virtually unchanged.
The Dynatuner's exclusive referencegrid tuning eye is coupled with Dyna's
unique STEREOCATOR (you know
Slightly higher in the West.

when it's stereo because it says so).
Exact alignment, for stereo and mono,
can be performed without need for
test equipment - thus insuring minimum distortion and maximum separation.
And Dynakit has thought of every. thing: there are no problems with
tape recording off-the-air; mono broadcasts come through both low impedance outputs at the same level as
stereo; front panel volume control
adjusts both channels; silent, allelectronic switching; no increase in
interstation noise; and best of all, its
modest cost.

Write for detailed Information on this and other Dynaklts.

DYNACO, INC., 3912 Powelton Avenue, Philadelphia 4, Penna.
CABLE ADDRESS: DYNACO, PHILA _
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If you prefer the finest in fine furniture, here is one of the new
KLIEWER component cabinets. Available in kit form it combines
the best in beauty, performance and construction without compromise, yet is remarkably easy to assemble. Kit in walnut or
mahogany $194.50, assembled $254.50. For complete information write

KLIEWER

KABINETRY

Boise, Idaho

P.o. Box 2201

IF YOU ARE MOVING
Please notify our Circulation Department at least 5 weeks in advance. The Post
Office does not forward magazines sent to wrong destinations unless you pay
additional postage, and we can NOT duplicate copies sent to you once . To save
yourself, us, and the Post Office a headache, won't you please cooperate? When
notifying us, please give your old address and your new address.
Circulation Department

RADIO MAGAZINES, INC., P.O. Box 629, Mineola, N. Y.

The First Book of its Kind-No Other Like It!

SOUND in the THEATRE
by Harold Burris-Meyer and Vincent Mallory

N

~

,
'

othing like SOUND in the THEATRE
has ever been published. It is the first
book to set forth in authoritative detail what
you can do with sound by ' electronic control,
-and how to do it whenever the source (singer,
musician, speaker, etc.) and the audience are
present together. The book develops the requirements for electronic sound control from
the necessities of the performance, the characteristics of the audience (hearing and psychoacoustics), and the way sound is modified
by environment, hall, and scenery. Sound
sources are considered for their susceptibility
of control and need for it, and the many techniques for applying electronic sound control
are described and illustrated in thirty-two spe~fiC problems. From these problems are de-

,

rived systems and equipment specifications.
Complete procedures are given for: Planning,
assembling, and testing sound control installationS-Articulating sound control with other
elements of production-Rehearsals and performances - Operation and maintenance- of
sound control equipment.
THE AUTHORS

During the past thirty years, the authors have developed
the techniques of sound control in opera, open-air amphitheatres, theatres on Broadway, theatres on-the-road and
off-Broadway, in concert halls and night clubs, in Hollywood and in the laboratory. Some of their techniques are
used in broadcast and recording as well as in performances where an audience is present. From their laboratory
have come notably successful applications of sound con·
trol to psychological warfare and psychological screening.

RADIO
MAGAZINES, I
Dept. AC-l

Post Office Box 629
Mineola, New York
t am enclosing my remiltance for $10.00
Send my copy of
SOUND in the THEATRE postpaid.

(No C.O.D., all baoks sent pastpaid in U.S.A.
IDd pallelslans, Canada, and Mexico.
Add 50e far Foreign orders.)

Ram. ____

~
\
~
: ~
:

_____________________________

page 14)

earphones. Ac first chought, one would expecc chac since che signal in one channel is
also appearing at the other ear, identically
and almosc as loud (90 per cenc), the lady
should appear in a mono image, straight
ahead; but since the ouc-of-phase signals
also appear in identical duplicate at each
ear, she should have a second and overlapping echo-image on cop of che firscbuc because the original out-of-phase signals also are heard by the two ears and
fused, she should have a third image off in
left field, where Channel One originated!
Obviously, this line of thinking is spurious. Ic jusc doesn't happen that way. If
the gal sang co the left in the scereo recording, she'll be alcogether on the left in
che phones, even wich 90 per cent overlapping blend of the scereo channels. That
will be the observed fate.
You will learn a loc about chis problem
by reading the original Bauer paper in the
Journal of the AES, Oct. 1961. It describes
very neacly che differences becween basic
scereo loudspeaker and earphone liscening
with excellent diagrams.
Unfused Transients

I think it is worth adding, finally, thac
mosc of the confused one-ear sounds in
scereo via phones are noc che primary or
"fundamencal" sounds but in large measure
the incidental reverberant tones which
place the music in a spatial context. These
sounds are fleeting transients. They flit and
come and go, almost instantaneously. But
though you can't isolate them, the ears hear
chen one-eared just the same, and the mind
tires just as quickly. Thus ic is mainly the
room-sound thac tires you when mosc stereo
is heard unblended via earphones; the
"main" sounds are usually pretty well fused,
with signals in both phones which the ears
can grasp and cohere in space.
This one-eared effecc is analagous to a
scereoscopic picture in which the foreground
blends in perfect perspective, but the background is different and for each eye and
hence unblendable.
Only the extreme sort of stereo recording presents a foreground one-ear sound
chat won't blend in the phones but appears
"inside" a single ear, most objectionably_
This effect is all too common in popular
records, which abound in one-sided scereo
sounds. Classical discs and tape also have
it in concerto-style records with close-up
solos in one channel and in numerous vocal
records with the same sort of one-sided
solo work. The blending process is particularly essential for all such stereo records
heard on phones.
To sum up: I do not recommend ear
phone scereo liscening straight from the
record or cape, unblended. Only a very few
recordings will be OK; the rest are sure
co be variably distressing co the ears.
On the other hand, I do heartily recommend phone listening provided chere is ac
leasc some blending available. The preference, musically, is for a large blend, the
Ninety Per cent principle.
Most hi-fi amplifiers and control units
have an adequate blend control, either continuous or by steps. If you don't have a
blend control and want earphones, the
earphone makers should provide you with
a blend circuit as an accessory to their
phones. Alas, few of them do at this point.
Not many manufacturers have caken the
cime to realize the necessity of this blending for scereo listening. Yes-it might hurt
immediate sales co admic it. But che long
range market is going to suffer even more
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if in a short-sighted way these very real
problems in earphones listening are simply
abolished by pretending they don't exist.
P.S. It'll have to be next month for my
specific look at a batch of additional phones,
and I ask the makers' indulgence, those who
have already been so cooperative in sending me samples of their wares, often in two
or three versions. I must say right now,
however, that on the basis of this larger
batch of phones I am more than optimistic
about the quality of sound that you can
now buy in phone form. It's terriffic. 1E

LIGHT LISTENING
(from page 10)

the head of the chorus. Of these two stereo
albums, the Capitol disc presents more challenge th an does the Bing Crosby tape. Some
listenHS will stick with the wearing quality
of the tape for repeated playback under con ditions of conviviality (records have been
known to receive not-too-somber treatment
at some singing parties) but the disc will
appeal to any group that has outgrown the
usu al sing-along album and now wish es to
tackle something trickier.
Capitol has assigned Arthur Godfrey to the
lead off position in a collection of rounds arranged by Richard Wolfe. In most of these
tunes, Arthur sings the first chorus by him self. When he r eaches the second chorus, a
group of girls' voices enters with the words of
the first chorus. A male group joins Godfrey
and the girls on the third chorus. Old-fashioned rounds, with their multiple l ayers of
lyrics striking the ear Simultaneously, are a
natural for stereo a nd producer Andy Wiswell
has taken full advantage of it. Godfrey kids
around at his own mike on the far left while
the two groups share adjacent mikes at the
right. 'l'he repertory Is more international
than most since it includes Si Cantemo and
the French favorites Alouette and Frer e
Jaoque8. The Godfrey drawl wrapped around
a French lyric Is really something to hear.
Detailed instructions in the printed lyrics
give the home singer ample opportunity to
m ake a propitious entry with the group of his
or her choice.
The Crosby tape makes up In quantity what
it may lack in novelty. The latest production
for Warner Bros. from Project Records assumes that the purchaser of this tape prefers
not to dawdle when he takes on a collection
of tunes. Each Side of this reel embraces
twen ty·five songs in rapid succession. The
J ack Halloran Chorus backs Bing in a lineup
that leans heavily toward the old-time favorites.

Count Basie: Th e G rea test
Verve VST4-2 04
Lionel Hampton: Soft Vibe sSoring String s
Colum bia CQ-424
In these tapes we find two great stars of
the swing era aclmowledging the changes that
have overtaken the band business. The tunes
making up t he vast bulk of these reels are
items that would have appeared only once in
a blue moon on the programs of the Basie and
Hampton orchestras in former years. It is
somewhat disheartening to find two record
labels sharing the opinion that balla ds are
enough to keep fresh the Hampton and Bas ie
names with the tape buying public. The
Count's band never gets a chance to really cut
loose because the spotlight throughout the
reel is on vocalist Joe Williams. There are
fresh ideas in this collection of standards bu t
they're all devoted to accompanying the
vocalist.
In his smooth-sounding Columbia reel,
Hamp has a row to hoe that's a bit stickier
than Basie's because he h as to adjust his
style to complement a group of strings. The
apex of lushness is reached in the treatment
of Deep ' PU"ple; rhythm-and-blues predominate in the handling of Do Nothing Till You
Hear From Me. The old inventive Hampton
touch has its best moments in the beguine
tempo of Once in a While.
1E
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The new l o ok i n "booksh elf " s peakers. Pl ace a speaker on each end ,
amp li fie r and tune r on the adj ustable sh elf , and your compon ents are t rans for med into a stri king stere o ca binet w hi ch will hi ghli ght eve ry interior and
accent yo ur fine compo nents. Naturally, crafted f rom the fi nest of hardwoo ds
in a cho ice of fin ishes. see yo ur dea ler or write for free brochure of th e complete line.

i l udio
Uriginals
474 SOUTH M ERID IA N STREET ·

SEARCHING?
If you are tracking down a technical article -in a current, or even not-so-current, issue of a
magazine -- do it the easiest way with
LECTRODEX, the original radio-electronic
magazine index. In only minutfS you can locate
the subject you want, and it costs you only
pennies per issue of LECTRODEX.
For more than a decade, librarians, engineers
teachers, students, researchers, hobbyists and
technicians in the radio-TV-electronic fidds have
referred to LECTRODEX for information about
articles from amplifiers to Zener diodes.
LECTRODEX covers more than twenty-five publications
in the radio and electronics fields and is published bi-monthly
as a cumulative index throughout the year with the 6th or last
issue as an Annual which may be kept as a permanent record of
all radio-dectronics and related articles published that year.

IEClRoDEX

~

__

~~

Available by subscription only :
O ne (1) Year $3 .00 - - - Two (2) Years $5.50

Subscription Rates: U.S. &- Possessions $3.00
for six issues; $5.50 for twelve issues; all
ot her countries $3.50 for six issues.

LECTRODEX
P.O. Box 629
Mineola, New York

Please enter my subscription f or LECTRODEX. I enclose $ . . .. . ... .
for a •. . .••.• . ..•. . ••• . •••• issue subscri ption.
Name
A ddress ••..•••.•••••••••••••••••••• • •••••.•.• .. •. • • . . ... .•••..
City . . . . • • • . • . . • • . • . • • . • • . • • • • ••

Z one . . . . . .

St ate •• ....• • •• • .
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NEW PRODUCTS
• Tra.nsistorized Integrated Stereo System.
Designated as the "Astro," the new AltecLansing Model 708A i s a complete stereo
tuner-amplifier system packaged on a
single chassis and employs transistor circuits. The Astro contains mono AM and
FM tuners, FM-multiplex stereo, dual
amps, plus a comprehensive control center. The entire system is housed in a cabinet measuring only 6 X 15 x 13% inches.
The Astro provides a total of 55 watts of

power and its freqUlmcy response is within
1 db from 20 cps to 20,000 cps. Distortion
is less than one per cent (THD) at 20
watts. Stereo separation during FM reception is 30 db over the entire audio spectrum. Features incorporated in the Astro
are: a headphone receptacle on the rear
panel; index locks on both the balance and
tone controls; built-in tape-monitoring
circuitry; and a monitor light behind the
station indicator panel which glows when
a multiplex stereo signal is received. Key
to the performance and compactness of
the Astro is use of solid-state devices In
critical areas and frame grid tubes for
precision. The power stages are transistorized. Altec-Lansing Corp., Anaheim,
California.
F-l
• Distortion Meter and Audio Oscillator.
The new Barker and Williamson Model 410
distortion meter measures audio distortion, noise level, and a.C. voltages and is
also a versatile VTVM. Distortion levels
can be measured on fundamental freq u en cies from 20 cps to 20,000 cps and harmonics are indicated up to 100,000 cps. Distortion measurements can be made on signal
levels of 0.1 volt to 30 volts rms. The
VTVM provides an accuracy of plus or minus five per cent over a frequency range
from 20 cps to 200,000 cps. For noise and
db measurements the instrument is calibrated in one db steps from 0 db to minus
15 db. The built-in attenuator provides ad-

ditional ranges from minus 60 db to plus
50 db in 10-db steps. The Band W Model
210 audio oscillator provides a sine wave
signal from 10 cps to 100,000 cps. The output level is within plus or minus one db
when working into 600 ohms (reference
5000 cps). Power output is variable to
above 150 mw. Hum and noise is minus 70
db at 5 volt output a nd distortion is less
than 0.2 per cent at 5 volt output from 50
cJ?s to 20,000 cps, and slightly higher at
higher outputs and frequencies . Barker &
Wi lli amson, Bristol, Pa.
F-2

cost, portable, stereo recording and playback tape system. The Model 464-C S utilizes the Sony belt-free idler-wheel drive
mechanism and dynamically balanced capstan fly-wheel assembly for maintaining
extreme ly low flutter and wow specifications (less than 0.2 per cent at 7 % ips).
Features in clude: pushbutton selection of
Channell Or 2, or both; separate volume

shelves, space for hundreds of records,
and a tape deck too. It is 72 % -in. long,
32 %-in. high, and 16-in. deep. The speaker
compartment is 25% x 16 %. The Model
303 sells for $99.50 and is shipped knocked
down. It weighs 85 pounds. Audio Originals, Indianapolis, Indiana.
F-5
• Multiplex Adapter. Dynaco, Inc. has recently introduced a multiplex adapter, designed to complement the FM-1 Dynatuner, called the FMX-3 Multiplex Integrater. This unit fits all Dynatuners and is
wholly contained on the chassis. It was
designed for full utilization of the Dynatuner characteristics. Wholly automatic in
operation, the FMX-3 provides identical

controls for each channel; master volume
control for playback; playback tone control; built-in sound-on-sound recording facilities; two high-level line inputs for recording FM stereo; stereo line outputs for
connecting external amplifiers; and a u xiliary speaker outputs. The Sony 464-CS
comes equipped with two dynamic Sony
F-7 microphones. The price is $299.50 com plete. Superscope, Inc., Sun Valley, Calif.
F-3

• Tuner-Amplifier. H. H. Scott, Inc. announces the Model 340 tuner-amplifier
combination featuring the "Sonic-Monitor." The Model 340 is a 60-watt FM tuneramplifier and the first Scott product to
feature this new device. When the FM
listener wan ts to determine whether stereo
is on the air, he simply switches the SonicMonitor to "monitor" position and tunes

across the dial. When he hears the monitor tone coming from his speaker, he
knows that he is tuned to a station broadcasting in FM stereo. Then a ll he need do
is switch the Sonic-Monitor to "listen"
position to hear programs in stereo. Other
features of the Model 340 include a highquality tuning meter, a sub-channel noise
filter, and special filtering for stereo tape
recording. Size, in its accessory case is
17%-in. wide, by 6%-in. high. by 16%-in.
deep. Price, east of the Rockies, is $379.95.
H. H. Scott, Inc., Maynard, Mass.
F-4

mono signals in both channels or stereo
signal s separated by at least 30 db, When
a stereo signal is received, its presence is
indicated on the front panel-the word
STEREO lights up. Utilizing a push-pull
envelope -detection system, the FMX-3 requires neither matrixing nor balancing, and
precise alignment is a matter of a few minutes time for the home constructor u sing
the "Stereobeam" as an alignment indicator. The FMX-3 kit (a 3-hour project)
costs just $29.95 and the complete multiplex tuner, factory assembled and tested,
is available for $169.95. Dynaco, Inc.,
Philadelphia 4, Pa.
F-6
• Ster'e o Pream.plifier. Featuring a new
type of "rocker control" the MacIntosh
Model C-11 requires approximately 40 per
cent fewer knobs than comparable conventional preamps. The "rocker controls" are
empl oyed for functions most often used
and and their instant response permits
rapid adj ustment when changing programs.
The Model C-11 has a frequency response
of plus or minus 0.5 db from 20 cps to
20,000 cps with distortion of less than 0.1
per cent at the full rated ou tput over the
entire frequency range. Tuner, tape unit,
a u xiliary signal source, and tape monitor
inputs have an impedance of 250,000 ohms
and a sensitivity of 0.25 volts, accepting
Signals up to 10 volts (30 for tape monitor). Th e phono inputs will accept 2 mv

• Equipme'n t Cabine,t s. Concentrating on
designs for the compact speaker, Audio
Originals h as created a series of designs
which wil l accommodate a variety of standard components in an over-all integrated
design. The Scandinavian design shown
features convenient pull-out changer or
turntable shelf, two adjustable component

at 47,000 ohms; the tape head input will
accept 2 mv at 1 megohm; and the microphone input will accept 2.5 mv at 1 megohm. The main o utput is 2.5 vo lts with
rate d input. The tape output is 0.25 volts
with rated input. Controls include an 8position input selector, a 7-position mode
sel ector, bass and treble controls (for each
channel) which have 11 switch points,
stereo balance control, and a master volu me control. Finish of the Model C-ll Is
gold and charcoal. It may be installed in

• Stereo Tape System. Containing complete electronics and built-in monitor
speakers necessary for recording and playback of 4-track stereo and mono tapes, the
new Sony Model 464-CS was introduced by
Superscope to meet the demand for a low
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If you were not among the

conventional, consol es, in c u stom -built in stallations, an d in professional r elay r acks.
It measures 15 %. -in. wide, 5 'h -in . high ,
and 12-in. deep. T he Mod el L66 cabinet is
availa b l e for tab le - top installation . Weight
of the C-ll is 15 lb. Price for t he chassis
on ly is $199.50. MacIntosh L aborator ies,
Bingh a mton, N. Y.
F-7

10,123 kit-builders
who received
this first issue
,
.. . you re
.
missing
something

• Bookshelf Spea ker System. Only 5-in.
deep, the n ew Utah " Sorcerer" Mode l
SH4-W is a 2-way bookshelf system which
fits into a lmost every living room in size
and style. Basically a bass-re fl ex type of
cabinet with a tuned p ort, the system contains an 8-in. woofer and a 3 'h -in. tweeter,
with a crossover network. Thinner than
most rows of books, it can be u sed on
shelves, mantel s, tab les, or even hung on

he first issue of the quarterly R' A . E
.
Journal has now been received by more
than '1 0,000 members of the R'A' 1l Societythe national organization ' devoted to the interests of radio, audio, and electronic kitbuilders. From initial reports, the Journal is
a resounding success. Comments from Society
members say: "Bravo" - "Something·we have
really needed"-"It's a must for kit·builders" -·
"Filled with wonderful, original ideas."
" The R'A :E Journal is available only to
members of the Society. You can't buy a copy
anywhere. However, more copies are being
mailed out daily. You can have one, too. So
read on.

T
walls. Keyhol e slots i n the back cover permit h a nging in eith er a vertical or h orizontal position. T he waln u t - venee r s urfaces and the solid-waln u t trim have a
low-g loss oiled finish in keeping with today's f u rnitu re t rends. An u nfinish ed h ardwood version, s u itab le for staining to
match ot her finishes, is t h e Mode l SH4 - U.
Th e system wi ll h a ndle 12 watts of a u dio
power. Over-a ll s ize is 12 x 20 x 5 in. Pri ce
of the SH4 -W is $49.95 and the SH4-U is
$46.95. Utah Electroni cs Cor p., Huntington, Ind.
F -8
• F aJrchild Compressor. A compact com pressor r ecently a nno un ce d by F a irchild
Recording, t h e Model 663, r epresents a n ew
ap proach in level control pl u s use of miniat urize d circuitr y . T h e u nit is no l onger
than a s lide- type attenuator (1 'h" x 7" x
4"). T he unique s ize of the d evi ce a ll ows
t h e installation of a level control on every
microphone ch a n nel fo r a greater degree
of l evel control, w h ich w ill perm i t t h e

produ ction of mor e dram atic program effects . T h e 663 has an attack time of 40
mill iseconds a nd a varia ble r elease time
from 30 0 mi llisecond s t o 7 secon ds. A zerogain device, the 663 can compress u p to 20
db with ou t a n increase in d istortion a nd
is d esigned t o wor k into l ow-i m p e da n ce
circu its. Meteri ng i s provide d a long w ith
a variable threshold con t r ol a nd variable
r elease time con t rol. F airchild R ecordin g
LLa,~~
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WHY THE FIRST ISSUE OF THE
JOURNAL SCORED A BUll'S EYE

Under the direction of Milton B. Sleeper, one
of the radio·audio pioneers and · a recognized
authority on kit design, the R' A' E Journal is
devoted exclusively to the interests of kit·builders (no record reviews or articles on music)'.
The new issue contains ten articles and
departments on kit designs, kit construction,
system planning, Society activities, and related
subjects. The Journal serves beginners as well
as advanced enthusiasts with how-to articles,
reports, and comments written in a clear, concise manner, profusely illustrated with drawings and photographs handsomely printed on
fine paper.
It is filled with original ideas, plans, and
information on . interesting things you can do
with simple tools and a kitchen table for a
workshop.
When the Journal gets ' into controversial
subjects, no holds are barred. Parts of the
"Notes and Comments" and "Members' Roundtable" might be labeled "Too Hot to Handle! "
Altogether, you will 'find the R ' A , E· Society's
Journal unique, stimulating,- authoritative.
Most valuable of all are ' the articles on new
kits - kits unlike. any you have ever seen
because they incorporate developments and
practices borrowed ·from precision instruments
and military equipment, but in practical form,
suited to home construction.

w ere originally designed for facto ry produc.
tion-line assembly. R' A' E kits are designed by
kit·builders, specifically for kit· builders.
R·A·E SOCIETY MEMBERS SERVE
ON THE ' ADVANCE·TEST PANELS

Before a new R' A . E kit is released, it will be
pre·checked by Society members in this way:
Ten prototypes will be given to 10 members;
some of whom are beginners, some ' advanced
enthusiasts and professionals. Each will assemble his kit and report on .his experiences.
In return, he will keep the finished kit, without charge. A new panel will be chosen for
each . new kit; no member may serve twice.
Any Society member may apply to serve on
an Advance·Test Panel. No purchase of equipment is necessary.
YOU ARE INVITED TO JOIN
THE R'A'E SOCIETY

Whether you are a beginner or an experienced
kit-builder, YOjl are invited to join the R ~ A'E
Society. Details of the Society's activities are
published in the Journal. Annual dues of
$ 1.00 entitle you to all privileges of member·
ship, to receive four issues of the quarterly
Journal, and to qualify for service on an
Aovance-Test Panel.
Use the coupon below or your own station·
ery. Read the UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE in the coupon.
TO GET THE FIRST ISSUE OF THE
JOURNAL, RUSH YOUR MEMBERSHIP
APPLICATION TODAY!

......•
! ........................................................
R·A ·e SOCIETY
(sponsored by R·A·E
Equipment, Inc.)
Housatonic Station 4
Great Barrington, Mass.

I

Yes, I want to participate in the R·A·E Society's
activities. 1 enclose $1 as my membership dues
for one year. I understand that I will receive a
Me mbership Card, the quarterly Journal issues
for one year" and ma y qualify to serve on the
Advance·Test Panel.
.
Name ........... ... ... .. ... .. ... ..... ... ....... ..... . ..... ..... ............... ,...
Street ....... .... ... ... .. ... .. ........ .. .. .... ,... ..... ... ............... .. ... .. ..

THE FIRST R·A·.E KITS

The first R' A'E kits will be available in
August. The overall design, -assembly and
wiring methods, appearance of the finished
instruments, and even the instructions and
diagrams are totally unlike any now available.
They are not instruments in kit form that

www.americanradiohistory.com
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City & Zone .. ... .. .. ........... ......... ......... St.te .. .. ... ....... ..
I understand th.t I am not required to purchase
any R. A . E ~ its to enjoy membership privileges.
I .m a 0 Beg inner 0 Experienced kit· builder
Professional
UNCONDITIONAL MONEY· BACK GUARANTEE
If I .m not completely satisfied .fter I rece ive
and exam ine my first issue of the Quarterly
Journal; my money will be refunded promptly
on request. No extra charge outside the USA.

o

Teasers
AUDIO will pay $5 f or questions or
answer s used. Send questions or answers to : Audio T easers, P. O. Box
629, Mineola, N . Y.

NORMAN H. CROWHURST
Answers to Last Month's Teasers
Answer D -l. Actually this is a fairly common effect (or defect) in amplifiers. What
gets overlooked in the design is the fact
that there is a mode in which an amplifier
with push-pull output can function as a
single-ended circuit on transients. It works

like t his:
When level changes- as it is doing all
the time in musical program, but not under
test conditions-the operating point of the
output tubes changes, resulting in a change
in the B + current demand. Because of the
B + supply impedance, the cbange in current produces a change in voltage. This
gets fed back to the input stage plate circuit, and can be amplified by the second
stage as if it were a low-frequency audio
component.
The decoupling elements and interstage
couplings all act as time constants in a
feedback loop t hat operates essentially
single-ended for this component. In a bad
case, such an amplifier can be kicked into
a "hunting" oscillation, which will produce
no audible output itself, because the output stage is push-pull and the signal "cancels" at this point, but it modulates all
signal passing through the amplifier. In the

AUDIBLY SUPERIOR ..
• • • TRANSIENT RESPON·SE - Unique low inertial single metal
diaphragm system results in superior transient response and
crYstal clear definition at highest levels. Espetially obvious when
recording cymbals, trumpets or piano.

• .• FREQUENCY RESPONSE - AT LAST, a condenser microphone
WITHOUT high frequency peaks. Piano and voice are reproduced
without shrillness.
'

'• .. LACK OF DISTORTION - Significantly lower distortion, never
exceeding 0.3% at sound pressure levels to 115dB above 0.0002
microbar. Impossible to overload condenser capsule.

• •. FRONT·TO-BACK RATIO - Highest wideband rejection over
the important midrange; at least 26dB. Since directional patterns
are varied acoustically rather than electrically, frequency ,and
sensitivity characteristics are not disturbed.

UNEQUALLED PERFORMANCE
The unique fe ature th at makes
Schoeps microphones superior to
all others is its patented multi pl epattern, single metal diaphragm
con stru ction. Pattern 'switching is
achieved by altering the acoustical
ch ambers behind the diaphragm.
Thi s system guarantees the smoothest high frequ ency response and
highest front -to -back discri mination in the cardioid pattern.

GREATEST VERSATILITY
Schoeps microphones are available in two series. The eM 60
series uses a standard 6AU6
plug-in tube. The smaller M221B
series (illustrated) features a
number of interchangeable condenser capsules. A full range of
accessories, including a unique
MS stereo adapter, makes
Schoeps the most versatile
microphone in the world.

1422'8

Schoeps is the only condenser microphone approved for use by
the entire French radio and television broadcasting system.
Actual Size

COMPARE THE SCHOEPS
You are cordially invite d to try the Schoeps microphone on location
or in your own studio. We are confident that you will find the
Schoeps system va stly superior to any conden ser microphone.
Write or phone for a demonstration. Literature is available on
request.

INTERNATIONAL ELECTROACOUSTICS INCORPORATED
333 SIXTH AVENUE

NEW YORK 14, N. Y.

212 WA 9-8364

case that forms the basis for this question,
the amplifier is basically quite stable, but
the transient levels of program excite a
periodic fluctuation of the same kind, that
will die out whenever the transients are
not there.
A meter on the supply circuit will show
quite clearly what is happening in a case
like this.

Answer D-2. That tone control circuit will
produce its maximum bass and treble
boosts under the purely hypothetical condition of working from a zero source impedance into an open circuit. I n practical
circuits, the source impedance is that of
the previous stage, while the load impedance is the grid resistor of the following
stage.
If the source impedance of the previous
stage is made higher, by using a tube
with higher plate resist ance and/or coupling resistor, the t reble boost is limited.
Although the source resistance i s in series
"at the top," it forms part of the total voltage divider that is not bypassed with the
boosting capacitor and therefore adds to
the et! ective value of the bottom resistor,
for boost purposes.
If the load impedance provided by the
following grid resistor is made lower, it
will limit the bass boost. 'l'he full bass
boost is only achieved by open circuit. Even
the potentiometer used to vary from boost
to cut at the bass end "leads" the maximum
bass boost. The grid resistor provides additional loading. Using a lower val ue of
grid r esistor reduces the bass boost.
The difference observed in the question
occurred because the amplifiers employed
stages with differen t values of plate resistance and the following stage grid resistors.
Answer D-3. This question is responsible for
many letters from readers, from time to
time. It most often takes the form, "H ow
can a high-pass filter produce a phase advancef- How can the signal come out at
the output, before it goes in at the inpuH"
That's a good question!
When asked that way, of course, it is
obvious t hat a circuit cannot anticipate
a signal yet t o arrive. The phase-advance
analysis is based on steady-st,a te tones. I n
terms of steady-state signals, a high-pass
circuit definitely does pr oduce a phase advance. One react ance element produces an
ultimate of 90 deg., two reactances produce
an ultimate of 180 deg., thr ee r eactances
270 deg., and so on. Also the advance is
progressively a greater angle (up t o this
ult imate) with lower f r equency (greater
attenuation) .
Admittedly, at anyone frequency, when
talking about steady state, a phase advance of, say, 60 deg. could equally well be
identified as a phase delay of 300 deg.- it
is merely a matter of angular relation. But
th is is not realistic, because its logical extension through different frequencies leads
to a phase displacement of some complete
number of phase rotations (360 deg.) in
the pass range, when in fact the filter has
virtually no effect at these frequencies.
For steady-state analysis, a high-pass
filter has a phase advance. then. But this
does not enable it to anticipate that someone is going to apply a signal of a; cycles,
half a cycle hence, so it can st art giving
output now. A high-pass filter is simplyin its basic form-an inversion of t he lowpass configuration, taking the output from
"the other element." Just as a low-pass
filter exhibits a delay, in build-ulJ as well as
steady state-but not necessarily both the
same-the high-pass has the same build-up
delay as its corresponding low-pass, but
a cor responding steady-state advance. .IE

AUDIO •
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ALIGNING ADAPTERS
(from page 22)

it was a simple matter to provide this
19-kc frequency with a 45-deg. phase
relationship to the pilot carrier.
If this signal then is used for the
horizontal deflection of an oscilloscope,
with the stereo signal (pilot carrier amplitude =0) applied to the vertical in-

put, then the patterns illustrated in Fig.
9 will ensue. Incorrect phasing of the
pilot carrier will result in the oscilloscope patterns as shown in Fig. 10. Figure 11 shows a correctly phased right
signal when the pilot carrier is not suppressed at the composite output. These
oscilloscope patterns thus provide a simple method for adjustment and monitoring of the phase of the pilot carrier. The
Phase-Calibrate pushbutton removes the
pilot carrier from the composite output
signal, so that the patterns of Fig. 9 are
readily available.
The FM Gene rator

The basic oscillator in this circuit is
a 6AB4 triode with a 6AU6 pentode act-

ing as the modulating capacitance. The
circuit is capable of delivering a linear
sweep of ± 400 kc with only 1 per cent
harmonic distortion. The distor tion actually measured for a ± 75-kc deviation
is below 0.2 per cent.
The Meter Circuit

The meter circuit consists of a regular
a.c. amplifier with a high-time-constant
meter rectifier, which makes it a true
peak-to-peak indicator. This is necessary
for meaningful indication of a multiplex-signal since this complex signal
defies the simple rules for normal rms
indication of a.c. signals. No fixed relationship exists here between the rms
indication and the peak-to-peak volt-

'<m"~,,p'>r .

Blay records
even if they 'are
the entire audible range
accu rately machined and treated
withou't distortion. How? With these , walnut tone arm : suppresses extraneous
technically superior features available resonances .
'
,
only in Audio Dynam ics components:
.
New type w ire guide: Tone arm wire
Fi1"St, the ADC-l (~nd, ADC-2 cartridges ' can no longer exert drag on the l110"ing
that give you : '
.
system. It moves as a unit on its own axis!
Lowest stylus mass': a mere half-milli - Plug-.in head : easily accommodates all
gram ' eliminates high frequency distor- quality cartridges.
.
tion and helps to provide excellent chanAnd now the Pritchard Pickup System .
neI separation.
By coinhin ing th e ADC-l cartridge and
Unusually high compliance: at least 20 the Pritchard ton e arm, a remarkable 5Y50
X 10. ems/dyne, delivers clea n: tigh t bass.
tem is produced. This system tracks a t
Both of these qllalities result in:
% gram! Surely with these exclus ives, it
Lowest track ing force : less than 1 gram!, is worth your while to hear superb Audio
renders record wear and distortion negli~ DynamiCS components at your dealers'
gible.
.
today !
Pri t chard Pi ckup System Model ADC·85

Fig. 10. Incorrect phasi ng of pilot carrie r.
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~ 85.00

N ext , The P'ritcha'l'd Tone Arm:
Pri tc hard Tone Arm Mode l ADC·40
39.50
Very low inertia w ith perfect ba lance: Plug in Ca rtri dge Shell Mode l ADC·S40
6.95
gives highly stable tracking at low stylus ADC·l Stereo Cartridge
49.50
press ure..
ADC ·2 St ereo Cartri dge
37.50
,Only 1 34" rea r ove rhang : makes instal- .. For more informa ti on on Audio DynamiCS
'lahon easy in th e tightest cabinet space. components, write:
, The side th rust compensator: first of its AUDIO DYNAM ICS COR PORATION
" Kind in an American modeJ, helps to main- 1677 Cody Avenue
tain even groove wall press ure.
Ridgewood 27, New York
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PURCHASING
A HI-FI
SYSTEM?
TIME PAYMENTS AVAILABLE
Up to 2 years to payl
Jim lansing*
Altae Lansing

Send Us
Your List Of
Components
For A Bell.
Package
Quotation

Elect rovoice

AIREX
WON'T BE
UNDERSOLD
All merchandise is
bra nd new, factory
frc~h & I:lIaranteed.
Free HI-FI Catalog

AIREX
RADIO

Jensen
Hartley*
University
Acoustic Research
Janszen
Wharfedala
USL Citixen Band
Gonset • Hallierafter
Taxas Crystals
Concertona. Viking
G.E .
Weathers
Harman-Kordon
Eieo • Pilot • TEe
Sherwood *
ESL • Frazier
Superscope
Dual Changer
Bogen. Le ak
Dynakit • Fisher
H. H. Scott
Thorens·
Conroe
DaWald
Sony. Roberts
Challenger
Wallensak
Garrard. Nora leo
Miracord
Glaser-Steers
Rok-O-Kut
C9 m ponents

Tondberg *
Fairchild
Pickering • Gray
A"dio Tape
Magnecord*
Rockford Cabinets
Artizan Cabinets

CORPORATION
• Fair Tr aded
85-AMCortlancitSt•• N. Y. 7. WO 4·1820
Circle 56A

NAGRA
IIIP
Unrivalled for film-synchronized
sound recording in the field ...
15 portable pounds of fid elity and Swiss craftsmansh ip I 30 to 15k cps :'::2 dB with NAB and
CCIR equalizations / 3 electron ically-stabilized
speeds with negli gible wow and flutt er, unaffect ed by operating position I condenser and
dynam ic mikes, with two mi xing inputs / drycell , rec hargeable NC-cell , or AC power / pilot
tone for sync / phone jacks and monitoring
speaker I 5" and 7" reels I level meter / output
1.55V (+ 6 VU) balanced, for 200/600-0hm circuits I shoulder strap and case / Electronic Applications, Inc .. Wilton, Conn. / TWX WILT 426.

ag-e, in fact this ratio may vary as mu ch
as 100 p er cent. Thus the peak deviation
of an FlVI g-enerator modulated by a
sig-nal as illustrated in (D ), (E), an d

(F) of Fig. 8 is the same for a ll thr ee
modes of modulation, bu t the rms values
of the signals are all different.
Normally this type of meter u ses a
d.c. amplifier which implies the necessity
of including an electrical zero a d j ustment. By using a power pentode as
meter driving-stag-e this inconvenience
it; avoided.

1E

Fig . 1l.
but pilot carrier in composite output signal not suppressed.

EQUIPMENT PROFILE
(from page 98)
change being apparent. Two adjustment s
are provided in the sensing circuits to set
the points at which the switch is moved
up or down as the voltage across the meter
goes too high or too low for any particular
range. Adjustment of these points is simplified by t he use of a calibrating device
which consists of five resistors and two
#47 pilot lamps in a bridge circuit. This
device is connected to 6.3 volts from a pair
of tip jacks at the rear of the instrument
and two sets of terminals provide the two
calibrating voltages.
Operation
Because of the automatic range selection
feature, the instrument has only two controls- the power switch and a "AUTO-HOLD"
switch. The latter disables the motor circuit so the instrument remains on whatever step it happens to be on. Thus if one
is making a series of measurements of approximately the same value but of intermittent character-for instance, measuring
the output of an amplifier while using a
standard tape or disc with discrete steps
of frequencies separated by silent periods
or announcements-it is more convenient
to set the switch at the HOLD position;
otherwise the motor would run the switch
down to the .003-volt range at each interval. With the high impedance of the instrument, open-circuited leads 01' even the
shielded cable furnished leads connected to
the input will pick up sufficient voltage
from hum fields to indicate somewhere in
the vicinity of 15 volts when used on a
typical test bench. Clip the leads togetheT,
and the motor immediately runs the switch
down to the .003-volt position and stops.

If one is measuring a number of voltages
on the same range with the switch in the
HOLD position and then desires to switch
to another range, the switch is simply
turned to AUTO until the desired range is
indicated.
It is a definite convenience to have the
automatic feature, but even more important is the consistent accuracy of the instrument. With a scale almost fo ur inches
in length, the divisions representing 100
microvolts on the 3-mv range are about
3/ 32 in. apart, which makes for easy readibility. The input and output terminals are
of the standard labor atory type with %,-in.
spacing, and a 4-ft. coaxial cable with clips
is supplied as the test lead.
The total time required for the range
swit ch to run through its eleven positions
from one ext reme to the other is less than
three seconds, so the user has no delays
because of the automatic feature. And
while any properly designed tube voltmeter should not be susceptible to damage
from applying, say, 300 volts when it is
set on the 3-mv range, it is comforting to
know that this instrument selects its own
range so it can never be left on a low
setting with a high voltage applied for any
length of time-which might damage the
meter.
One of the first things a new user will
want to do with this instrument is to connect it to a program line and watch it
drive itself crazy chasing program levels
up and down. But once this entertainment
feature has been observed, the instrument
will then be put to work as a superb device for everyday use- with excellent acF-25
curacy and at a reasonable price.

INNER·GROOVE DISTORTION
( from page 94)

ta nce and offse t angle. Returning to Fig.
1 it can be seen that between 3.5 in. and
3.75 in. the tracking error of arm "A"
becomes higher than that of arm " B."
This means that the error of arm " A" is
higher for approximately the last 2/5 of
the record. In addition, using 3.14 as Pi,
the circumference at the 5.75-in. radius
is 36.1 in. and the circumference at the
2.2 5-in. radius is 14.1 in. Thus the outside groove is 2.56 times as long as the

inside groove. Conversely, a given
length of groove at the 2.25-in. radius
contains 2.5 6 times as much information
as the same length of groove at the 5.75in. radius . This situation is aggravated
by the fact that many musical selections
end more loudly than they begin. These
more heavily modulated inner grooves
are naturally more prone to tracking
error distortion. Furthermore, the impO!'tance . of "skating force" diminishes
AUDIO
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considerably when overhang distance
and offset angle are reduced. In fact,
possibly only the constant force of arm
inertia remains a factor when these two
values are made sufficiently small. In
the light of the above, the author submits that "inner groove distortion" is
unavoidable, but with optimum values
of overhang distance and offset angle
can be minimized; and that arm "B" is
the better choice for the reproduction
of modern stereo records.

APPENDIX I
Tonearm Resonance
The resonant frequency of a tonearm
is determined by the total mass of the
arm versus the combined compliance of
the cartridge and the vinyl record material. Since compliance of the record
material is fairly constant, and that of
the cartridge is normally not controlled
by the arm designer, arm mass essentially determines resonance. Undamped
resonance in the audio range will increase apparent bass, but will also increase rumble response and upset good
tracking. Therefore, one approach has
been to place arm resonance one or two
octaves below 20 cps. This avoids the
two rumble frequencies, 15 cps for the
small 3600 rpm synchronous " clock"
motors, and 30 cps for the heavy 1800

rmp motors. But placing resonance in
the subsonic frequencies without damping it is possibly harmful in that "q" is
greater at lower frequencies and any subsonic vibrations introduced into the system may overload amplifiers and cause
distortion there. An early method of
combatting this problem was damping
of the tonearm pivots with a silicon derivative. This had the advantage that
the arm could be literally dropped on
the record without doing any harm, but
it also caused overly high pivot friction,
particularly in the lateral plane. The
most recent approach has been to place
resonance at a higher frequency and
then damp it by allowing the counterweight to resonate at the same frequency.
This works on the same principle as the
bass reflex loudspeaker enclosure, substituting two smaller resonant humps
half an octave on either side of the original resonant frequency. If the chosen
frequency is 15 cps instead of 5 cps,
then the undamped "q" is lower to begi n with, and when the counterweight
is isolated from the arm with damping
material, the peaks appear at approximately 11 cps and 22 cps. Dips in response will appear at both fundamental
rumble frequencies, making 15 cps an
extremely logical choice of damped resoIE
nant frequency.

TAPE REVERSING MECHANISM
(from page 26)

transformers and the power , supply are
mounted on the control chassis below the
delay relay. The upper right plate contains the latching r elay and thermaldelay relay. On the right, below the reeling motor, are mounted the transistor
relay, K s) and relay KG' At the bottom,
near the center, are the two switching
solenoids and head-selection switch for
the 4-track heads. The box at the lower
left contains the 2-track or 4-track selector switch. Reversing relay, K s ) is
mounted within the main chassis just
below the d.c. power supply.
Power and connections to the transistor circuit and relay are made through
feedthrough terminals at the lower portion of the deck. (See Fig. 1.) The manual reversing switch is mounted on a
bracket adjacent to these terminals.
Flexible leads transfer the power to the
transistor circuitry terminal board
mounted upon the tape tension r ack assembly, which moves up and down by
the action of the tape-drive control
lever. At the opposite end of this rack,
near the capstan, there is an "L" shaped
metal pull-down hook that automatically
pulls the tape away from the heads during fast reeling. The oxide-contacting
surface of the hook utilizes a glass rod.
(See Fig. 8.)

AUDIO
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The additions, mounted on the front
of the tape deck, are enclosed during
normal operation. An additional tape
guide was placed to the right of the reverse playback head to help align the
tape travel during reverse play mode.
The Nortronics TLB-2 4-track stereo
heads are used on a specially fabricated
bracket. The bracket was constructed to
allow adj ustment in three planes. These
particular heads require a magnetic
shield to reduce induced hum flux. A
metal magnetic shunt plate was positioned to distort the hum flux to the
minimum value for each head. These
were mounted on the pressure rack and
pressure roller arm to allow automatic
retraction during reeling and threading
operation.
Another variation would be to install
a second photocell setup at the right
side of the mechanism, or logic circuitry
with the present device, to automatically
place the playback mode back into the
forward direction for repeat of the complete tape program. Thus, if lO%-in.
reels were used with 4-track information
on Y2-mil Mylar tape, it would require
over four hours of playing time before
the program material would repeat itself when played at the speed of 7% ips.
All that is required for this feature is

;;;7co@i
CO TINENTAL '400'
4-Track Stereo Tape Recorder .
A recording studio in a suitcase-that's

how NORELCO '400' owners describe
• this most advanced (and most popular)
• self-contained stereo tape recorder.
VERSATILITY: 4-track stereo record• ing and playback, as well as 4-track
monophonic recording and playback,
• at any of its 3 speeds. PROFES• SIONAL EXTRAS (at no extra cost): .
mixing, monitoring and sound-on• sound facilities. AUDIO FACILITIES:
completely self-contained, including
dual recording and playback preamplifiers, dual power amplifiers, two
NORELCO wide-range, stereomatched speakers (one in the detach• able lid) and stereo dynamic microphone. For complete specifications,
• write to NORELCO. In the meantime,
see and hear the Continental '400' at
any leading Sound or Photo Dealer.
High FideliTy Products

DIVISion

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC.
230 Duffy Avenue. Hicksville, L.I .. N . Y.
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to effectively place the latching relay
back into the forward mode. Momentarily switching S IA to the STOP position
and back to the RUN position would accomplish this. The operation, when
switching to the opposite mode, requires
a gradual slowing down and change in
direction so that no loops or tape stretch
1£
would result to even ljz-mil tape.

Announcement
RADIO MAGAZINES, Inc. is pleased to announce the acquisition of Communication Engineering and of the Communication Engineering Book Company, both
formerly of Monterey, Massachusetts, and beginning with the January, 1962, issue
will continue the publication of the

Communication Registries
which have been published continuously since 1944 by Milton B. Sleeper. These
Registries are published as a service to engineers, consultants, company and public
officials, operators, and equipment manufacturers in the communication field.
Communication Engineering Registries are published quarterly, each one covering
a specific group of services. The information is provided in two sections, as follows:
Part I. Listing by names of licenses showing:
1. Name and address of licensee.
2. Location of each fixed transmitter.
3 . Number of mobile and portable units authorized.
4 . Operating frequencies of fixed, mobile, and portable transmitters,
including relay, operational, and control transmitters.
S. Call letters.
6. Make of equipment used.
Part II. Listing by operating frequencies shows:
1. Operating frequency.
2. Location of transmitters.
3. Service for which operation is authorized.
Additional information on each transmitter and its location can be found by referring to
the listing by names of licensees.

-------------------------------

1962 REGISTRY OF INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS, PRICE $7.00

Revised annually and issued in January 1962, listing systems in the following services:
Special Industrial
Power Utility
VHF Maritime
Forest Products
Petroleum & Cas
Relay Press & Motion Picture

1962 REGISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS, PRICE $5.00
Revised annually and issued in April 1962, listing systems in the following services:
Railroad
Taxi
Auto Emergency
Hi ghway Trucks
Motor Carrier

1962 REGISTRY OF BUSINESS & MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES, PRICE $7.00
Revised annually and issued in July 1962, listing systems in the following services:
Business Service
One-Way Signaling (Radio Paging)
Misc. Common Carrier
Manufacturer's Service
Tel. Maintenance
Common Carrier Mobile
STL for Radio Bcstg.

---------------------------

1962 REGISTRY OF PUBLIC SAFETY SYSTEMS, PRICE $6.00

Revised annually and issued in October 1962, Iisti ng systems in the following services:
Highway Maintenance
Special Emergency (Relief organl_
Police (State, County, Municipal)
Forestry Conservation
zations, Doctors, Veterinarians,
Fire (County, Municipal)
Local Covernment
Ambulances, School Buses)

COMMUNICATION
=E=N=C='N=E=ER='N=G====P'O. Box 629, Mineola, N.Y.
My remittance of $ ...... .. .. .. is enclosed for the following Registries:
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

o Complete set,

o 1961

01961
01961
01961

Name

1961, $16.00
Industrial, $5.00
Transportation, $4.00
Business Ct Misc., $5.00
Public Safety, $4.00

AVAILABLE AS ABOVE

o Complete set, 1962, $20.00
01962 Industrial, $7.00
o 1962 Transportation, $5.00

o 1962 Business Ct Misc., $7.00
01962 Public Safety, $6.00

........................................ . .......... .................. .................... ...... ............ ............

Address
City

Zone ....• • ..

State ..••..•...••.•
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RECORD REVUE
(from page 42)
reasonable sense to plenty of people who like
their fi and their culture in a package. He's
a grand old man , still baffling the categorIzers still turning out new things in new
way~, mostly unexpected. Columbia takes
them all in stride.
The two most recent releases, celebrating
the 80th anniversary, are definitive Stravin·
sky performances or his two most popular
ballet scores. "Flreblrd" Is done here in the
ultra-lush original scoring, which Stravinsky
says is wasteful, though he likes some of his
youthful orch estral tricks In It. The playing
Is n't at all Stokowski-like and, indeed, the
seldom-heard and nume rous passages of connective tissue that join up the more form al
dance-sections are surprisingly dissonant.
Also generally rather fragm entary for continuous listening, minus the visible ballet
action. An a u thentic, authoritative recording,
this one, beautifully detailed in its portrayal
of the complex score thou gh it is not perhaps the most forceful ve r s ion a vall able.
Stravinsky remains a medium-power conductor, and no more.
"Petrouchka" is in the leaner, more precise revised 1947 orchestration, which Stravinsky feels is no longer "amateurlsh"-like
the original! A matter-of-fact opinion on his
part, entirel y realistic from his own highlevel viewpoint. It's more of a continuous
spectacle this complete baIlet score, though
t he frag~entary connecting passages still are
a part of its styl e.
The 1961 "omnibus" record isn't as complex as it looks in print; a number of the
works are very s hort. The jaunty "Histoire
du Soldat" suite takes up one whole side;
th e Sim ilarly jazzy, Octet, a favorite of m ine,
is one major work on the reve rse, the other
being the r ecent "Movemen ts" with plano,
first heard in 1960, applying serial thinking
to various aspects of musical structure.
Bartok ~ Three Village Scenes (1917); Music
for Strings, Percussion and Celesta (1935).
Budapest Radio Orch., Choir, Lehel.
Westminster WST 17004 stereo

"New" Bartok has been appearing often
l ately; the three short moveme n ts of ~hese
Village Scenes are a major find , musIC of
wide appeal with t h eir fo lk tunes, sung by
a woman's cborus and occasional soprano
solo, set in a raucously effective so rt of dissonance--1917-style--that will tlt!llate any
ear tuned for hi fi. Marvelous orchestral effects, including the nearest thing to old-style
jazz you'll find in Bartok, via a nose-thumbing trombone in the tblrd piece.
These are masterpieces of folk music. To
this day, Bartok Is the only top-rank composer to have found a dissonant idiom that
" fits" as a setting for folk idiom without
distorting the folk-style musical values. Aaron
Copland is perhaps a second maste r with his
American tune-setting in such works as
"Rodeo," HEl Salon Mexico," HBilly the Kid,"
but his dissonance is mild and gentle alongside Bartok's far more sophisticated sort.
The difficult "Music for Strings, Percussion
and Cel estra" Is played with quite r em a rkable
understanding by this nominally "iron cur-

tain"

ensemble.

Bartok's
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disso·

nance does not seem to have kept the Hungarians from turning to him in recent years
as virtually the national musical hero. Recordings is excellent, too, produced by an
apparently all-Hungarian team under Westminster's auspices.
.2E
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- NEW!
MODEL SPG3

TRANSISTOR POWER SUPPLY
(from page 29)

When the system is first switched on it
will go to this position because the capacitor connected to the base of Q12 will
delay the flow of base current until Q19
has run off and seized control.
Now we start to -move the cathode
potential of the diode D 11 negative. The
anode is at about + 2 volts and once we
go negative beyond this point we start
to drive current into the base of Q12'
The emitters of both Q12 and Q13 start
to move negative so that tne current
through Q13 begins to drop. This is
enough to produce regenerative action
through the resistance coupling the collector of Q13 to the base of Ql2J and the
circuit switches to a state in which Qa
is on and Q13 is off. The current when
Q12 is bottomed can be some 2lj2 ma,
compared with about 0.6 ma when Q13
is bottomed. The result is that the emitter of Q13 goes negative and drives Q14
hard.
When Q14 bottoms it clamps the base
of Q" in the regulator circuit down to
the zero voltage line and, just to be
sure, pulls the bases of QS,6,7,B down
to zero voltage through the diodes. In
consequence all these transistors are cut
off and only a small leakage current
can flow through to the load. This is
quite a safe condition, for the transistor
dissipation is low. The energy stored in
the filter choke can cause a voltage rise
of about 5 volts at the collectors of the
regulator transistors and this must be
remembered when choosing the type to
be used. It would be imprudent in equipment of this kind to go to the lowest
possible working voltage and I should
think twice before using, for example,
the CTP1552 which has a Veeo (SUS)
of 20 volts at 1b=o, 1e =1.5 amp instead of the CTP1544, which stands 30
volts under the same conditions for only
a small increase in price. The 2N1147
which is actually used is rated at 25
volts under these conditions and this
means that there is a safety margin of
at least 5 volts. It will be obvious that
by altering the resistance of P 11 we can
alter the current at which this switching action takes place. R l l is chosen to
make the system switch at about 35
amps 'when P 1 1 is set to zero: this is to
protect the power unit. We then set P 11
to switch the system at just a little more
than the equipment which we are supplying should take and we will automatically protect this. The switching time
is of the order of a millisecond so that
it can catch thermal runaway almost
before it takes off.

AUDIO
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An important point in the use of any
protective system is the resetting. We
must be able to get the system operating
again after a shut-down, but we must
not be able to hold it on if we still have
overload conditions. The capacitor connected from collector to base of Q 13
through a pushbutton acts as a reset
control. When we press the button we
can consider the capacitor as an instantaneous short circuit, lifting the base
up to the collector. This makes Q13 conduct and thus, by regenerative action,
cuts Q12 right down and holds Q13 in
bottoming. The resistance in parallel
with this capacitance is too high to hold
Q13 on but is there just to leak away the
charge on the capacitor so that if Qu
is being held on by excessive current,
the circuit takes a quick look at this
and shuts off again. We must wait a
few seconds before we can try to restart the system.
My impression is that this system is
completely safe. It was set up with an
automatic short-circuit system which put
on a complete short-circuit at the terminals, removed it, re-set the system and
started again. I have now forgotten how
many tens of thousands of times the
system was operated but really after
the first few hundred times the only
point in going on is to provide material
for an advertising department. The
control system is easily adapted for use
at other voltages and at lower currents.
If you expect to use a unit of this kind
at full current and maximum voltage
for prolonged periods on really hot days
I should be tempted to mount simple bimetallic thermostats set to, say 60-deg. C
on the heat sinks right next to the power
transistors and use the contacts of these
to switch the base of Q. down to zero
level if the system overheats.
This is not a constructional article, at
least not one of those detailed descriptions of exactly where to drill every
hole and mount every component. When
I was ten years old I learned to get
along building circuits with the components I had, not the ones in the book
-the economic child in a non-affluent
society. Now I believe that if you propose to build a system like this, which
may cost several weeks of a teacher's
pay for components and a good many
hours to assemble and test, you ought to
spend a couple of hours making sure
you really know what you are doing.
Failing that, earn some money doing
something you do understand and, after
you have paid your taxes, buy a power
unit.
JE

This sensitive
gauge insures
correct pressure
of any tone·arm
on record~.

Garrard Sales Corporation, Port Washington, N. Y.
Circle 59A

ISOTONE
acoustical tone equalizing music system

AN ACOUSTICAL LANDMARK

ISOTONE'S

superior performance is
as in the live concert ha1l :
no ricochetting bass bombardment suppressing the "voice" of the orchestra.
Yet a massive self-containment is apparent, restful, completely satisfyiug. Insist on hearing an Isotone. The Cellini, 1
cu. ft ., 2 speakers. $65. The Egmont, 2
cu. ft., 2 speakers, $110. (Both illustrated) . The Eroica, 6 cu. ft., 3 speakers.
$265. Send for brochure. Representatives
in vited to inquire.
Equatona! -

ISOTONE ASSOCIATES
3402 Third Avenue

New York 56

Circle 598
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Understanding Hi-Fi Circuits
Norman H_ Crowhurst
One of the best known
and highly popular technical hi-fi authors an alyzes all the important
circuits of a hi·fi system
in this important book_
Fully covers all types of
audio circuits: inverter,
driver, output stages,
feedback, damping-plus
much more. A valuable
reference for the student,
hobbyist and technician.
224 pages.
No.64 Paperbound '$2.90· '

Maintaining Hi-Fi Equipment
Joseph Marshall
A valuable reference for
anyone whose living or
hobby is servicing hi-fi
equipment _ Outlines the
professional approach for
servicing all types of hifi components. Covers
trouble-shooting of electronic, mechanical and
acoustic problems_ 224
pages_
No_ 58 Paperback $2.90*

Handbook of
Sound Reproduction

McProud High Fidelity Omnibook
Prepared and edited by
C. G. McProud, publ isher
of Audio and noted authority o'nd pioneer in
the fi eld of high fidelity.
Contains a wealth of
ideas, how to's, what
to' s, and when to's, written so plainly that both

Edgar M. Villchur
Right up to date, a complete course on sound reproduction. Covers everything from the basic
elements to individual
chapters of each of the
imporkant components of
a high fidelity system.
No. 110 $3.75*

engineer and layman can

appreciate its valuable
context. Cove rs planning,
problems with decoration,
cabinets and building hif i furniture. A perfecf
guide.
No.115 $2.50*

A new compendium of
AUDIO knowledge. He re
is a collection of the
best of AUDIO - The
AUDIO Clinic by Joseph
Giovanelli . . . noted
audio engineer and the
original high fidelity an swer-man - EQUIPMENT
PROFI LES edited by C. G.
McProud . . . Editor of
AUDIO. He re is a wealth
of hi-fi and audio information. Answers to the
most important issues in
high fidelitoy and a valuable reference.
No. 124 Volume I $2.00*

A complete book on home
recording by the author
of High Fidelity Simplified. Easy to read and
leam the techniques required for professional
results with home recorders. Covers 'room
acoustics, microphone
techniques, sound effects,
editing and splicing, etc.
Invaluable to recording
enthusiasts.
No. 112 Paper Cover $2.95*

SAVE $5.25

MONTHLY SPECIAL!

Save over 45 % with this collection of AUDIO Books.
Handbook of Sound Reproduction ($3.75) best of AUDIO ($2.00)
McProud High Fidelity Omnibook ($2.50)
Tape Recorders & Tape Recording ($2.9 5)

TOTAL VALUE OF ALL FOUR BOOKS $11.20
Your cost ONLY $5.95 POSTPAID
This offer expires June

30, 1962.

Cood only on direct order to Publisher

CIRCLE 05300

AUDIO Bookshelf - RADIO MAGAZINES, INC.
P. O. Box 629, Mineola, New York

* AII U.S.A. and CANADIAN
ord ers shipped postpaid .
Add 50¢ for Foreign
orders (sent at buye r's risk).

Please send me the books I have circled below. I am enclosing the
full remittance of

$........................................ (No C.O.D. or billing.)
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64

66

110

112

115

79
123

80
124

88
05300

NAME ___________________________________________
ADDRESS ________________________________________
CITY

ZONE

STATE
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Stereo. _. How It Works
Herman Burstein
A well known authority
writes on the exciting
technolo·gy of stereo. Its
theory and operating
techniques including recording, playback, broadcasting, simulcasting,
multiplexi ng. Covers
stereo discs and tapes
with a unique and practical approach . 224
pages.
No. 80 Paperback $2.90*

Introduction ,to Hi-Fi
Clement Brown
An original, refreshing
approach to hi -fi theory
and praclice-a typically
British thoroughness in
the discussion of pickups, preamps, amplifiers,
speakers, acoustics, etc.
- with an interesting
prognosis of hi-fi in the
future. The author is a
renowned British authority. His style contributes
a fresh new look at hi -fi.
192 pages.
No. 88 Paperback $3.20*

"The AUDIO Cyclopedia"
Howard M. Tremaine

• 1280 pages
• 3400 topics
• 1600 illustrations

Here is one single volume
with the most cornpre·
hensive coverage of every
phase of audio. Concise,
accurate explanations of

all audio and hi-fi subjects. More than 7 years
in preparation-the most
authoritat ive encyclopedic work with a unique
quick reference system for
instant answers to any
question. A vital complete reference book for
every audio engineer,
technicia n, and serious
audiophile.

AUDIO
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Designing and Building Hi-Fi Furniture
Jeff Markel
Written by a professional
hi -fi furniture designer
who has taught furniture
design at leadi ng colleges, this book is an authentic refe ren ce of value
to the hi -fi fan and prof essi onal custom builder.
Covers everyth ing from
types of woods to furniture fini s hing for the
mechanically adept; design principles, styles and
arrangements for the
decor minded. 224 pages .
No. 79 Paperback $2.90*

"the best of AUDIO" edited by C. G. McProud

Tape Recorders and Tape Recording '
Harold D. Weiler

•

Basic Audio Course
Donald C. Hoefler
This book is written for
the hi-fi enthusiast who
wants to venture into-the
interesting technical side
of hi-fi components. Covers the fundamentals of
audio and high fidelity
systems from preamp to
loudspeaker-the nature
of . sound - analyses " of
components recording
techniques. 224 pages.
No. 66 Paperback $2.75*

No. 123 $19.95*
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Chief Fidelitone
ingredient-

HERMAN BURSTEIN
Recording Level

Q. In copying a stereo tape I have been
told of different methods of setting the
recm·d levels. Should I set both record
levels at the same number? I have been told
that I should set each level meter so that
the needle of the VU meter just goes up to
the red. I n other words, I might be setting
the left channel at No.8 and the right
channel level at No.4. It seems to me that
parts of the soft music might be amplified
too much.
A. In recording-whether copying a tape,
disc, or radio program-you don't go by
the numbers as a rule but by the indication
of the record level indicator; in your case,
by the VU meter. Otherwise you may get
su bstan tially different recorded level on
each channel. The pointer should go up to,
but not into, the red region on signal
peaks; at average levels it should be 10 db
or more below the red region.
In a rare case, it may be intended that
the level should be different on each channel. If you know this to be true, you might
then go by the numbers; whichever channel
is louder should cause the meter for that
channel to go up to the red region on signal
peaks, and you would then see to it that
both gain controls are set to the same number. But in the absence of specific knowledge that one channel should be appreeiably louder than the other, your aim should
be to set the l·ecording gain control on each
channel so that the maximum level is the
same on the two channels. Should you subquently find out that you have made a mistake in doing so, this mistake can be corrected in playback by reducing the volume
of the appropriate channel. Such a mistake
has an advantage : it maximizes the signalto-noise ratio on the channel that you have
recorded at too high a level.
The foregoing statements all assume that
the record-level meters for the two channels
are properly calibrated so that they give
the same indication for the same recording
level.

/\

Location of Tapes
Q. Would i"t be harmful to tapes to place
them near an amplifier, tuner, or preamplifier because of the transformers vn these
components?
A. It is taking an unnecessary chance to
place recorded tapes near any body which
produces a magnetic field, such as the
power transformer of an audio component.
The magnetic field tends to erase the tape,
especially the higher frequeneies. In the
'case of an unrecorded tape, the transformer
might leave some kind of hum imprint
when it is shut off. It would then be necessary to mal>e sure the tape is adequately
erased before recording on it, especially if
you had left the tape near a transformer
as powerful as that in a stereo power amplifier. Conceivably, although not too likely,

AUPIP
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the hum imprint might be so strong that
the erase head could not erase it completely,
requiring a bulk eraser instead. Tapes have
a certain amount of memory, and it is possible that something which you think has
been adequately erased by the erase head
may return with just enough strength to
become barely audible.

Monitor Phones Impedance

Q. I own a *'*** preamplifier, **** power
amplifiel·, and **** tape recorder, as well
as a tuner and tumtable. I wish to use eal·phones so that I can listen to music from
any of the signal SOUl·ces. The manufacturer of the tape 1·ecorder states that 8-ohm
phones should be used. I have been told by
someone else that I sh01tld use phones having several thousand ohms impedance. What
should I do?
A. The impedance of the headphones depends upon the point at which you plan to
pick up the signal. If you are going to
pick up the signal at the output of the
power amplifier, then phones with an impedance in the vicinity of 8 ohms would be
correct. If you plan to pick up the signal
at some point prior to the power amplifier
output, then an impedance of several thousand ohms is imperative to prevent loading
down the circuit and causing excessive distortion and signal loss. Thus if you wish to
obtain the signal at the point in your preamp which feeds the tape recorder, an impedance of several thousand ohms is necessary ; the same holds true if you plan to
get the signal at a monitoring point in the
tape recorder. On the other hand, 8-ohm
phones might be used at the latter points
if these are fed by a suitable impedancematching transformer.

QUALITY
We don't use just diamonds-we
use gem stone quality diamonds.
And it's the same with each
component of each Fidelitone
diamond needle. The finest materials, engineering talent, and
workmanship - all combine to
assure you of quality needles
for quality sound reproduction
equipment.
When you need a needle, get
quality - specify Fidelitone on top since 1929.

Fidelitone
" B est buy on records"
Chicago 26, Illinois
Circle 61A

Finding Old Tapes
Q. Is it possible to obtain a stereophonic
tape of "Toccatas for Organ," Sonotape
SWB8004? This tape was released in 1956
or even earliel·. I have been unable to find
a copy in Chicago and I wonder if ,you
cmtld suggest any SOUl·ces of supply or info?·mation on the content and artists on the
tape. I believe this was a two-tmc'k tape
and I am hoping that it was reissued on
f01tr-trac'ks .
A. I am hopeful that a reader of this column may come to your aid by sending me
the information you desire; if so, I shall
i=ediately forward this information to
you. In the meantime, following are a couple of suggestions. Dubbings Sales Corp.
may have had a hand in the production of
the two-track version of the tape you are
seeking. Dubbings now goes under the name
of Scott Instrument Labs, and you might
query them. The address is 226 Franklin
Avenue, Hewlitt, N. Y. You might also
query United Stereo Tapes, 88 Llewellyn
Avenue, Bloomfield, New Jersey.
1£

When KLiPSCH speaks
even PAGLIACCI listens!
For he knows original sound when he
hears it ... he's made it!
If you have ears like Pagliacci's, you 'll
appreciate the Klipsch CORNWALL, a
speaker you can place against a wall as
well as in a corner. Yet its performance
is second only to the KLI PSCHORN corner
horn speaker. Ideal for stereo.
Ask your dealer to challenge your
Pagliacci ears with a Klipsch speaker
system. Or write for information.

KlIPSCH & ASSOCIATES, INC.
POST OFFICE BOX 96A
HOPE, ARKANSAS
Circle 618
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WESTERN
ASSOCIATES
• Merchandising
t:r Sales Promotion
• Campaigns
• Marketing
• Manufacturers'
Representatives
• Consumer
Technical
Industrial
607 MARKET ST.
SUITE 201
SAN FRANCISCO 5, CALIF .

GA 1-8145
9735 WILSHIRE BLVD.
SUITE 129
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF.
CR 5 -5397
Circle 62A

YOU
SAVE
MONEY !
RUSH US YOUR
LIST OF HI - FI
COMPONENTS
FOR A SPECIAL
QUOTATION
WRITE FOR FR EE
AUDIO DISCOUN T
CATALO G A - IS
New 'ow prices on amp'i.

fiers, tuners, tape recorders, speakers, etc.

KEY

ELECTRONICS CO.
120 LIBERTY ST.
NEW YORK 6, N.Y.

Circle 628

NEW LITERATURE
• Hi-Fi & PA Catalogues. University
Loudspeakers has just announced the
availability of two new catalogues: one
covering the company's high-fidelity prod ucts and one covering their public address products. The high fidelity products
catalogu e entitled "Your Guide to Com ponent Stereo High Fidelity" is a 20- page
brochure describing all of University's
high-fidelity components and includes a
complete guide to component stereo high
fidelity in general. The g u ide tells the
prospective hi-fi purchaser how to choose
and appraise components, compares components to consoles and includes complete
do-it-yourself information for those who
wish to design and build their own
speaker system. The public address catalogue is 12 pages and incl udes, besides
detailed product descriptions, much helpful application information on using
drivers, tru mpets, paging-talkback speakers, sound col umns, and hi -fi speal{ers for
PA use. Either catalogue is available free of-charge. University Loudspeakers, White
Plains, N. Y.
1'-11
• Stereo-Ri-Fi Brochure. A 3- color brochure which allows easier reading because
of its hold open format, Altec's 1962-63
stereo high-fidelity broch u re, AL-1302 - 3,
details its high-fidelity produ cts ranging
from
microphones, tuners, amplifiers,
speakers, and speaker systems. Featured
in the brochure is the new 708A "Astro"
AM-FM multiplex tuner-amplifier. A lso in cluded is an illustrated section covering
recommended stereo component arrangements. A ltec-Lansing Corp. , Anaheim
Calif.
F - ll;
• Condensed Tub e Catalogue. Amperex
Electronic Corp. announces a new 33-page
condensed tube catalogue intended to
serve as a quick reference guide for designers of new equipment as well as for
replacement tubes. This new Amperex
catalogue contains a numerical index, descriptions and basic specifications on the
full line of Amperex tubes. Free copies
may be obtained by writing on company
stationery to Amperex E lectronic Corp.,
Adv. Dept., 230 D u ffy Ave., Hicksville,
L. 1., N. Y .
So·u nd Systems.
Model
• Audit orium
specifications for 14 types of sound systems suitable for auditoriums and oth er
meeting p laces with capacities ranging
from 300 to 2000 seats Is made available
in a brochure entitled "Structured Sound"
by the Radio Corporation of America
Audio-Visual Products Marketing Group.
The systems provides a choice of highor low-level sound distribution in schools ,
churches, and other public places a n d can
be installed in most cases by independent
contractors and radio-TV servicemen.
Radio Corporation of America, Meadow
Lands, Pa.
1'-13
• Electronics D ata Handbook . A revised
and enlarged edition of the Allied "Electronics Data Handbook" containing an upto-date listing of most commonly u sed
tab les, formulas and other reference material has just been published . It is edited
by Lt. Cdr. Nelson M. Cooke, USN (Ret.).
New data and the revised edition inclu des: basic transistor formulas and
symbols; common-emitter and amplifier
circu it figurations, and vacu um tube counterparts; a transistor radio and mercu ry
battery interchangeability g u ide; charts
showing direct interchangeability between
American and British tubes; the latest
Greek alphabet designations; information
on db gain and loss and attenuator network formulas . All reference material of
earlier editions has been retained includ ing: log and trig tab les; EIA and military
color codes; f u ndamental algebraic formulas; most u sed electronic formu las and
abbreviations, plus other essential information. The handbook contains 80- pages
and is priced at 35¢ postpaid i n the U SA
and is available from Allied Radio Corp.,
100 N . Western Ave. , Chicago 80, Illinois.
Ask for the Electronics Data Handbook
(Catalogu e #37K398).
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"'--CLASSIFIED
Rates: 10< per won! per In ..rtlon lor non..,mm ... lal
ad,ertl.ements ; 25¢ per word lor eomalll'lial adnr·
tlsements. Rates aro n.t, and no dlleol nn .111 ..
allo.ed. COpy mi st b. accomp.nlad ~y ro.lttan.. II
li n, and mast roach the Ne. York " " .y tho
nlSt 01 the month precedlna the date ,I lUll.

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS REPAIRED
AMPRITE SPEAKER SERVICE
168 W. 23rd St., New Yo!'l, 11, N.Y. CH 3-4812
ENJOY PLEASANT SURPRISES? Then
write us before you purchase any hi-fi. You'll
be glad you did . Unu sual savings. Key Electronics, 120 Liberty St., New York 6, N. Y.
CLoverdale 8·4288.
GLOBAL TAPE RECORDING EXCHANGE
HOBBY CLUB most r ewarding hobby known
for all ages, music, educational knowledge, or
small talk. Write Mailway Co., 216 W . Jackson
B lvd., Chicago 6, Ill., or 51 W. 35th St., New
York I, N. Y.
FOR SALE: REL "Precedent" FM tuner
646-C incl uding service manual, perfect condition $185. Beling, 4484 30th St., San Diego
16, Cal ifornia.
HIGH FIDELITY DEALERS AND SERVICE MEN: Earn big profits from a professional approach to sound reproduction. A card
or letter brings full information. No obligation. WILLIAM N. GREER ASSOCIATl!}S, Consulting Engineers. E I I mpal'cial Building, San
Juan, Puerto Rico.
WE RENT STEREO TAPES: both 2- and
4-track; all labels. Over 2500 different. FREE
BROCHURE. Stereo-Parti, 811R Centinela Ave.,
Inglewood, California.
PROFESSIONAL RECONDIT IONING all
audio and recording equipment. Low prices on
components with service. Best trade-in deal
in the coun try. Dick Simms, Audio Trading
Post, Inc., 58 W. 48 St., New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 2-2356, 2nd floor.
SALE ITEMS - bulk tapes - component
quotes. Bayla, Box 131-0, Wantagh, N. Y.
PROFESSIONAL PRESTO 6N console disc
recorder, amplifiers, cutting heads, automatic
equalizer. Good condition. Trade for Ampex
354 or 351, 93 2-track stereo Concertone, or
Presto tape recorder. John Price, 11819 Lippitt, Dallas, Texas.
WANTED: Olson cut~rheads, 2 Presto 8D
or 8DG disc recorder s. Sound Studios, 230 N.
Michigan , Chicago, 111.
MAN, LONG EXPERI ENCED hi fi Installations and administration lookin g for appropriate pOSition, New York City area. Box CF-l.
Audio, P. O. Box 629, Mineola, N. Y. ·
SELL: Two Altec L ansing condenser microphone systems (21B). new condition $100
each. Matched pair, excellent for stereo r ecording. V. R. Heln, 418 Gregory, Rockford,
111.
WANTED : Fish er AM-80 AM tuner or 80-R
AM-FM tuner. Harry Pear son, 202 Jamesville
Road, Dewitt 14, N. Y.
MARANTZ lC audio consolette with cabinet $168 value, perfect condition $40. Fairchild 411 3-speed belt-driven turntable, hysteresis motor, mah ogan y base $169 value, perfect
condition $25. John Hieb, 4118 Lincol n P lace
Drive, Des Moines, I owa.
MUST SELL MY ENT IRE AUDIO SYSTEM. Klipsch type 3-way horn $225 ; lovin gly
made Patrician-type bass horn $225; ElectroVoice MT-30 mid-range horns $25 each; 4
4401 tweeters $11 each; factory assembled
EICO HF-85 preamplifier $39; Shure 16"
stereo dynetic $61; 2 EICO 28-watt stereo
power amplifiers $35 each; 2 Knight 25-watt
amplifiers $38 each; Ampex A-112 $175; Fairch ild two-speed 412-2 w it h case $77; handmade 6-way electronic crossover $60; E I CO
AM HFT-94 $37. John I ngram, 2551 Charing
Road, Col umbus 21, Ohio . HU 6-5734.
SELL: two Dynakit preamplifiers and stereo
adapter, perfect condition, hardly used $60.
D ick Lovelan d, 80 L ocust Road, Winnetka, Ill.
WANTED : Marantz electronic crossover,
any condition. Otto Fichtman, 600 Timpson
P lace, Bronx 55, New York.
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NEW FAIRCHILD CONAX

SAVE UP TO 40% on
HI-FI COMPONENTS
AND PACKAGES
• 15 Day M on ey Back Gua ra n t e e
• EASY PAY PLAN - UP TO 24 MO NTHS
TO PAY
• WE GUARANTEE WE WILL NOT BE
UNDERSOLD
Please write fo r FREE return mail quota t ion
and w holesale catalog. Also pre -recorded ta pe
catalog on request.
l

220-U East 23rd St.

New York 10, N. Y.
Circle 63C

Specializes in SAVING YOU MONEY
"" FACTORY FRESH COMPONENTS
"" LOWEST POSSIBLE QUOTATIONS
" FAST DELIVERY
We are FRANCHISED DEALERS for most Hi·Fi
li nes. Most orders SHIPPED PRDMPTl Y from
stock. RECORDING TAI' E at LOWEST PRICES.
FRE E 95 Page STEREO CATALOG.
190-A Lex . Ave., Cor. 32
St., New York 16, N. Y. .Visit Our Showroom
Circle 630

CANADA

High Fidelity Equipm e nt
Com plete l ines

•

Com plete Servic:e

Hi·Fi Record s - Components
and Acces~ories

t' LECTRO~UOICE

o

SOUND SYSTEMS

126 DUNDAS ST. WEST. TORONTO. CANADA
Circle 63E

LO NDO N CALL ING THE W ORLD • ••
KEEP HI-FI COSTS LOW buy
BRITISH EQUIPM ENT from t he United
Kingdom Mail Order Specialists!
• AMP LIFIERS • MOTORS • TUN ERS
• SPEAKERS • PICK·UPS
All goods Packed, Insured and Shippe d promptly
a t minimu m cost. Send us detail s of you r needs!
C. C. GOODWIN (Sales) Ltd . (Dept. A)
7, The Broadway, Wood Green, London N.22. ENG.
C ircle 63 F

S AVE YOUR
C OPIE S OF

AUDIO
• Each file holds a
full year' s capies.

• J esse Jon e s Vol.
ume Files for e ve ry
publication.
• Covered in durable
lealher lik e Kivar,
title embossed in 16
Kt gold.

Salis!adlon guaranleed

F R EE
AUDIO

•

Attractive and
practical for your
home or office
3 for $7.00
6 fo r $13.00
ORDE.R NOW - send
check or maney order
MAGAZINE FILE CO.
520 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK 36, N.~Y.

DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER
UPON
REQUEST

• Te!ltUller Acquires Cont rol of Gothatn
A u dio. Stephan F. T emm er f erm erly a
50 p e r cent steckhel der in Getha m Audio
Cerp . h as acqu ired a ll ef the e uts t a nding
s t eck interest fer m er ly h eld by H a l
Mic h ael as ef Feb rua ry 2 3, 1 9 62. Mr.
Mi ch ael, w h o re s i des in Hellyw e e d, Califer nia, r epres ents Ge tha m 's imperted
pre ducts in t h e great er L es An ge le s a r ea
under a n agreem ent between the partie s .
Getha m A u diO' h a ndles t h e p r e ducts e f
Ne uma nn, Beyer, Lyrec, B e g en- Germa n y ,
Vierling a nd m a ny ether s . S. Allen S elby
III h a s jei n e d the Geth a m A udiO' s t aff i n
a sale s cap acit y to' a s s ume the duties
v acat e d b y Mr. Mi ch ael. Mr. S elby was
previ e u s ly assecia t e d w ith R a diO' Shack
Inc. ef Besten a nd L an g El ectrenic s Inc.
e f N. Y .
• P i ck ering Team R ealigned. The sales
a nd pre duct-pla nnin g team a t Pick ering
& CO'. Inc. i s undergein g a r eal ignment ef
f unctie n s , accerdin g t o' W a lter O. S tan t e n ,
P r esiden t. The meve cein cides w ith t h e
.intre ductien e f a n ew p redu ct lin e a t the
May P a rts Sh e w. T wO' m a j e r p ersennel
c ha nges h ave eccu rred: C. R . "Ray" Ben n e tt h as m e v ed in t o' the sal es lias en pes t
as D ealer-M er ch a ndi s in g Ma n ager , a nd J .
E . Fex h as b ece m e P la nnin g a nd Pre duc t
Ma n ager . The n ew W est Ceas t r egien a l
e ffi ce will b e r u n b y R . H. "Matt "
Matthews. The j eb ef Sa les Ma n a ger held
by Geerge P et et in w h O' r ecently m e v e d
t o' a sal es spe t w ith R eeve s -Se undcr aft
i n Da nbury , Cenn. n O' l e nger exis t s. The
present realig nm ent inc ludes the f unctiens
cever ed b y P et e tin.
• N onna.n Sa.nders J oins Univ ersity . U niver s ity Leuds p eak er s a nneunced the a p p e i n t ment e f N erman Sander s a s r egie n a l
sal es m a n ager fer t h e cempa ny. Ch arles
R a y, gen eral sale s a nd m er c h a n d is in g
man ager said Mr . San ders area ef r e s pensibilit y weuld inc lude the Cen t r a l
U nited S tat es s upervising t h e sale e f U niv ers ity high fid elit y a nd public a ddre s s
s p eak e r s an d m icrephen es. Mr . Sa nders
i s a vet er an in this fiel d h aving h e lp ed
t o' s t a rt the h i-fi dep artment a t L eenard
RadiO' in 1 946. Since t h a t time h e h as
s e r ved a s A ssis t a nt Sa le s Ma n a g er fer
Pilet R a diO' Cerperatien, Sale s Pre metie n
Ma n ager fe r H a rma n -K ar de n , High Fid e lity Man ager f er Lib erty Mus ic She p s,
an d n a tiena l sales m a na ger ef Cresby
E lec tre n ics.
• Electre·Veice Ade pts New Ca.rton D e·
s ign. A package d esign pregr a m t h a t h as
b een in p reg r ess fe r ever a year recently
w a s c u lm ina t e d w ith the s e lectie n ef the
Elec tre -Veice " n ew leek " carten. The s uccessful p ack a ging f e r mat s u b mitted b y
Barger Bex Ce., Mis h awaka, Ind. w a s select e d en the b asis ef its high v is ibility ,
clea n lines, fi exib ility, a nd a bility t o' p revide the b es t v ehicle f er t h e E-V cerpe r a te imag e . Den K irkendall, E-V Adv.
Ma n a g er exp la ined that t h e ch aJIgee ver
weu ld b e d e n e as q ui ckly a s pessible. H e
s a id "we w a nt t o' m a k e it clear t o' eu r
custemers that becau se a p r educt mi g ht
c e m e in the e ld styl e carten, it dees n e t
indicate tha t t h e preduct h a s b een en e u r
shelves fe r a ny length e f tim e. This situa tien w e u ld e nly imply tha t a t the time
we h a d a s upp ly ef the e ld p ack ag ing en
h a.nd."
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HI-FI RECORDIN G TAPE

•
Splice Free (except 2400' ) Freq. Resp. ;
•
20, 20,000 cps. 15 day money-back guarantee
•
3·11
12·23
24+
• 1200' 7" Acetate .. . . $1.29
$1 .17
$ .99
1800' 7" Acetate . .. . 1.79
1 .59
1.45
1800' 7 " Mylar . .. . . 1 .99
1 .95
1.85
2.59
2.49
2400' 7 " mylar ... .. 2. 69
2400' 7" tensllized mylar 2.99
2.95
2.90
Can Be Assorted. Add 15¢ Postage Per Reel
10¢ for 24 + Lot Orders
HI.FI COMPO NENTS, TAPE RECORDERS
At wholesale prices shipped within 24-48 bours.
We'll airmail low quotes on your packaged HI-FI

:
•
•
.
•
•

ELIMINATES
PRE-EMPHASIS
PROBLEMS

AUTOMATICAL LY!

• CONAX will produce increased signal Jeveis in
recording and FM broadcast

• CONAX will reduce distortion in tape recording
and tape duplication

• CONAX will minimize tracing distortion
eDNA)( has been engineered by FAIRCHILD to

cope with the problem of distortion produced in
recording and broadcasting 'by excessive, instan·
taneous high frequency peaks. The CDNA)( "pre·
views" program material in emphasized form for
efficient high frequency control. The device is
based on the integrating properties of the human
ear. The CDNA)( action is inaudible and instan·
taneous - 1/ 40,OOOths of a second. eDNA)( effi~
ciently eliminates problems of overload from loud
cymbals, muted trumpets, bells, and the ever·
present sibi lant singers without qual ity degradation.
Model 6i12 - Stereo $495,
600 - Mono $330.

FAIRCHILD

RECORDING EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
10-40 45th Ave., Long Island City 1, N. Y.
Circle 63A

~

SONOVOX

~

MAGNETIC STEREO CARTRIDGE
modelSX-l
SPECIFICATIONS
Responce .... ......... .. .. .. .. .. 20- 20. 000 cps
Out put ..... .. .. .... ..... 4 wV / 5 em / 1. 000 ci s
Channel I sol ation .. . .. 20 dB 40- 12. 000 c/ s
Channel Balance .. .... ·±O.SdB a tl .UOOc/ s
Cowpllance ........ .. ...... . 3 >< 10 - 6", / dyne
Load Resistance .. .. .. .. .. SO- 70klllo ohlIIs
Tr'ackiDg F orce ...
.. .... .. ...... .. 3 g rams
S t yl us .. .. .... .... · .. .......... 0.7wil Diam ond
Weigbt .. .. .. .... .. .. .
.. ...... · .. 12. Sgr"!'S

SQNOVOX
S ONO V OX C O . , LTD,
10 1 Tokiwomol su cho , Shl buyoku , Tokyo', J.apan

inquiries. Send for free wholesal e catalogue.

r.;;;:

125· N EAST 88 ST. NE W YORK 28, N. Y.

• t.:!J!jCARSTON
%~
Circle 63C

Circle 638

63
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ADVERTISING
INDEX

•
Acou stic Research, Inc. ..........• . ...
Airex Radio Corporati on .. . ..... ... .. .
Altec Lansing Corporat ion . ...........
AmeLu x El ect ronics Corpo rati on .. . ....
Audio Bookshelf . .... . . . . . ....... . . .
Audio Dynamics Corporation . ... .. ....
A udio Fidelity Record s . . ........ . ....
Audio Original s .. .... . .. . ...... . . . ..
Audio Unlimited .. . .... . . .. . .... . . . .

LAFAYETTE . LT-700

Criterion

FM STEREO
MULTIPLEX TUNER

NO MONEY DOWN

124~50

Ready for Stereo and no Adapter Needed . . .
opening a new era in stereo, the new Lafayette
Criterion FM Stereo Multiplex Tuner is entirely
self contained with its own built-in multiplex
facilities. Capable of achieving the highest

Laboratorx Standards, its exceptional selectivity
and sensitivity together with drift·free AFC performance insures effective reception of even
the weakest multiplex or monaural FM signals.

KT-2S0A SO-WATT INTEGRATED
STEREO AMPLIFIER

Made
in U.S.A.

KT-25OA

LA·250A

74.50

99.50

in Kit Form
Completely Wired
• 3rd Channel Output
• Separate Bass & Treble Controls
• 50-Watts Monophonically • 25 Watts .Each Stereo Channel
• Response: 15·40,000 cps ± .5 db (at normal listening level)
Pacesetting quality, performance and design. Features include: unique "Blend"
control for continuously variable channel separation-from full monaural to full
stereo, 4-position Selector, Mode, Loudness and Phase switches. Also provides
outputs for 4, 8, and 16 ohm speakers. Hum·free operation is insured by use of
DC on all pre·amp and tone control tubes . Individual bias and balance controls.
Harmonic distortion, less than 0.2S% . 1M distortion, less than .S%. Hum and noise
77 db below full output. 14112"W x 12% "0 x S1f2"H. Shpg. wt. , 28 Ibs.

~6

55
41
51

63

Briti sh I ndust ries Corporation .. . . .. . •. 59

Carston Studios .. . ... .• . . .......• .. . 63
Classified . .. . .. • . . . ........ .. ...... 62

Dynaco, Inc. •• ... . • . . .. . .•.• . . .. 48, 49

EICO .............. .. ... ...........
Electronic Appl ications. Inc. • . .. . ... •. .
Electro-Voice, Inc . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Cov.
Electro-Voice Sound Systems . . . .. .... .
Empire Scientific Corporation . . . .. . Cov.
Ercona Corporation . . •... .. . .. . .. .. . .

13

56
IV

63
II
10

Fairchild Recording Equipment Corp . . 46, 6 3
Fidelitone . . ... ... •. .• ....•. ... .. . . . 61
Finn ey Company . . . .. . . ..... . . .. . •. . 14
Fisher Radio Corporation .. .. . ... . . •. .. 9

KT-600A Criterion
PROFESSIONAL STEREO
CONTROL CENTER

Garrard Sales Corp. •.. . ...... .. ..•... 59
Goodwin, C. C. (Sales) Ltd. . ..•. . .... 63
Gotham Audio Corp. •.. . . . . .......... 4 2
Grado Laboratories, Inc. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . 2

KT-GOOA

Harman-Kardon .. ..... . ... •... .... .. 5
Hi Fidel ity Center ... . .. ... .. . •. . . . .• 6 3

LA·GOOA

79.50 134.50
In Kit Form

Completely Wired

• Response 5·40,000 cps ± 1 db
• Precise "Null" Balancing System
• Bridge Control Provides Variable 3rd Channel output
• Variable Cros.s Channel Si~nal Feed Eliminates Hole·ln·The·Middle Effects
• Tape Head Playback Equalization for 4· Track Stereo
sensitivity 2.2 mv for 1 volt out. Dual low impedance "plate follower" outputs 1S00
ohms. less than .03% 1M distortion; less than .1% harmonic distortion. Hum and
noise 20 db below 2 volts. 14x105/ 8 x41f2 ". Shpg. wt. , 16 Ibs

I nternational Electroacoustics Inc. . ... 54
Isotone Associates . . .... .• ...... .•. .. 59
Made
in U.S.A.

KT-SSO

Criterion

lOO-WATT
BASIC STEREO AMPLIFIER

KT-5S0

134.50
in Kit Form

Completely Wired

• Rated at SO·Watts per Channel • Response
from 2·100,000 cps; 0·1 db at l·Watt • Mas·
sive Grain Oriented Silicon Steel Transformers
• Multiple Feedback Loop Design (over 50 db)
• Metered Calibration Control Panel • Abso'
lutely Stable Under Any Conditions of Load
A new " Laboratory Standard" dual SO-watt ampi iT; c;
guaranteed to outperform any basic stereo amplifier
on the market. Advanced engineering techniques plus
the finest components ensure flawless performance. Distortion levels so low they are unmeasurable. Hum and noise
better than 90 db below SO-watts. Complete with metal enclosure. 91/4"H x 121f2" D. Shpg. wt., 60 Ibs.

C~--~--------~----~--------,
.i£..~~~T£li Dept. AF·2, P.O. Box 10, Syosset, L,I., N.Y.
I
II
I

7

56
47

Key Electroni cs Company . . .. . .• .. .. .. 6 2
Kli ewer Kabinetry .•.. . . ... ...... . . . . 50
K lipsch and Associates, Inc . .. . .. . .. . .. 6 1

Lafayette Radio . ..... .. . . .... . . ... . . 64
Lansing, James B., Sound, Inc ...•. . .. . 33
Leak .......... ...... ...... .. .. .... 10

N orth American Philips Co., Inc . . ... . • . 57

Pick ering & Company, Inc. . .. ... ... •. . 17
Pil ot Radio Corporation .. . ........ ... 37
Pioneer Electronic Corporation ....•.•.. 15

RAE Society . . .• .... . . .. . . • ... . . .... 53
Rek -O-Kut Co., Inc . .. . . .. .. . . ... ...• 11

Sarkes Tarzian, Inc. .. . ........... ... 3
Scott, H . H ., Inc. . . . . .. ........ .. 3 0, 3 1
Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, Inc. ... 1
Son ov ox Co. , Ltd . ..... ..... . ....... . 63
Superscop e, Inc. . . ... . ......... .. .. . 35

Name ___________________________________
Address __________________________________

University Loudspeakers . . . .... . .• . ... 39
Viking of Minneapolis . . . .. ...... Cov. III
Western Associates . . .. . • .. •••... . ... 62

.-----------------~---------

64
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how to keep the ZING in tape recording
Sure, you can make tapes with a package recorder. You can do
it f ar better with a Viking 86 Stereo-Compact.
But ... Viking recognizes that there are still rugged individualists who like to "roll their own!"
They like the fl exibility that comes only with component tape
equipmen t. Th ey like the performance that is obtained only with
th e precise adjustments possible on Viking tape components.
And they especially like the f.eeling of satisfaction that com es
with building their own system from components .. . knowing that
it works at peak efficiency.
For these , our very special friends , Viking builds extremely
dependable tape transports with fle xibility not found in oth er
decks. High performance Viking recording amplifiers make pos -

sible stereo and monaural, 2 and 4-track systems unexcelled in
performance and versatility.
Full technical literature is now available on Viking 86 and 76
series decks and amplifiers. We invite you to send for this data.
It will be mailed to you without obl igation.

n9

'-+-__~"""r
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0 F MIN N E A POL IS, INC.

Ald,..ich A v enue South , M inne a polis 20. M innesota.
CABLE ADDRE SS: V IKMIN

Now is the time
to come to the aid
eurdorn
I
.0 f your~palty.
he
enjoy outdoor living,
the more you'll enjoy the Electro-Voice
M usicaster-world's finest weatherproof loudspeaker system.
A Musicaster will add to your fun
wherever you are. Whether yoy're
dancing under the stars , swimming in
the pool, or relaxing around the
barbecue in the backyard, music from
a Musicaster adds the pleasure of
outdoor high-fidelity music from your
presen t Hi-Fi system, radio, phonograph or TV set.
It's easy to connect for permanent
. use outside, or you can simply move
your Musicaster into the recrea tion
room for year-'round pleasure.
Designed for indoor-outdoor use, the
E-V Musicaster obta ins high-fidelity
response from a heavy-duty weatherproofed speaker mounted in a rugged
aluminum die-cast enclosure. This
combination insures long-lasting
satisfaction under all conditions.
Now is the time to come to the aid of
your outdoor party . .. with an ElectroVoice Musicaster.lt's easy to install ...
send for full information and the name
of your nearest E-Y sound specialist.

ELECTRO-VOICE High-Fidelity Speaker Systenl ... it's Weather-proofed!
SPECIFICA nONS:
Freque ncy Respo nse: 60-1 3,000 cps
Di spersion: 120·
Powe r Handling Ca pacity: 30 watts program
Impedance: 8 ohms '
Size: 21y,' H x 21y,' W x 8Y,' D
Weight: 31 Ibs . net
Price : $54 .00
Musicaster II avai lable with additional tweeter
to extend response to 18,000 cps . Price: $75.00

P.S. If your school, church or club
needs a tough, high·quality, all-purpose
speaker, the smart choice is an
Electro- Voice Musicaster. ®

El ect ro-Voice , Inc. Dept. 624A
Buchanan , Michigan
Pl ease send me you r booklet, "How to
Enjoy High·Fidelity Outdoors."

Michigan
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